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Scouters Honored At AnnuatEagle Appreciation Banquet
One hundred and fifty nelius, Don Dorris, Ken
Each year the Council
Scouters were recognized at the Cameron, Forrest Priddy, Dr. presents an award to the scout
Four Rivers Council Annual Harold Clark, John Williams, in the council that has
Scouter and Eagle Appreciation Dr. Clark Hall, Dr. Charles demonstrated
outstanding
Dinner held Saturday evening Whitlow, Ed Chrisman, Virgil service to his council, unit and
in Paducah.
Rains, Rev. Tim Taylor, Rev. community. Doug Dennis
The dinner included election Reeves Locke, Dr. John Lloyd of Post 11, sponsored by
of officers and exectdive board Jones, Conrad Cook, Guy Gray, Westminister Presbyterian
of the council for 1975. The of- Dr. Ray Mofield, Jack Piers, Church was awarded the honor
ficers are Ralph Waldrop, Larry Hammett, James Rieke, and will represent the council in
Council President; Vice- and Henry Whitlow.
the Report to the Governor
President Scouting, Ralph
The Council recognized the ten luncheon today in Frankfort.
Fenton; Council Treasurer, Eagle Scouts and their ScoutFirst Class Scout John Rinella
David Pugh; Vice-President masters for their high ac- was awarded the Medal of Merit
Finance, Dr. Bill Parker; Vice- complishments in 1974. The for Lifesaving by the National
President Cub Scouting. Jim Eagles were Tim Doyle, John Council, Boy Scouts of America.
Brockenborough and Vice- Harris, Larry Freeman, Don Rinella and his parents were
President Administration, Max Dorris, John Miller, James recognized for acting promptly
Hurt.
Berhow, Mike Erwin, Frank in aiding a family that had
Members of the Executive Gilliam, and Kevin Ogle.
overturned their boat in swift
Board and Advisory Committee
Art Scharnburg, Kay Goad, water near Heber Springs,
include: Frank Shannahan Ben Nancy Youngblood and Wanda Arkansas.
Rinehart, Jerry Berry, Don Whitaker were presented
Ed Chrisman, a member of
Henry, Dr. Jim Byrn, Jim awards for outstanding service the Executive Board and
Berry, Judge Mike Miller, Tony, In training and the ad- Finance Chairman for the
llarpole, Dr. Norman Parrott, ministration of training to Chickasaw District presented
Charles Williams, Ron Cor----7fellow volunteers. —
the
keynote
address,
recognizing - -the 890 Scouters
that gave of their time and
resources toward the building of
character and a better
tomorrow through Scouting.
The closing of the annual
meeting consisted of the
presentation of the coveted
Silver Beaver award to Howard
Sulver of Paducah and 0. B.
Boone, Jr. of Murray. Both men
have distinguished themselves
as a leader of young men for
many years in the Four Rivers
Council. The two honorees have
been responsible for many
district and council events in
addition to their service as unit
leaders and service to their
communities.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) As long expected, Gov. Julian
Carroll announced today that
he will be a candidate for a full
four-year term as governor in
the Democratic primary in
May.
Carroll was sworn in as Kentucky's 50th governor on Dec.
28 to complete the final year of
former Gov. Wendell Ford's
SENIOR HIGH-The Calloway County Senior Varsity speech team took top honors Saturday term when Ford went to the
in the First Region Speech Tournament drama competition. Members of that team are Randy U.S. Senate.
"After serving as governor
Herndon, Teri Erwin, Randy McDaniel, Krit Stubblefield, Lisa Turner, Teresa Moody, and jimmy
for only a few weeks, it is apBurkeen.
parent to me that it is not possible for any individual to design and put into operation programs that will cope will the
changing problems confronting
our Commonwealth in less than
four years," Carroll said in a
brief statement distributed by
his campaign headquarters.
"The fact that I will have one
year of Gov. Ford's term will
give me an unusual opportunity
to construct and impliment
worthwhile programs," Carroll
added.
"The next few years could be
increasingly difficult for Kentucky and America," the governor said.
"I believe that my experience
as lieutenant governor and 10
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AWARDED SILVER BEAVER - 0. B. Boone, Jr., left, of
Murray, was awarded the coveted Silver Beaver award by
the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council at the council's annual
Scouter and Eagle Appreciation dinner held Saturday
evening in Paducah. Boone has distinguished himself as a
leader of young men for many years in the Four Rivers
Council. At right is Max Hurt, also of Murray, who was elected vice-president for administration for the council.
Staff Photo by Steven W.Givens

Sunny and a little warmer today, high in the low and mid
40s. Partly cloudy and not so
cold tonight, low in the low 405.
Tuesday considerable cloudiness and warmer with a chance
of a shower, high in the mid
and upper 50s

JUNIOR VARSITY-The Cailoss.is County junior Varsity speech team took first place honors
Saturday in the First Region Speech Tournament Drama competition. Members of the junior
varsity team are Paulette Hooks. Sheila Darnell, Tammy Miller, JoBeth Norwood, Tammy Feltner, Ftachael Yancy, and Gena Crabtree,

Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Chance of showers
Wednesday, fair Thursday and
Friday.

5:53

The American people have never had it so
good, but can we afford tomorrow?
This was the question asked members of the
Murray Rotary Club Thursday by Dr. W. J.
Pitman, acting chairman of the Department
of Biological Sciences at Murray State
University.
"We have virtually accomplished the
American dream," he said. "We now have
two to five cars in every driveway, an
automatically heated and cooled home, micro
wave kitchens, and yet our children attend
over-crowded schools and we live with a
shortage of medical personnel.
"Our possessions do not make us happy. We
have irritations, tensions and frustrations,"
he went on." We simply must concern ourselves with the environment in which we live
and be ready to make choices, for there is no
end to man's capacity for desires."

Calloway County High School
won top honors in both the
senior and junior divisions at
the First Region Speech
The real price tag on tot
he said, is- --Tournament drama comthe willingness of the American people to
petition held at Murray State
"grow up to make wise choices and to give
University Saturday.
our children a chance at a good tomorrow."_...
Plays presented by the CCHS
We take our material abundance for
senior high and freshmen
granted and do not contemplate losing it,6 he
speech teams, coached by
said, -and we are confused, fearful and
Larry England, were judged as
threatened by the dangers to our way of life
the best of the day in the
and our environment as we see them today.
competition. Lone Oak High
-Dissatisfaction is our nature, but we must
school was runnerup to
be making the wisest decisions possible now if
Calloway in both divisions.
we are to provide a good tomorrow for the
Paulette Hooks of Calloway
million people who will be living in the United
was judged the best actress in
States by the year 2000."
the junior division and Keith
Dr. Pitman was introduced by M. C.
Sullivan of Lone Oak was
Garrott, the program chairman for the day. A
judged best actor in the
guest at the meeting was Dr. Roland Nelson,
division. In the senior division,
professor of higher education at the
Matt Brandon of Marshall
University of North Carolina. He was the
County High was judged best
guest of Dr. Ben Humphreys.
actor and Debbie Thompson of
4° Trigg County won the best
actress award.

Selected to the all-star cast in
the senior division were Matt
Brandon, Marshall 'Co.;-Debbi Thompson, Cleveland Smith
and Paul Forshel, Trigg Co.;Jimmy Burkeen, Teresa Moody
and Teri Erwin, Calloway
County; Susan Scheer, Huie
Anderson and Patti Templeton,
Lone Oak;
Selected to the all-star cast in
the junior division were
Paulette Hooks, Gena Crabtree,
Jobeth Norwood and Tammy
Feltner of Calloway; Keith
Sullivan, Lewis Perdue, Danny
Steele, Charles Walter, Mary Jo
Steinkamp and Carol Freeman

of Lone Oak.
Saturday's tournament was
part of a series sponsored by the
High School Speech League of
Kentucky. Competition in both
the senior and junior levels in
debate, discussion and duet
acting will be held March 8 and
competition in individual events
will be held March 15 at MSU:
The Calloway County High
teams, which were awarded
trophies for their performances
Saturday, will represent the 14-county first region in the state
tournament in Lexington April
25 and 26, competing against the
other 11 regions in Kentucky.

Indiana Firm
Buys Chrisman
Popcorn Here
The Weaver Popcorn Company of Van Buren,Indiana, has
purchased the holdings and
trade names of the Chrisman
Popcorn Company of Murray.
according to an announcement
made today by the company's
president, W. I. Weaver.
Speaking of the plans for the
Steve McCuiston, son of Mr.
Chrisman Popcorn Company and Mrs. W., D. McCuiston_of
acquisition, Weaver said that Murray Route Four and honor
"it will be operated under the student of the Calloway
Weaver Popcorn Company
County High School Senior
name with Mr. Raymond
Class, has been named as one
Harper as the general manager..
and will be assuming the orfeh regional winners in the
responsibilities of the former Future Farmers of America
owner, Mr. H. E. Chrisman, contest sponsored by the
who is no longer associated with Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times. He will
the firm."
Weaver added that he "is receive a $100 U. S. Savings
very optimistic about the con- Bond at the 37th annual Farm
tinued growth of the popcorn Awards Luncheon in Louisville
industry and that he is looking on March 8. McCuiston is
forward to ongoing business treasurer of the Purchase
relationships
the Regional FFA, president of
with
customers, growers, suppliers Calloway FFA chapter, memand the community of Murray." ber of Speech Club, Beta Club,
and Pep Club, voted most
cooperative in the senior
class, and has been named to
"Who's
Who
Among
American
High
School
Students."

MHS Speech Team Competes
In St. Xavier Tournament

The Murray High Speech and Sherry Runyon, prose; Chris James. Parents chaperoning
Debate Team was one of forty Parker, duet and storytelling; for the St. Xavier trip were Dr.
and Mrs. Richard Tucker.
schools to participate in the St. Robert Mason, radio.
Xavier Speech and Debate
The Murray team is coached Wayne Beasley, and Mrs. D. I.
Tournament held at Louisville by Allan Beane and Mrs. Debra Brown.
the past weekend.
Sixteen students from Murray
Names of several un- were among the four hundred
dergraduate students who students competing in the
earned recognition on the tournament which involved four
Dean's List at Murray State rounds of competition with
power matched final rounds.
University for high scholarship
Murray High had seven enduring the 1974 fall semester
were omitted from a recently tries qualifying for final rounds.
They
were Marion Holloway,
published list because of a
computer printout error at the radio and humerous interpretation; Johnny Cannon
university.
and Barbara Kemper, duet
Students must earn a
semester grade point standing acting; Karen Jones, poetry;
between 3.30 and 4.00 to have Lisa Hill, prose; Lezlee Barinhumerous
their names included on the tholomy,
Dean's list. Standings are terpretation; Laurie Beatty,
figured on the basis of 4.00 for A. extemporaneous speaking.
3.00 for B, 2.00 for C and 1.00 for Shelia Watson. Catina Beasley.
and Cheryl Brown all qualified
D grades.
for semi-finals.
Students omitted Iron) the
KICKOFF BREAKFAST HELD-Members of the Boy Scout Fund Raising Drive for this year
Receiving trophies were
earlier list from Calloway
received their work packets at the Kickoff Breakfast held this morning at the Holiday Inn, Don
County are: Sylvia Dobson, Marion Holloway, second in
Henry is chairman of the drive, and Max Hurt is Advance Gift Chairman. Advance Gift workers
Randy Linn, Karen Pricer. radio; Karen Jones, third in
are Bill Boyd, Royal Kain, Dave Dickson, A. W..Simmons, Ir., Ed Chrisman, and Ronald Churchill.
Peggy Visher, and Christine Poetry; I,ezlee Bartholomy,
Tommy Rushing and Max Brandon are treasurers and individuals participating are Milt Brandon,
third
humerous inin
Walker, all with' perfect
Sid Easley, Roddic Peebles, Larry Mayfield, Jerry Henry, Gedric Paschall, Stuart Poston, Tommy
scholastic standings; and Rita terpretation; Johnny Cannon
Marsh411,. Howard Keller, A.R, Hatcher.Edgar Howe,1r., Paul Maggard,Dan Boaz, Maurice Humand Barbara Kemper, third in
Abtiott, Katie Blalock, Sarah
phrey, Keys Keel, Prentice Lassiter, Tom Rushing Ken Barber, Lester Nanny, Dr. lames Hart, E. B.
Cooper, William Fair, Don duet acting.
Howton, Tom ScruggS, Joe Pat IIITTICS, fad Douglas, Charles Wynn, L EMcSw4in, leery Bolls,
Also participating in the
Futrell, Thomas 1lip, Paula
Caori-Orecrisey, Bryan-lolley,Staii-Key, Dr.{ernes Byrn;Stre-reNarberizigh,-Horivard Steelyri•emmy-- 1Tbricel,
toornanyent --I/MT.--Rsniiir14--- Maarray.11igh-atualants. isineirkg-trephies.-ia She S4.ss4e,
CThlMnrtTn, Jr,
Speech and Debate Tournament were, left to right, front
Parker,
Dr. Hal Houston, Pete Waldrop, Phillip Bryan, George Stockton,
Alexander, James A.
McNeely, Deborah McNutt. Winchester and Bill Boston,
Mike Morgan, Mike Sykes, Gary Haverstock, Ron Beshear, Richard Orr, 0. C. Mclemore, Bailey
Drane Shelly, Ralph Story, and debate; Tarpley Jones, ex- row, Johnny Cannon and Barbara Kemper, top row. Marion
temporaneous speaking; Holloway, Lerlee Bartholomy, and Karen lones,
Hendricks, Ted Vaughn, David Roos.and Forrest Priddy.
Michael Zinkovich

From Dean's List

years in the legislature, including the office of speaker,
qualifies me to direct the affairs of our state government,"
he said. "I promise that I will
be a working, money-saving,
progressive governor."
"Recognizing that I have two
opponents, I will wage an aggressive campaign but my obligation as governor will continue to be my first priority," he
declared.
Carroll apparently was referring to state Auditor Mary
Louise Foust and Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollenbach,
both of whom have announced
for governor in the Democratic
primary.
However, another Democrat
also has announced for the race
and is the only one to have
filed so far. He is Robert
McCreary Johnson of Louisville.
Carroll said he would name
his official campaign committee and file his candidacy
papers with Secretary of State
Thelma Stovall in the next few
days.

MSU Regents
To Meet Here
This Friday
The Murray State University
board of regents will meet at 10
a. m., Friday, Feb. 14, in the
board room on the fifth floor of
the Administration Building.
Items to be considered at the
meeting include consideration
of.
-A statement of the
university's mission and goals;
-Student life policies at the
university;
-Establishing a Bachelor of
Printing
in
Science
Management:
--And the annual report from
president Constantine Curris.
•
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&mike Board Of Mow Woman's Club
Hears Reports At Meeting; Projects For Year Discussed
Mrs. Nola Lewis, chairman of
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, gave
the report of the Murray's club
.--attendance---at --0he- -Winter
Meeting of the Kentucky.
Federation of Women's Clubs
held in Lexington at the
executive board meeting
Monday, February 3. She accompanied club president, Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, who presided
at the board meeting here. The
Club Collect was recited by the
board members at the opening
of the meeting.
Kentucky Ranks First
Among the items reported by
Mrs. Lewis was the news that
Kentucky
Federation
of
Women's Clubs made the
largest contribution to CARE
last year and the emphasis that
KFWC places on this volunteer
contribution. The Murray
Club's contribution fell short of
that of other years because
some of the departments forgot
to call attention to the project,
was included in comments
later.
She also spoke on the commendation of the local club's
participation of funding the
NEEDLINE, a telephone
service to help persons in need.
Mrs. Lewis mentioned the talk
on parliamentary procedure
comments made by State
Parliamentarian, Mrs. Lee
Pennington.
Club House Repairs
Mrs. Fred Wells reported that
painting of the club house is
being done as weather permits.
Some plaster has been broken
inside, and the steps in the
Stairway is being considered for
carpeting. Mrs. James Rudy
Allbritten is chairman of the
carpeting committee. Complaints have been made of the
danger of falls because of the
condition of the steps.
Miss Beale Remembered
In remembrance of Miss
Cappie Beale, a long time
member of the club, who died
this month, and Mrs. J. D.
Rayburn whose mother, Mrs.
W. W. Johnson, who died this
week, the dub observed a time
of silence and prayer.
By-Law Changes
Mrs. Donald Keller, chairman of by-law changes,
reported for her committee.
The first amendment concerned
the change in taking in members and the second one
suggested minor changes in
bac* work of the management
of the club house. Copies of
these proposals were given to
each department chairman who
were instructed to read them at
the department meetings.
These proposed changes istiR
be voted upon at the Genesi
Meeting Mardi 17, in the_citth
house. At this meeting,
department chairmen will give

•••

?U1

their annual report of activities.
The Delta and Alpha Departments will serve as hostesses at
the March general meeting,
brunch.
Nominating Committee
Elected at the Executive
Board meeting Monday was the
nominating committee whose
duty is to present a slate of
names for officers of the club
for the coming year. Election of
officers will be held at the
March meeting. Committee
members elected are Mrs.
Donald Keller, from the Advisory Board, composed of past
presidents; Mrs. Matt Sparkman - Executive Board;
Mesdames Fred Wells and Tess
Hopson, representing the
department chairmen; and
Mrs. Joe Prince form the
Standing Committee.
Kidney Research
Mrs. LaFollette and Mrs.
Lewis reported that according
to reports released in the state
meeting that 54,000 people in
Kentucky are known to have
kidney disease the fourth
greatest killer, Mrs. LaFollette
stated that she hoped one of the
departments would take as its
project the job of screening for
this disease in the schools. She
also quoted from Di-. Mary
Pauline Fox, second vice
president of the General
Federation of the Women's
Clubs that blood pressure
ranked high as a killer, and
"Everyone has a time bomb in
his chest ready to explode - this
being high blood pressure"
Blind Corners
Mrs. James C. Martin,
chairman of the Theta department, reported that her
members were concerned with
the blind corners, parking ordinances, and vacant lots as
hazards to school children. She
is appealing to the Parent
Teachers Association and city
officials for riddance of these
dangers.
KET Program
According to Mrs. LaFollette,
the Murray Club will cooperate
with KET fund-raising program
that is being sponsored by the
state Kentucky Educational
Television on April 7. The
District Governor, Mrs. Rex
Benefield, will be in Frankfort
that night to receive pledges

from this area. Mrs. Sam
Knight was appointed chairman
of securing club members to be
on the answering service at the
MnrraY-State-Qatleste station,
Individuals who want to aid the
KET program can become a
member for $15.00. Other
amounts may be donated,
however.
Stamps And Coupons
The president asked the
department chairmen to urge
members to continue saving
S&H Green Stamps and food
coupons, to be sent to Norton
Center where they will aid in the
treatment for burned, crippled
or blind children.
Status of Women
Mrs. Charles Hoke read a
resolution concerning Status of
Women requesting that an
adjustment of taxes-inheritance
and others to favor the single
woman. The resolution is to be
sent to proper authorities. Mrs.
Hoke also read a new form
letter of invitation to be used in
inviting women to membership.
The form was accepted.
Bicycle Safety
Mrs. Joe Prince, civic
chairman, announced a project
to make bicycle riding safer.

A message of goodwill
and common sense
DEAR ABBY: For the last few months, I have been
reeding and hearing about the riots and demonstrating at
the Boston schools. I wish some of them would visit my
school for one week.
I am a white, senior girl at a totally integrated high
school. This is our fifth year of total integration, and I guess
this is the reason I cannot understand the people of Boston.
The president of onr student body is black, and he chose
me as his secretary. Working together, we forget the color of
our skin and concentrate on the common goal of the
students—to have the best school ever.
In my high school years, I have gone through many
changes along with my classmates. I have learned to love
according to character, not color. I have learned about life
other than as an upper-middle-class white. I have made
many black friends that I wouldn't trade for anything or
anybody. I feel that our school has made a great step
forward for our country. It's only a start, but it's an
improvement.
I sin asking the people of Boston to please give
desegregation a chance. We live in this country together,
yet you are afraid to reach out to a fellow American. Plea
open your eyes! This is America, and we are all free. Why
can't we love each other without prejudice? Won't you help_
me say it, Abby? Just sign me —
STUDENT: HENRY COUNTY SR. HIGH
MC DONOUGH,GA.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Silburn Colson has been
dismissed from
Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah,
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Steven Bell has been
hospitalized
Lourdes
at
Hospital, Paducah.

DEAR STUDENT: You've said it well. And rot willing
to give your message of goodwill and common aims wider
circulation.

LMVJU
753 3314

DEAR ABBY: The letter from the wife who had a fit
when she caught her husband using her toothbrush I he
couldn't find his) brought back memories.
Several years ago, when I was a young divorcee, 1 fell in
love with a divorced man. We wanted to be married in a
church by a minister, but finding one who would marry two
divorced people wasn't easy in those days.
We finally found a minister who said he might perform
the ceremony if we would answer some questions first. After
a few minutes of chitchat, he hit us with the big question.
"If you had no other choice, would you use your mate's
toothbrush?"
At the time we both thought that was about the dumbest
question we'd ever heard, but we thought for a few minutes
and both said: "Yes."
The minister smiled and said: "Using someone else's
toothbrush is positive proof of total commitment. I'll
perform the ceremony." And he did. We've laughed about it since then, but now we realize
how wise he was.
HAPPY IN FORT PIERCE, FLA.
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DEAR HAPPY: Thanks for brushing me up on what
constitutes "total commitment." It's better than a paste in
the mouth.

HNC.
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7:25,9:20+ 2:30Sat.,Sun.

DEAR ABBY: Bruce and I are both in our early twenties
and have been happily married for two years. A rather
peculiar situation has arisen between us and I would
appreciate your opinion
Several nights in the past month I have been awakened
by my husband's amorous advances, which culminate in

1 THE
OVVERING -.44,•••
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given by the various chapters
over the state.
Murray High Chapter has
scheduled numerous activities
for the week including spot
radio announcements, news
articles, proclamation announcing FHA week with
president representing the
Chapter, posters, banners,
bulletin boards and participating in the Breakfast show

Mrs. Nola Lewis, chairman of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club and a delegate to the Kentucky Winter
Board Meeting of KFWC, makes a report of the meeting to the
Executive Board on Monday, February 3. Mrs. A. C. LaFollette
president, seated, also attended the state workshop.

By AbigoirVin Buren

"SOMETHING HIT US...
Ow crew is deed—
help ee please,

An aa

She mentioned reflector tapes
and the aid of the State Safety
Department who would show
films in schools showing the
cautione to.ohnerve in this type
of transportation.
Special Dinner
The Board voted to participate in the Community
Program that is being sponsored by Dr. Constantine
Curris, president of Murray
State University February 25 to
honor Mrs. Maurce Humphrey
and Mrs. G. T. Lilly. These
women are members of Murray
Woman's club and teachers who
have received educational
awards recently. Mrs. Humphrey was named Kentucky
Teacher of The Year. Mrs. Lilly
received an award at the
conclusion of her presidency of
the National Home Economics
Organization.
Contests Deadline
Members were reminded that
the deadline for entering the
District contests in art, sewing
and music is nearing and urged
them to work for many entries.
The District meeting will be
held in the Paducah Woman's
Club House February 11,
beginning at 9 a. m.

This
week
beginning
February 9-15 has been
designated by the National
Organization
of
Future
Homemakers of America as
National FHA week, which is
also Vocational Educational
Education week.
During this week special
emphasis to interpreting FHA
as an integral part of the home
economics program will be

111, Pr Mt
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Many High School 1U4 Chapter awning Netionel Week Here
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making love. Bruce never said anything during these
encounters, but was otherwise unusually loving and
aggressive.
Afterwards we slept. In the morning when I made subtle
comments regarding his previous night's behavior, he
always seemed to miss the point, so I didn't pursue it.
Last night it happened again, just as before, but I
suddenly realized what was so strange about it. Bruce had
been sound asleep!
What bothers me is this: How does a woman interpret
such behavior? Could it indicate infidelity tor the desire for
it) on my husband's part? Sign me,.
WIDE AWAKE
DEAR WIDE: Why look for interpretations? Such
encounters needn't be examined for unconscious
motivations. And whether they're endured or enjoyed is for
you to decide.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif.
90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope. please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know,- send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a
long,
self-addressed. stamped ,20ti envelope.

•

PERSONALSt

What's going on?

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rex Chadwick of Dexter has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah

Moil orders canner be accepted iron, localities served by carrier delivery. Offer good
only in K•ntacky and Indiana
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They now have approximately 1200 name brand shoes,
located at the back of the store.
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These shoes on sale now. First come, first serve. Come on in
and see for yourself. Name Brand shoes selling for a
ridiculous price.
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Mother Goose
Adventures in
Fashion
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Clothes Tell
"Clothes communicate,"
says Joan Raines, a vice
president at her mother's
firm, Adele Simpson. "They
tell who she is, what she
does, her taste, her flair."

Shoes

To BARGAIN OFFER Mr Cearier-levrnol, Lecrisvolle, Ky 40202
Find enclosed $,27 30 (Courier-Journal cat $26.00 plus S1.30 Ky. sales tax),
for which please enter my subscription for one full year' for

organization and who are
studying home economics in a
college in Kentucky.
Selwyn Schultz and }Vista
Kennedy from the Murray High
Chapter were two of the
recipients.
Mrs. A.Crass and Mrs. G.
T. Lilly are the advisers for the
Murray High Chapter.
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No Job Too Large or Too Small
Ili
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FREE Estimates
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Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
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41
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Prices Range From
You don't hove to ask thot question when you read the doily Courier-Journal
Moil this coupon by March 1, 1975 to get The Courier-Journal's big tlorgoin Offer.

next Wednesday.
Membership
is
approximately 439,895 in 11,588
chapters in the United States,
the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, and American schools
overseas. Kentucky membership for 1973-74 Is l8,291 In
231 chapters. This includes one
HERO Chapter.
FHA members' beliefs about
the way they work are as
follows:
Every individual counts, and
has a special contribution to
make to the chapter.
Through group cooperation,
the chapter can achieve many
goals that an individual cannot.
Teen-age members and
adults can work together, each
gaining from the other.
The FHA Scholarship Fund
has been sponsored each year
since 1949. At the State meeting
in June 1974, the VaughnWilliamson Scholarship of
$400.00
and
seventeen
scholarships of votoo were
awarded to FHA members who
had made contributions to the
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Monday, February 10
Suburban Homemakers Club
Monday, February 10
Sigma Department of the
Russell's Chapel United will meet at the home of Mrs.
Methodist Women's meeting Prentice Dunn at seven p. m. Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the Clara Eagle Art
hasbeens.ancellod,
_
Gallego, Murray State, at 6:30
School
High
County
Calloway
p. m. with Mesdames Hal
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club Band Boosters will meet in the
Houston, Bailey Hendricks,
will meet at the home of Mr. and
band room at seven p. m.
Robert Burke, John Nanny, Joe
Mrs. Eugene Schanbacher, 1314
Prince, and Bobby Toon as
Farris Avenue, at seven p. m.
Baptist Young Women of hostesses.
Memorial Church will meet at
the home of Sue Wynn at seven
Alateen will meet at the AA
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of p. m.
Hall, North 6th and Walnut, at
First United Methodist Church
seven p. m.
Women will meet in the senior
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
youth room of the church at
Tuesday, February 11
seven p. m. with the program by the Mental Health Center at
Kappa Department of the
seven
p.
m.
Ann Fisher,
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30 p.
m. with Mesdames Lawrence
Philpot, John Bartholomy, Rex
Galloway, Donald Brock,
Roddie Peebles, Charles
Turnbow, and Dan Miller as
hostesses.

tie

iiese

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.

Baptist Women of Grace
Church will meet at the church
at two p. m
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at he
home of Mrs. B. D. Hall at ten
a.m, with the program by Mrs.
James C. Hart.

Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 9:30
a. m, at the church.
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Metes
Linn, HA South 14th Street, at
2:30 p. m.

Alpha Phi Omega national
service fraternity at Murray
State University will have an
open meeting in Room Four,
Student Union Building, at 7:30
p.m. All MSU students
welcome.
Group IV of First Chirstian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Steve Shaw at 7:30
p.m. with the program by Mrs.
Bailey Gore,

SIRM13_

South
Pleasant
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Hester Hugh Brown
at one p. m.

Spring
Coats
New Shapes
And Colors!

Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at the
church.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hail.

Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of the First United
Look in the section in which
Prevailing influences indicate
Methodist Church Women will
your birthday comes and find the possibility of some decepmeet at the church at 6:30 p.m.
what your outlook is, according --lion in your area. Be alert, and
Ellis Center will open at ten for the church
potluck supper.
Faith Doran Circle of First
to the stars.
ready to counteract with firma.m. for Senior Citizens. Fur
ness. Above all, avoid those who United Methodist Church flowers demonstration by
ARIES
Women will meet at the social
have deceived you before.
Crafts Unlimited at 10:30 am.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) etrA
hall at two p. m.
AQUARIUS
and table games and pinochle
In both thoughts and actions,
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
will start at 1:30 p.m.
be careful riot to overstep
Morning circles of First
You can reap something of a
bounds or underestimate your harvest from past efforts, but "-United Methodist Women will
Wednesday,February 12
opponents. If you observe these don't let up now. Continued - meet at 9:30 as follows: Alice
Bridge will be played at 930
admonitions, you should have a striving will bring still greater Waters with Mrs. James Byrn,
a. m. by the women of the Oaks
dandy day.
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. James Country Club. Make reserrewards.
TAURUS
PISCES
A. Fisher, and Maryleona Frost vations by Tuesday noon with
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )4
with Mrs. J. C. Winter.
Brenda Estes, 753-0393.
You will wind up -in the red"
Certain matters in which you
are interested need an extra on day's balance sheet if you do
Groups of First Baptist
push now. Get to them im- not think and function com- Church Women will meet as
Wednesday, February 12
mediately. And, in all things, petently right from the start. By follows: I with Mrs. Calvin
Center on North 2ricl Street
emphasize forethought, directing energies smartly, Morris at nine a. m.; Annie
.will open at 1:30 p. m. for Senior
precision, tact.
however, you can achieve Armstrong with Mrs. M. C.
Citizens activities.
much.
Garrott at 9:30 a. m.; II with
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Mrs. Burman Parker at ten a.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
YOU BORN TODAY are m.; III with
A generally good day, but you
Mrs. Earl Miller at will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
endowed
great
with
ambition,
may run into a few obstacles—
two p. m.
p. m.
which COULD be caused by unusual versatility and an
your own procrastination, extremely outgoing personality.
Murray Quota Club will meet
South Murray Homemakers
disinterest or skepticism. Avoid Once you have developed your at the Holiday Inn at twelve
Club will meet with Mrs. Zella
talents and learned the value of
-such negative approaches.
noon.
Covington.
self-discipline, you will brush
CANCER
obstacles from your path in an
Murray
Branch
of
to
AAUW
July
23
will
(June 22
outstanding climb to great
Harris Grove Homemakers
There's much more to this accomplishment. You have a meet at University School Club will meet at the Holiday
day than you may realize at brilliant wit, which makes you a Library at 7:15 p. m.
Iris at ten a. m.
first. Go forth and find that new delightful conversationalist, but
opportunity you want and tackle be careful not to use it too
Providence
New
Coldwater Homemakers Club
it .7igorously. Avoid extremes, sharply. Other traits to curb: Homemakers Club will meet
will meet at the home of Mrs.
however.
hypersensitivity and excessive with Mrs. Patsy Pittman at one Charles Dan Barzell at 12:30 p.
volubility. Fields in which you p. m.
LEO
m.
"tttild'excieL literature, aCieftee,
July 24 to Aug. 2.3T
Palestine United Methodist
Some brand
new
op- Invention, music, the graphic
Pacers Homemakers Club
portunities indicated. Your day arts. Birthdate of' Thomas Alva Church Women will meet at the will meet at the home of Joanna
church at ten a. m.
should be active,stimulating. In Edison, noted inventor.
Adams at 9:30 a. m.
all dealings, however, stress
diplomacy.
FOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 11, 1975

tie
ala

Tuesday, February 11
Freed-Hardeman
The
Associates will meet in the
University Church Annex (Old
Lassiter Building) at seven p.
m.

VIRGO
irn t
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 "r
Give sufficient time to due
responsibilities, less to outside
interests which only interfere
with your progress. Be resolute,
but not abrupt, with associates.

Put some sunshine into your life by adding a flattering new
Spring coat to your wardrobe from Bright's exciting collection.
Available in single or double-breasted and belted styles in
imitation leathers or smooth and patterned polyester complemented by Spring's favorite colors. Sizes 6 to 18; 44.00 to 88.00

m,--ls1042:--Spri
4;
47*,ng Is, Arriving
.,,,.

LIBRA
-(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism now. No matter
what disappointments you may
encounter, keep on plugging.
Try to pattern your day after
previous successful ones.

ab
n
u

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rrtoeli
You are left pretty much on
your own to decide on the best
means to gain benefits, but
deliberations and conclusions
MUST be accurate.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
eideP.
You may feel too closely
regimented or fret that your
best ideas are "not appreciated." Curb such thoughts
and carry on smilingly. In 24
hours, generous influences will
bring reward.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14

With Bright Ideas To

A Classic
In It's Own Time
Wow 'em in this super dress sandal! Skinny ankle strapping, wide
open peep toe, for when your're all dressed up and ready to swing.
GEORGIA,by Miss America is available in camel, blue, green and
yellow leather and black patent.

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phone 753.5079

ihi k42,1 -

FARS-tail Be liter
in the World

Spring's Soft
Silhouettes
Flattering, versatile and full of Spring
dresses from Bright's' So refreshing and
filled with life. Hurry Mends/se the finest
in smart Spring style sin your favorite
..‘Onas-allyacelarik Availelde tatintor:istider
and Half-slzes, 24.00 to 60.00

Practical,easy-care pant suits from Bright's look great
(iffytiostiFsiortiviiiirthrirtxrdRitilii;iiii--bles in your favorite styles and Spring fashion colors
Available in Junior and Missy sizes; 22.00 to 84.00
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How Tall Is
Million Dollars?

A million dollars is slightly longer
than a football field (not counting
the end zones). Or, standing up, it is
mote"thanilire-e
-limes as tall ig-the
' State Capitol. Three State Capitols
stacked on ton,of each other, would
reach 292.5 feet. A million new dollar
bills would be 20 feet taller than that.
Next question.
A woman phoned to ask me how
tall a million dollars would be in new
one-dollar bills. A million in crisp,
new, unused dollar bills that have
just been printed would be 312.5 feet
high, says V. B. (Hawk) Johnson,
public affairs officer for North
Carolina National Bank in Raleigh. I

called him because I figured him to
be nutty enough to try to figure out
bow tall a million dollars wqtaI
was -Keit. . .
—Jack Aulis in the Raleigh (N.C.)

Mini Editorial
Many job hunters today here these
remarks, "Yes, it's nice that you
have a BA Degree, but what can you
DO?"
+From Publisher's Notebook by T.
George Washington in the
Madisonville (Ky.) Messenger

-

prepared comments,all labor-oriented.
The chamber notified Moloney it has not
studied the bill, but is opposed to it.
"Of course, there is no bill yet, which
makes it an interesting letter," Moloney said
with tongue in cheek.
There were about 60 persons at the hearing,
presumably as observers, and so Kentuckians
may be just warming up to the subject.
If you're interested the next hearing is 10
a.m.Thesday in the Senate chamber. The
legislative chairs are quite comfortable.
Moloney says almost 20 people so far have
submitted written comments.
Next month the focus will be on the views of
municipalities, perhaps the category most
sensitive to co/lectige bargaining.
"And as we move on down the line we'll
want people from the biggest single employer-state government," Moloney said.
"Also, public safety employes will have to be
delineated as a specific group."
Will all this merely be a rehash of what took
countless hours, used up vast human energy
and frayed many tempers last year before it
came to nothing? Not necessarily.
Some big organizations are bringing their
national leaders to talk with us," Moloney
said." We are also collecting scholarly works
on the topic, reviewing them and hopefully
will come up with new approaches."
Moloney's guess is that if collective
bargaining is resolved early in the 1976
session,that will be that.
If not, he said, be prepared for an
overriding issue dominated by legislative
trades the rest of the time.
This means collective bargaining would be
used as the keystone for a wide range of other
proposed bills.
For example an advocate would offer to
support another bill if the bill's sponsor supported collective bargaining. And so on.
rather endlessly.
Which in turns means individual bargaining
may determine the fate of collective bargaining.

by II. C. VAN CUMON

S. C. Van Caren
By S. C. Van Caron
FRANKFORT — Governor Julian Carroll's
announcement last week that he was
eliminating 3,054 unfilled jobs on the
organization charts of the multitude of state
agencies was just one of the signals that his
present short administration is cutting back
on expenditures.
He said he would be saving the taxpayers
$18 million in salaries annually, but this is
only mythical savings since no one was
eliminated from the payroll in this move that
he made by executive order.
On the heels of this order, he followed the
next day by announcing a cutback of $16.2
million in capital construction projects across
the state that former Governor Wendell Ford
had placed in the present budget.
Two projects totaling $8 million for state
government in Frankfort were delayed for a
year, but this is not a total saving for he
switched this $8 million to start design and
construction on seven vocational education
schools across the state. They are located at
Highland Heights, Paintsville, Paducah,
Owensboro, Louisville, London and
Lexington .
He also deferred a new livestock and horse
show arena at the Kentucky State Fair and
Exposition Center, and improvements to the
Fairgrounds stadium lighting and press box
facilities.
While all of these announced cutbacks have
or may have made an impression on the
taxpayers during these recession days,
several office buildings, financed by private
capital, are being built here to house state
government offices,
Carroll's announcement that he was
eliminating the 3,054 unfilled jobs had the
connotation that state government is being
curbed, as well as the postponement of
construction of itig.new statnoffice_buildings.
The office buildings delayed in Frankfort
for a year are office buildings for the
v1ronmen,al Protectionind the Department
of Justice as well as the proposed new Library
and ArcHives Building.

In answer to the query to the Department of
Finance from this reporter, the agency said
the state is leasing 323,916 square feet from
private firms in Franklin County for office
and storage space.
The figures on this are that 218,660 square
feet of warehouse space is being leased here
ior various state agencies and 305,256 square
feet of office space is being leased. The annual rent on the warehouse space is $257,308
for an average of $1.18 per square foot and the
annual rent for office space is $991,519 for an
average of $3.25 per square foot. Some of the
office space runs above $4.00 per square foot.
Thousands of square feet of office space are
leased in other parts of the state, but I didn't
have time to get that figure in time for this
column.
Back during the administration of Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt when the new Tower
Office Building was announced in the Capital
Plaza here, the state said 'his would fulfill the
office needs for some years to come.
State offices didn't move into the building
until April during the first year of Ford's
administration. Very little leased space was
released at that time, and it has continued to
grow since then.
Finance Commissioner William E. Scent
said the state has increased its rental space in
Franklin County 50 per cent since February
last year, and this 50 per cent figure was as of
December 31, 1974.
One of the shortcomings of the beautifully
designed Towers Building, 28 stories high, is
that no provision was made for storage space,
and storage space has to be rented elsewhere
for all the state agencies in the new building.
Strange as it may seem, the Department of
Education thought it would have an abundance of space in the new Towers when it
moved from the State Office Building. It has
expanded so much that a large building is
being enrestrurteci at the corner of Comanche
Trail and Schenkel Lane in East Frankfort by
private capital under lease to the Department
of.,F4tacellierr. Read about all of the announced cutbacks,
but look for expansion of state government in
future years.

Bible Thought
But I say unto you which hear, Love your enemies,
do good to them which hate you. Luke 6:27.
How many times have we tried to justify our
feelings and motions toward others by pretending
we have no ill will toward anyone?
-e-.

which, in our,op Mon are not in the best in
'crest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced
All letters
intended for publication must bear the
signature of the writer

10 Years Ago Today

NEW YORK (AP) — As Alan GreenMeanwhile, the mood of the country turns
span, chairman of the Council of Economic
_
sour.
Advisers, was predicting Friday that the
An autoworker or a steelworker with
jobless rate would peak at 8.5 per cent later
nothing to do but stoke his own fury cannot
this year, it probably already had reached
contribute to the well-being of his community.
that figure.
Neither can an idle teenager who is just
An AFL-CIO spokesman estimates that
learning his unemployment isn't just an
while January unemployment was 8.2 per
unlucky accident but to some extent represencent, the continued layoffs throughout the
ts an establishment bias, union and
country has pushed the rate to around 8.5 or
management, against helping the unskilled
8.6 per cent by now.
learn to earn their way.
Is America afraid to face the facts?
To their clients only, some private
economists are forecasting a 10 per cent rate
later this year. Already that percentage has
been exceeded in certain industries and in
certain areas.
And the jobless statistics don't tell all the
story either. There are countless thousands
underemployed.
Asked what the sharp rise in unemployment
Today is Monday, Feb. 10, the 41st day
means, consumer pollsters say: A further
of1975. There are 324 days left in the year.
loss of confidence.
Today's highlight in history:
Lower confidence means lower economic'In 1763, France ceded Canada to England as
activity. Despair begets more. A sinking
the Treaty of Paris was signed, ending the
economy feeds on itself, devours itself.
French and Indian War.
Albert Sindlinger, the consumer marketing
On this date—
authority and pollster, had been forecasting
In 1828, the South American patriot, Simon
10 per cent unemployment by October. Now
Bolivar, became ruler of Colombia.
he's sticking to an estimate of "at least 10 per
In 1840, England's Queen Victoria married
cent," but moving it up several months.
Prince Albert.
Unemployment is bad news even for the
In 1846, members of the Mormon faith
employed. It endangers jobs in sales, housing,
began an exodus to the West from Nauvoo,
finance,travel. Even stocks.
Illinois.
At the New York Stock Exchange, William
In 1939, the Japanese occupied Hainan
Freund, chief economist, sees the "startling"
Island off the south coast of China.
unemployment rate as a further
In 1962, the Soviet Union exchanged the capmanifestation of weakness, -and it shows the
tured American U-2 pilot, Francis Gary
dimensions of the problems we as a nation
Powers, for a Soviet spy held by the United
now face."
States, Rudolf Abel.
Freund said he had expected a high rate, as
In 1967, the 25th Amendment to the U.S.
did most everyone, but he had not expected a
Constitution became effective as Nevada
surge of unemployment to come on so sudbecame the 38th state to ratify it. The amenddenly and sharply.
ment dealt with presidential disability and
Pierre Rinfret, an adviser to President
succession.
Nixon, recalls being criticized for speaking
Ten years ago: Fire swept three wooden
his mind when he began talking about such
coaches of a train near Zaragoza, Spain,
high jobless rates.
killing 30 persons.
At a White House meeting, Rinfret said, he
Five years ago: One person was killed and
once told the President that the jobless rate
eleven persons wounded in a terrorist
would rise to dangerous heights if the
grenade attack against an Israeli airliner at
economy were permitted to drag along
the airport at Munich,Germany.
Shocked, Ntxon turned to ahother adviser
One year ago: Iraq claimed that 70 Iranians
were killed or wounded in a border clash bewho calmed the President, Rinfret relates, by
tween Iraqi and Iranian troops.
telling him: "You know Pierre exaggerates."
Today's birthdays: Opera singer Leontyne
Rinfret maintains we have chosen to believe
Price is 48. Actress Judith Anderson is 77.
fantasies rather than facts.
Thought for today: Remember,it is as easy
Now that the nation is faced with the facts,
to marry a rich woman as a poor woman —
there seems still to be some reluctance to
William Thackeray, English writer, 1811-1863.
recognize them.

Mrs. Mary Pace, secretary of the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross for the past
twenty-one years, has submitted her resignation to
the board of directors.
Ray Magness of Hardin Route One died this morning. Funeral services will be held at the,Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
will hold open house at the new office building at
Mayfield on February 13, according to General
Manager F. L. Finks.
Jo Watson, Joy Johnson, and Jean Moore had high
individual games in bowling in the Magic Tri League
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn have returned from a
week's vacation at Miami Beach, Fla. They were
awarded the trip by the Admiral Corporation.

Today In
History

20 Years Ago Today
Cpl. Charles Dale Waldrop who is with the radar
unit in Germany has been nominated for Officer
Candidate School.
Fifteen indictments were returned by the
Calloway County Grand Jury in the current term of
Circuit Court here.
Mrs. Victoria Edwards died today at the home of a
son, Crellis Edwards of Kirksey.
"Jonquils are up two inches and more and the
January jasmine is about to burst into bloom," from
the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Births reported at the Murray Hospital February 7
to 9 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernestberger and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Ray
Mofield.
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dentist if you have not done sa
Cosmetic dentistry can be done
to give you white teeth. If done
by an experienced, competent
dentist, the results can be
satisfactory. Many authorities
regard a yellowish tint to the
teeth as a blessing

This Valentine's
Week,.. Reach Out
and Touch Her
with flowers. A
red satin heart.
And a vial of
FTD's exclusive Joie
de Fleur'
Perfume.
What could

Q. Mr. T E has been told that
Q. Mrs. S. S. says that her teeth
have a yellowish appearance he has enlargement of his heart
and that she has tried unsuc- and wants to know if such
cessfully to whiten them. She enlargement means heart trouwants to know what can be done ble.
A. Increase in the size of the
A. The yellowish appearance heart always
means heart trouof your teeth is undoubtedly a ble. However,
persons with carnatural condition. Incidentally, diac enlargement
can often live
such teeth usually are more comfortable, effective lives
for
resistant to both disease and use many years. It is important
that
than white teeth, which are you remain under the care
of a
softer and often brittle. Consult a physician and follow his
advice.
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Hungry Bear Pancake & Barbecue House

The associate director of the
Influenza Center, Julius Kasel,
Ph.D., recalls that a Harvard
researcher estimated that there
are 44 million high-risk • persons
in the United States and that the I
national cost of the epidemic of _i
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please her
more?We71 send
the LoveBundle
almost anywhere
by wire. But
dohurry...
-N.
Valentine's
Day is almost here.
Call or visit
us today.
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By KJ-I- BlastnKarne, M.D.
Persons should promptly seek
immunization against influenza
and obtain early help from a
physician if signs of an infection
begin, especially older citizens,
diabetics, debilitated persons
with chronic respiratory. or heart
conditions
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An_influenza Epidemic-May-Strike
Authonties are worried about
the poienbility of an epidemic of
influenza.
They have been trying, by
widespread publicity, to warn
the public of their coricern.
The anxiety is about a new
variety -- Port Chalmers influenza -- named for the town in
New Zealand where this form of
the virus was first identified.
According to the Influenza
Center in Houston. conditions are
such that an epidemic of influenza can be expected within a
month or s). At that time a rise
in absenteeism can be expected
from school and work, and ad'
misions to hospitals will increase with influenzal infections,
exhibiting high fever and some
with pneumonia. Mortality from
these infections will increase.
Quoted in an article in a recent
issue tithe Journal tithe America n Medical Association.
Robert Couch, M.D., professor of
microbiology and immunology
and medicine and director of the
Influenza Center. said,"We think
it's going to be a bad year hear
We had no London flu epidemic
on there's been a three-year interval and now we have a lot of
susceptible hosts"
Dr. Conch pointed out further,
"A warm climate makes no
difference in the incidence of
flu." The infection can hit anywhere and is easily transmitted
by the many who travel from
one area of the country to
another.
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Is America Afraid To
Face Facts Of Inflation?

News and Observer

Collective Bargaining
To Be Major Issue
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)
Unless
some unexpectedly emotional issue arises
this year, it looks like collective bargaining
for public employes will become the major
battleground of the 1976 legislature.
•
Kentucky is one of 14 states which has no
• statute on the matter, and pressure is grow.tng from organized labor to join the majority.
The previous attempt at collective
bargaining collapsed late in the 1974 session
when House Bill 50 was sent back to cone
r mittee and died.
Next time things could look rosier for advocates when Gov. Johan Carroll, on the
assumption he will still be in office next
January, seems to smile somewhat on collective bargaining-at least the principle behind
it.
Careful to say he is leaving the controversy
to the House and Senate members, the governor nonetheless noted he always has supported professional negotiations for public
school teachers, which after all is another
form of collective bargaining.
Governors routinely promise not to interfere with the legislature's supposed independence, and Carroll has been no exception, but such proclamations have meant
nothing when the executive branch decided it
wanted or did not want a proposed law.
Of course, how Carroll acts will depend on
what kind of bargaining statute emerges for
consideration and the mood of the General
Assembly.
Seven legislators on a special committee
• are holding meetings in the coming months to
determine if there should be a statute and
what type.
Sen. Mike Moloney, 1)-Lexington, the chairman, says there has not been an overwhelming response to date from 3,000 letters
mailed to interested persons. Only 120 have
indicated they might want to participate in
public hearings.
The first hearing last month basically involved statewide groups-labor, the farm
bureau, the chamber of commerce. Only
; three representaives showed up with

Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum fOr the exchange Of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editOr in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couraged The eclitOrs reserve the right tO
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to reiect any
letters to the editor or public vo.v. aeon
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Paducah Tilghman Gets
Easy Win Over Lakers
STEVE W. GlyENS
r 81 Times Sports Writer
Tenth-ranked Paducah Tilghman flexed its muscles early in
the third period to shake surprising Calloway County and
then slugged the visiting Lakers
dizzy with a strong point
production to capture a 76-54
win Saturday night.
With four starters in double
digits and a torrid 90 per cent
shooting average from the free
throw lane, the Blue Tornado
romped to its 10th consecutive
victory and improved Coach
Berny Miller's seasonal slate to
a gaudy 19-1 reading.
Senior guard Charles Dunbar
eased his way into the leading
scorer's position with a 23-point
production for the winners,
while 6-1 senior David Thorne
lead the Lakers with his 15
markers.
Neither team handled the ball
Impressively with both squads
being charged with 16 turnovers, but PTHS got the edge it
needed on the boards where it
enjoyed a 37-22 advantage.
The Bluemen shunned the
long shots from the field and
instead forced the visitors to
play a slower, more deliberate
style of basketball. Twice PTHS
went into a game-stalling
passing exhibition, once when it
had a comfortable 59-48 edge
and again with 3:40 left in the
action and a 6640 spread.
Calloway Co. enjoyed an 18-14
edge over the top First Regional
squad after the first eight
minutes, but the hosts charged
back and took the lead midway
through the second perod. The
Lakers pulled within a point
several times prior to halftime,
but PTHS slipped away from a
29-28 count for a seven point
advantage before CMS could
score.
Dunbar, who stands only 5-10,
had 14 of his total markers at
the end of the first half after
leading the Blue charge in the
second period. Ace forward
Cliff Robinson pumped in eight
points through the opening
quarters to pad the advantage.
The Lakers now 9-9 on the
season, saw Robinson steal
their inbounds play by forcing
them to take too long to put the
ball into action. Then he fired an
assist seconds later to teammate Tyrone Goodwin who
grabbed the ball and dropped it
in for an easy lay-up and a 37-28
edge.
Then the hosts added four
more quick points for their
widest margin to that stage
when senior forward Anthony

- Prioq.cs fired.a short itimia,9k fitUi With 1:29 showing and the until next Friday night when it
160n1 llte lane and GOOdWill '‘ralterg fittalaged only to41°1Tiatr hosts regfrnilly third-ranked
made a pair of free throws after markers while the hosts Mayfield in what promises to be
he was fouled attempting a lay- pumped in eight to provide the a rugged assignment for the
final edge.
Lakers.
up.
Ironically, the visitors outshot P. Tilghman 14 21 18 23-76
Thorne tallied CCHS's first
two points of the half with 6:34 the hosts, hitting on 25 of 53 field Calloway Co. 18 10 15 11-54
showing after he grabbed a goals for a 47 per cent average,
i'aducah Tilghman—I 76 I
Tornado rebound after the hosts while PTHS managed 33 of 75 Dunbar 23, Proctor 16, Robinson
had missed four consecutive attempts for a 44 per cent 15, Greer 14, Goodwin 8.
shots under their own basket figure. The Bluemen ripped
County—I 54
Calloway
and connected on a lay-up. A nine of 10 free throws while the Thorne 15, J. Wells 11, Williams
minute later he faked PTHS's Lakers hit an even four of eight. 10, Miller 8, Futrell 6, M. Wells
Coach King's squad is idle 4.
James Greer to the right and
then tallied a jumper to cut the
deficit to 41-32. Thorne put the
(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
Lakers even closer with 4:50 left
when he took a jump ball tip
from teammate David Williams
and scooted down the lane for a
lay-up to put CCHS within seven
markers.
Robinson and Proctor sacked
two quick baskets to make it 4534, but Williams stole from
Dunbar in the Blue Tornado
backcourt and fed sophomore
guard Tommy Futrell who
made the running lay-up with
ease.
Tilghman slapped three
By The Associated Press
buckets through the net before
Kentucky Colonels beat the
George McGinnis won the Utah Stars 112-95 and the San
the Lakers tallied again with
1:22 remaining when Thorne hit battle, but the Spirits of St. Antonio Spurs defeated the San
Diego Conquistadors 126-123.
one of two free throws. PTHS Louis won the war.
McGinnis took game scoring
had a 10 point spread three
The 6-foot-9 Barnes, an Alldifferent times through the final honors with 40 points, but the American from Providence,
minutes of the third period Spirits defeated McGinnis' In- scored 35 points and captured
which had the Tornado ahead, diana Pacers 120-108 Sunday, 20 rebounds.
53-43 after senior center James getting 89 points from their allMcGinnis was blanked in the
Wells connected ins 10 jumper rookie front line of Marvin second quarter, when the SpirBarnes, Maurice Lucas and its outscored the Pacers 32-18.
seconds before the buzzer.
The two clubs swapped Gus Gerard.
McGinnis collected 17 of his
"We played good defense and points in less than eight minbaskets until Dunbar hit the
longest shot of the game, a 25 we rebounded well," said St. utes of the second half to help
footer from the right side to Louis Coach Bob MacKinnon, the Pacers to a 91-90 edge, but
make it 55-43 when Coach David whose young Americas Basket- the Spirits came back and
ball Association club snapped a pulled away.
King signalled for a timeout.
PINS outpointed the visitors four-game losing streak.
"I didn't play good defense,
"I thought Barnes played and we didn't get
nine-five during the next four
nearly as
minutes to take a 64-48 edge tough against McGinnis despite many rebounds as we should
which put the contest away for all McGinnis' points," MacKin- have," McGinnis said, noting
non added. "It was just one of
the hosts.
the Spirits' 61-36 bulge off the
It was during that blitz when our better efforts all the way boards.
Coach Miller sent his squad into around."
Lucas finished with 29 points
the madding passing routine ' Elsewhere in the ABA Sun- and Gerard 25 for the Spirits.
when the ball is thrown around day, the New York Nets beat
Nets 117, Squires 90
the backcourt until the goal Is the Virginia Squires 117-90, the
Julius Erving scored 34
open for an easy score. The plot
points, shooting 13 of 18 from
worked nearly two minutes off
the field, as the Nets posted
the clock and Proctor tallied the
their 22nd straight triumph
basket after Greer missed a tipagainst Eastern Division
liL
teams. Reserve center Willie
Kentucky 75, Georgia 61
The Bluemen employed the Tulsa
CC. linumlle 77
Sojourner scored nine points
same routine again with 3:40 Austin Posy 70. Morehead 66
and grabbed 13 rebounds in the
State 70. Eastern Kentucky 69
showing in the contest and did Murray
Western Kentucky 166. East Terries.. M
second quarter as New York
not take a shot until 2:29 to go Kentucky State 79, Central State ,Oluol
broke the game open.
when Dunbar sank a 10 tooter 71
Akron 62, Bellarmme 17
Colonels 112, Stars 95
for a 6640 advantage. The Transylvania 09, Indiana State-Evansville
Dan Issel scored 20 of his 30
Tornado guard received the 65
Berea 102, Oakland My 96
points in the second half as
biggest ovation of the contest Campbellsville 76, Cumberland 72
_Kentunity erased a 5841 halfwhen he left the action seconds Pikeville 75, Georgetown 74
Thomas More 166, Union 79
time deficit and remained onelater when Coach Miller began
half game back of the Nets in
substituting with a 68-50 edge. Auburn at Kentucky
Morehead at Murray
the ABA East race. The win
-Wells drew his filth personal Eastern Ky at Austin Peay
was Kentucky's 27th in 28 home
Tenneasee Tech at Western Ky
Arnikrong at Ky Wesleyan
games.

Build Increased production into your herd with consistent use of A. I. Proven Select Sires. It pays!

J. C. KEMP

thansmooga at Northern Ky
Union M 'Kentucky State
Union Crenn.1 at Campbellsville
7-oft.1a* •
Beres at Georgetown
C.7umberland at Wright State
Transylvania at Centre
Kentucky Wesleyan at Bellarmine
Northern Ky at Pikeville
Louisville at Drake
FairmoM at Kentucky State
Thomas More at Georgetown
Curnterland at Union
Campbellsville at 111 Southea-t

Phone 753-2914

David Lipscomb at Centre

Spurs 126, Q's 123
James Silas scored 19 of his
27 points in the final quarter
and snapped a 123-123 tie with
an eight-foot jump shot with 11
seconds remaining. He then
closed out San Antonio's seventh straight victory with a
free throw after time expired
San Diego's Travis Grant
took scoring honors with 42
points.
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John Deere otters a choice of 6 power sizes—from,
8 to 19.9 hp—and 3-seed. variable-speed, or
hydrostatic transmission. Handsome styling
encloses the engine for a really quiet ride. Colorcoded controls are near at hand. The 3-dimensional
instrument panel is easy to read.
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Prices Start As Lew As
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Prices Start As low As
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John Deere Grills are
available in gas,
charcoal, and electric
IP
Sta___
. models. All feature
quality construction
Prices
rt As tow As f r
o easy cooking,
95995
long service life.

"Rotary Tillers •

.. I
)
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\
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John Deere 3 .2- and 6-hp Tillers prepare deep.
fine seedbeds...save hoe work. Wide bolo tines
mix and mulch thoroughly to 7-inch depth. Set
tines for 13- or 24-inch widths Reverse gear
backs tiller from tight spots. Safety hold-down
reverse lever—release it and all action stops
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$31000

/
Prices Start Af tow As

The 80 Dumpcart has a
capacity of 8 cubic feet.
FAsy dumping - long
tongue and heavy hitchlight draft - free
swinging tailgate strong undercarriage.

Bicycles

,
i yipp;

Dumpcart

Prices Start Ils low As
$19500

with mower

Barbecue Grills

Choose from sweeping
widths of 26. 31 or 38
inches. Tow one
behind your lawn
tractor or rider to
save raking.
Heavy-duty hampers.

...,• „
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$121000

Lawn Sweepers
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It's fun to stay fit
riding a John Deere.
Choose from many
colors, frames, and
speeds — 3-, 5-, and
10-speed models, and
bikes for boys
and girls.

,
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Prices Start As Low As

4351°
.WiiTes.

Rotary Mowers

CI

John Deere 18- and 20-inch Rotary Mowers
feature a unique handlebar mounting to both
deck and engine. Gives you a firm. controlled
feel—not spongy. Blade and cutting chamber
provide ample suction for clean, even mowing.
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Optional grass bag is available.
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. $.10500
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Prim Start As Loa
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411;
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4611
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Prices Start As Low As

$348.0

1.

Prices Start As Low As

826"

Keep shrubs neat,
grass trimmed with
John Deere Cordless
,
Electric Shears and
Trimmers. Two shears.
three trimmer
models. All include
battery charger

John Deere Riders give top performance and
durability The engine is fully enclosed to
enhance the sleek styling and to reduce sound
for a really quiet ride. Choose from 6-hp or
8-hp gasoline-powered riders with a 5-speed
transmission, or the super-quiet Electric 90.
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Shears
1
and Trimmers

Riding Mowers

....-.•
Okruto
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Electric current and
cold water are all
you need to put a
no-scrub cleaning
machine to work
Four models with
nozzle pressures
from 500 to 1.100 psi_

...

Cordless

.,...*--

High-F'ressure

,- .N.

Ill
'..,

$79500

Prices Start As low As

,

)
.1

$500

!r

Prices Start As Low As
$16415

Free
Parking

Regardless Of Original Price
04.40~0%

JiffesShoe Outlet
Southside Shopping Center
- No E

Parts and Service

Welders

• -..f.-

No Refurals -

1112

Tractors

-

.

Fall And Winter Shoes

- -

Specials

Lawn and Garden

Ladies

All Soles Flool-

71:Thlainliird

JOHN DEERE
LAWN CARE PRODUCTS

Final Sale

t

10%

April 1,19751ON

OE —

MEL

Save

CIAL
— S

$...

College Calendar

More Dairy Profit...
Call your
KABA
technician

Holds your
Selection
Until

PORTS

McGinnis Wins Battle
But Spirits Take War

EARLY-BIRD

$10

Choose from 50-amp,
230-amp. and
295-amp models All
three are UL and CSA
approved. Complete
with welding rods,
.
face shield, and
operator's.manual

it.,
it
I
-

See us for fast,
dependable service by
experienced
mechanics, and a
large stock of genuine
John Deere parts and
accessories. Come in
and see for yourself

Guaranteed Service—

Murray
208[Main
-- - t,,No Money Down

Supply Co.
___

-------------753-3361

• v90DaysSame as Cash
4eEas.y.Tenns ......---__ ...._,Iwithapprovec(credit)
(When you buy from us you get the bestpossible service)
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Racers Edge Eastern 70-69

Dry Spell Ends As Waterhoie
Number Nine Comes Saturday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Remember
the
movie
"Viaterhole Number Nine?"
Here's a new plot for it.
Our hero is a fluffy-haired,
mod-dressing young man
named Freddie Overton. In
walking across the desert, his
duty is to watch over a group of
race horses and lead them to
waterholes.
During the long journey, the
warmth of lady luck rod.2 along
with our hero and his group of
race horses. And the first six
stops at the waterhole were
fine.
The water was there and they
got all they wanted. But as the
journey wore on, the waterholes
came less often. And finally,
after waterhole number eight,
lady luck ran dry.
Mirages, one after another,
eight of them in fact. But still
the group kept on trodding their
way, fighting for life and
rebuking the cold winds of
defeat.
And then on Saturday night,
Overton and his race horses
finally found waterhole number
nine.
At the end was a welcoming
crowd of some 6,000 people who

cheered and-i-eToicediiiMurray
State's basketball team finally
got its long-awaited drink from
the cup of victory.
And the taste was sweet!
The possibility of the
waterhole being there became
more and more real in the final
minute of the trip. And then
with one last effort, the Racers
took the plunge and made a big
splash with the crowd as they
snapped-their eight-game losing
streak by nipping Eastern
Kentucky 70-69.
Of course, as you might have
guessed by now, it was the ninth
win of the season for Murray
and left the Racers with a 2-6
slate in the Ohio Valley Conference.
If the Racers should defeat
Morehead tonight and the other
favorites ( Middle Tennessee,
Western Kentucky and Austin
Peay) all win, then the Racers
would be in a tie for the fourth
and final playoff spot for the
post-season league tourney.
The victory almost faded into
another mirage in the final
seconds.
.
Larry Moffett, the 6-8 senior
center of the Racers, scored on
a backdoor play at the 1:07
mark to give the Racers a 70-69

_
edge. Eastern missed a shot and
the Racers rebounded. And with
48 seconds left, the Racers
called a tirneout.
With 16 seconds left, guard
Jeff Hughes got caught in a
triangle of Eastern defenders
and lost the ball. The Colonels
hurriedly got the ball down the
floor and with seven seconds
left, big Mike Oliver put tip a
shot from 10 feet away on the
left side. It fell short.
Moffett grabbed the rebound,
held on and threw to Grover
Woolard and the time ran out,
with the Racer fans rushing on
to the floor as if the club had

just won the conference title.
forward
Junior
Jesse
Williams scored 21 points to
pace the Racer scoring while
Woolard added 13, Zach
Blasingarne and Moffett 12 and
Hughes 10.
"I couldn't single any one
player out," Overton said.
"They aU played super ball.
"Although we didn't do it for
the whole game, there were
some spurts when we played
with great intensity. If we
played a whole game like we
played in the last few minutes
with our man-to-man defense,
that would be the best defense

Western, Middle And
Austin Peay All Win
By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky kept its
Ohio Valley Conference tile
hopes alive Saturday night by
trouncing East Tennessee 10683. The victory gives the Hilltoppers a 6-2 league mark, good
for second place behind Middle
Tennessee's 8.0 OVC record.
Johnny Britt led Western
with 25 points, Wilson James

added 20 and Mike Oderruis
scored 17 and grabbed 11
rebounds.
The Hilltoppers broke away
from East Tennessee after the
clubs were knotted at 12 and
Western was ahead by 15 at 3823 seven minutes later.
Western shot 62.6 per cent
from the field compared to
East Tennessee's 42.9 and
Western also out-rebounded the
Buccaneers 4841.
Western's season record is
now 11-7 and East Tennessee is
2-6 in the OVC and 6-10 overall.
Austin Peay kept a firm grip
on third place in the conference
with a 70-66 win over Morehead.
Junior guard Charlie Fishback's two freethrows with 13
seconds remaining clinched the
win for Austin Peay.
Fishback and Morehead's
Arch Johnson shared game
scoring honors with 21 each.
Morehead had trailed by just
a point at 67-66 before Fishback
was fouled in a game which
saw the lead change hands repeatedly in the final half of
play.
Austin Peay is now 5-3 in the
OVC and 11-8 overall, while
Morehead's record dipped to 3-6
in the conference and 9-9 for
the season.

College Scores

II
If you're 65 or over
and covered by Medicare,
you should know about the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement.
Medicare does have deductibles and
co-payment provisions which you must pay.
This Blue Cross and Blue Shield Program
is designed to supplement but not
duplicate Medicare.
If you're 65, or soon will be, get the
details on Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement by sending in the
coupon below.
Our only business is helping you get
good health care you can afford.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Kentucky

(76)

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. 3101 Bardstown
Road, Louisville. Kentucky 40205 Please send me without obligation, nongroup information
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements
fillT1111195
icheck all items
that a012IY1
Age I:748-24
040-64

Name fMr i (Mrs )(Miss)
Address

E2539

City

1:765 or over

ZIP

Employed by(Company name)

I am OGetting married

(Company address I

OA college student

0Presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested in improving my
benefits My Certificate No
0Interested in forming an Employee Group(5 or more employees)
Please send the booklet The Cost of Health Care
Farm Bureau

What s Being Done

Members, See Your Farm Bureau Agent
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half, Murray led
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ld fp
weIncoth
by as much as eight 138-301
before falling behind 42.40 at
intermission. And in the second
half, it was all Eastern until
Moffett's layup gave Murray
the lead for good.
-I'm so happy to win a game.
Not for me but for the players,
the fans and the press which has
been so kind to us and hasn't
been critical."
After the stop at the Oasis, the
journey toward waterhole
number 10 will begin tonight at
7.30 p. m.
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Sports in
Brief
The Associated Press
BASKETBALL .
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.- Bill
Russell was named to the National Basketball Association
Hall of Fame in his first year
of eligibility. Others voted in
were Joseph Brennan, Emile
Liston and Robert Vandiver.
HOCKEY . .
DETROIT -The Detroit Red
Wings of the National Hockey
League obtained forward Dave
Kryskow from the Washington
Capitals for defenseman Jack
Lynch.
GOLF . .
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. Johnny Miller fashioned a fourunder-par 68 to claim the $32,000 first prize in the final round
of the $160,000 Bob Hope Desert
Classic.
NAPLES, Fla. - Sandra
Haynie shots four-under-par 68
and beat Donna Caponi Young
and Marilyn Smith by one
stroke in the Ladies Professional Golf Association Naples
Lely tournament.. TENNIS
CLEVELAND - Chris Evert
defeated Margaret Court 6-4, 36, 6-3 in the finals to claim the
$15,000 first prize in a women's
circuit tournament.
By

By The Associated Press
EAST
W. Virginia 84, Syracuse 81
Rhode Island 79, New Hamp
Shire 58
Brown 77, Harvard 76
Boston_U. 85, Mciine 67„, ,
Navy 66, Penn St. 64
St. Johns, N.Y. 56, Fordham
46
wenri /C3, Cornell ST- -Princeton 86, Columbia 67
C.W. Post 61, Southampton 59
Providence 106, Seton Matt
101
Delaware 70, Lehigh 62
Lehman 89, S. Connecticut 72
Bentley 88, Worcester Poly 81
Connecticut 80, Massachsetts
76, OT
Holy Cross 96, Rochester 53
Colgate 69, Army 66
Pitt 79, AIA-East 65
Boston Col. 94, Villanova SO
St. Bonaventure 80, Fairfield
74
North Calloway's girls eighth
St Johns, N.Y. 56, Fordham
grade team took fourth place
46
La Salle 74, Temple 63
over the weekend at the MarCoast Guard 92, Gordon 60
shall County Junior High Girls
Duquesne 99, American 86
SOUTH
Tournament.
Alabama 71, Tennessee 65
The Lakers, who drew a bye
Florida 92, Louisiana St. 76
in the first round of thesis-team
Maryland 104. Duke 80
Bradley 95, N. Texas St 82
tourney, took fourth by dropN. Carolina 111, George Tech
ping a pair of contests.
Si
Kentucky 75, Georgia 61
In their first game against a
Belmont Abbey 57, Gardner.
tough South Marshall team, the
Webb54
Lakers lost a tough 34-32 conBethune-Cookman 91, Florida
A&M 88
test. In an earlier matchup this
Vanderbilt 76, Mississippi St.
season, South won a 34-33
72
overtime game.
Virginia Tech 106, Richmond
79
South jumped to an 8-2 first
Old Dominion 81, Catholic U.
period lead and led at every
.62
E. Carolina 101, Davidson 91
quarter stop. But the game was
Tenn..Chattanooga 78, Dayton
extremely close all the way
73
Randolph-Macon 78, Salisbury
through and the Lakers had
St. 59
several chances to win the
Virginia it, Wake Forest 58
contest.
Tulsa 82, Louisville 77
Southern U. 143, Tex. South.
Sheila Lawrence led the'
ern 120
scoring for North Calloway with
Mississippi 72, Auburn 70
Va. Military 82, The Citadel
18 points while Stephanie Wyatt
68
added 10.
Centenary 96, Houston Bap
In the consolation contest, the
fist 83
N. Caro St. 102, Furman 87
Lakers dropped a 24-21 contest
Tulane 83, New Orleans 63
to Benton.
MIDWEST
Lawrence was named to the
Purdue 69, Wisconsin 64
Michigan 96, Michigan St. 134
All-Tournament Team.
Toledo 82, Ohio U. 74
The logs leaves the North girls
Northwestern 51, Illinois 47
with a 3-5 season slate. They
C. Michigan 63, Kent St 62
Notre Dame 66, S Carolina
will not play again until the
65, OT
county tournament.
Miami, 0. 77, Bowling Green
Semifinals
62
Kansas 69, Oklahoma 5.1
2 13 3 14-.32
North
Indiana 79, Iowa 56
8 8 9 9.-34
South
Kansas St. 87, Oklahoma St.
74
North 1 321 - Lawrence 18,
Nebraska 75, Iowa St 67
Abort 2, Wyatt 10, Coursey,
AAaryrnount, Kan. 61, Be,
edictine 50
Todd 2, Locke, Dowdy, Starks
Jackson St. 117, Prairie view
and Edwards.
97
South 1 341 - Cothran 13,
S Dakota 76, S. Dakota St 67
Minnesota 62, Ohio St. 53
McDonald 10, Smith 7, Locke 2
Marquette 78, Cincinnati X&
and Riley 2.
vier 55
Detroit 66, Chicago koystaLis_
TRACIllkirtELD .
•
13ePaul 94, rt. Xavier 71
SOUTHWEST
LOUISIVILLE, Ky. - Mike
Arkansas 95,, Texas A&M 89,
McFarland of Indiana Univer2 OT
Bradley 95, N. Texas 'St 82
sity' ran the 70-yard dash In 6.
.......t•a6pereissseells•-04reekseee419,
- -Worst!to .31#4,,sr new
St Louis 60, W. Texas St So
record at the Mason-Dixon
Cincinnati 103, Houston 8)
Texas 63, Baylor 62
Games.
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HOMECOMING - The junior varsity game Saturday was homecoming for this group of East
Arkansas College. They are from left to right: Coach Zip Zanetta, former assistant at Ballard
Memorial; Glenn Jackson, Murray High; Mike Woods, Carlisle County; Tyrone McCuiston, Murray
High; John Martin, Carlisle County; Danny Hudspeth, Murray High; Porter McCuiston, Murray
High and Walter Bumphls, Murray and Dean of Students at East Arkansas.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

'Cats Out To Avenge
Early Loss At Auburn
By ED SHEARER ..
AP Sports Writer ...
Fifth-ranked Kentucky, facing a pair of crucial road
games on the next two Saturdays, seeks its ninth straight
victory tonight when the Wildcats entertain fading Auburn at
Lexington.
Kentucky and No. 7 Alabama
are charging headlong toward a
Feb. 22 showdown in Tuscaloosa, a battle to be regionally
televised, but Coach Joe Hall's
Wildcats face a severe test at
Tennessee this Saturday.
Alabama escaped the Tennessee trap last Saturday,
knocking the Vols out of championship contention with a 71-65
victory in a televised, emotionPacked event.
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and five steals for the Bayou
37 per cent in the second half.
Chip Williams, an All-SEC Bengals.
Jeff Fosnes tallied 4. and
performer last year, led Florida to its victory, scoring 25 Mike Moore 18 as -Vandy
points and grabbing 22 stopped State, which got 27
rebounds. Norm Caldwell also points from Jerry Jenkins.
had 25 for the Gators. Glenn Freshman Tom Shultz took on
Hansen of I_SU, perhaps the Jenkins with seven minutes left
hottest individual player in the in the game and held the State
league in the past three weeks, star to only four points while
had 36 points, eight rebounds scoring seven himself.

VACATION IN

FLORIDA
at St. Petersburg Beach
on
Npi ME NTS

Auburn was in the thick of
the title race until it was destroyed by Alabama 77-53 nine
days ago and then was upset
72-70 by Ole Miss Saturday
night.
"We're in real trouble without our guards, and you can't
play Kentucky that way," said
Auburn Coach Bob Davis.
"We're just going to have to
try to withhold the ball from
Kentucky and try to put something together."
Charles Cleveland paved the
way for Alabama over Tennessee, scoring 21 points and
grabbing eight rebounds. Ernie
Grunfeid led the Vols with 24
points.
Herb Wright poured in
points as Ole Miss knocked off
Auburn, erasing a 12-point Tiger lead. Mike Mitchell had 28
to lead the Tigers, who hit only

RELAX LUXURIOUSLY
YET INFORMALLY
1,000 feel of white sandy
beach, heated swimming
pool, air.conditioned
apartments with kitchenette,
It,. TV. large garden patios.
Bee poolside lounges and
It.. parking. Boating.
Inking, nightlife, shopping
nearby . Lovely Garden
Room Restaurant and
Lounges on premise*.
BankAm•ricard.
Master Charge accepted.

Gulf of Mexico

. on a beach long enough with
sand enough to build every one of
your dream castles. This 7 mole long
island has everything under the sun
you're looking for and Gull Winds'
family-sized apartments on the
beach stretch your
budget to include
more fun /Of your
vacation dollar.
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BEDROOM

-14Ar

USING 0IN1RG

•III
RATES Now thni April 30
From $1 iper person,
double occupancy.
53 for extra person

North Girls Drop Pair
Of Games Over Weekend

PHONE 03131367-1927
11.0011 PLAN
ONE BEDROOM APT

sixi coupon /or color brochure. apartr•ent floor clan
and complete Ilst or rates

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH • FLORIDA

Consolation
3 3 6 9-21
North
5 2 6 11-24
Benton
North i 21) - Lawrence 10,
Starks 2, Wyatt 6, Todd 2, Edwards 1, Coursey, Greene and
Dowdy.
Benton ( 24) - Bennett 11,
Thompson 3, Scott 5 and
Morgan 5.

6900 Sunset Way
Si Pateraturp Beech. Plc, di

woe

Please send information to:
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
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BOONE'S

Winter Special
Through the month of February
brighten up your home while our

You
-ai

Professional

c)

CARPET &
DRAPERY
CLEANING

'S 150/0

* Free Estimates *

753-2552
13th & Main

BooNE,s
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

?"2
'
1-'1,-.:Tite Cleaners Interested in You

OFF
Reg.
Price
753-2552
Nor5h

12th

St?.17)
, AY
803 Mali

te Bel-Air I

Ross Wilde
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Homecoming Success For
Jaguars, Edge Jayvees

ast
ard
ray
ray
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By MIKE BRANDON
. mer Miu-ray High stars;
and defense and the
_ KeyinKlied_W-Stiu.sworixtiltilL
Leder&Tme5Sp4ilar - Mike
Woodesinerledirt Marta — hacrweren't moving -too Well
ninffiliOme team win or did standouts
the Racer jayvees with 18 while
at
Ca
-lisle
County. We did a pretty fair job of it in guard Dave Farney added 17,
the home team lose?
The high-scoring Jaguars,
It may be one of the few times
the second half but we just Ken Jones 14 and Robert
coached by former Ballard
couldn't buy a bucket."
its ever happened but the anSkinner 13.
Memorial assistant Zip Zanetta,
Did the crowd support mean a
swer is both.
"I thought Farney, Steve
came into the contest averaging lot
to the team?
Visiting East Arkansas
York and Robert Skinner all did
97 points per game. And
"There were a lot of Murray great iobs for us.
College handed the Murray
although falling short of their High
and Carlisle County people
Statejunior varsity an 82-73 loss
"And Klier and Jones
average, they still put on quite a here,"
Zanetta said.
Saturday night in the Sports
always give us their best effort
show for an appreciative group
"For us, it was like playing at every night. If Larry Sanderson
Arena.
of fans.
home. That might -have made would have shot the way he
So how did the home team win
Several times in the game, the difference
in the game. It's usually does, it might have been
and lose?
the Jaguars got the momentum
easy to get down when you miss different."
Well, the home team on the
going and when they did, the as
many
shots
as we did.
scoreboard was the Murray crowd
Sanderson made just one of 15
loved it. On one occasion,
"Tyrone had one of his worst field goal attempts in the
jayvees. But the home team to Danny
Hudspeth went high in nights. He's
definitely a much, contest.
some 4,000 fans who watched
the air and batted down a shot,
the game was the scrappy
much better rebounder than
For East Arkansas, Martin
fired it up court to Tyrone that.
bunch of East Arkansas
He and John Martin are scored 19, Porter McCuiston 18
McCuiston who in turn went our
players, all of Whom played
keys. . . they make us go." and Hudspeth and Tyrone
high in the air and fired a
The win leaves the Jaguars McCuiston 14 apiece.
high school ball in the First
beautiful pass to Porter Mc- with an
11-12 record for the
Region.
The Racer jayvees are now 6Cuiston
inside
for
a
sparkling
The starting five for the
season, and since Porter Mc- 7 on the season.
lap.
Jaguars consisted of Porter
Cuiston joined the team at the
They will not play tonight as
In the early part of the game,
McCuiston, Tyrone McCuistor,
start of the second semester, only the 7:30 p.m. varsity clash
the
Jaguars
looked
as
if
they
and Danny Hudspeth, all forEast Arkansas is 8-4.
between Morehead and Murray
had the "hometown jitters" as
Thom Turnock, the Murray will be held. the Racer jayvees moved out to
State jayvee coach, said he felt
a six-point lead. It was not until
asstarbwww
his team did a super job.
Mike Woods hit on a three-point
Woods
"Once
twice,
or
we
got
out
of
play that the Jaguars went
Martin ......
8 3 0 19
our game plan and had to break
ahead for good, 27-24.
6 2 4 14
P. Mt-Colgan with
them.
9
0 3 18
I
though
we
did
a
At
intermission,
Hodspelli
East super
6 2 3 14
job
on
the
boards.
We
Winker
Arkansas held a 39,31 edge.- I 0 0 I
lfo
itt
outrebounded them by 15(50-351 Ho.
3 0 1 6
In the second half, the
37 8 12 62
and I had been hearing a lot
Jaguars led all the way, with
about how strong they were on
the Racer jayvees coming no
•
the boards.
closer than five.
fg ft pf tp
"Our
kids
don't
get
much
Leading 68-58 with just over
Jones
7 0 0 14
The sooner
credit but they come out and Forney
8 1
1 1;
seven minutes left in the game,
1 2 1 4
work hard ever)' day. If you Sanderson
you call,
the Jaguars used a 15-footer by
'
Klett
9 0 3 18
look at what we've got, we only Skinner
8 1 2 13
Porter McCuiston and two
the sooner
1 0 7
have six walk-ons for a team. York
buckets by Hudspeth to surge to
Totals
14
3 5 7 73
You just can't take mules and
you save
their largest lead of the game at
Dud Ark.
39 43-82
make them into racing horses."
Murray
34 31-73
74-58.
... on car
"I definitely think we had a
insurance.
case of the jitters," Zanetta said
of his club.
Ronnie Ross
Our biggest problem was
2100. Ohio
that we were doing a lot of
75
Moro 7530481
double teaming on our pressure

ROSES
Central Shopping Center
The look of denim and
em broiderv

T-STRAP

SANDALS
Navy denim Tstrap Sandals with em
broidery vamp. Stained wooden
wedge bottom with crepe sole.
Slightly cushioned insole for comfort.
Sizes 6 Ilkie

Beautiful array of
spring shades. ..

Sportswear

1

ayou
and
andy
t 27
kins.
k on
s left
State
chile

94

,

FABRICS
Accent the beauty of your home, . .

▪ j448
PRU I:

Velvet Sofa Pillows

PFH
UM

Accent the beauty of your
home with lovely 14" x 14"
velvet sofa pillows. Make
your selection from beautiful
solids, stripes or patterns.
Ideal for living room, den or
bedroom.

Be ready for spnng this year with
beautiful sportswear fabrics of dacron
and cotton in 45" widths. Great selection of weaves in oxfords, gabs, weills, or
sateens. All fashionable solids, ideal for
dresses, blouses or shirts.

&why laIche•
blavi

ith
of

.un
ds'
he

Got
a
tax refund
coming?

Colorful new dispenser

boxes. .
Country Kitchen
NAPKINS
SAVE

Goes from your oven to your table .. .
.,..Choose from Loaf Dish,'Cake Dish, Oblong
Baking Dish or Corened Caserole ...

9 Cartridges To Give
You The Rest Shaves Ever

Gillette® Trac II
Razor Blades

Pyrex ® Ovenware

15'
Your choice of 4 diluent Pyrex I/
Packages of 60, 1-ply Country Ware. Goes right from your oven to
Kitchen Napkins in colorful new your table Select from 2-Qt. loaf
dispenser boxes. Each napkin dish. 2-Qt. square cake dish, 2-Qt.
13 x 12.7 inches. oblong baking dish or 1.Qt otittity
Dustative colors of white, blue or covered casserole.

Gillette Trac II Razor Blades. Corn•
bine economy and the best shaves
ever with pack of _9 cartridges.

BEHIND-THE-HEAD REI3OUNDER — Tyrone MeCuiston, the
leading junior college rebounder in the country, pulls down a
rebound against the Murray State jayvees. Others in the picture
Include Danny Hudspeth of East Arkansas (under McCulstoni
and Ken Jones (12) of the Racer jayvees.

:y.
in

'harlie Rich
-4 /
• L.!1,154.
;

=.3

Great .4rtists - Great Hits - Great Savings

Your Favorite Pop. Soul or Country Artists

331/3 LP ALBUMS

8-TRACK TAPES

Great Hits and Artists at terrific
savings. Such artists as Olivia Newton
John, Three Dog Night, Charlie Rich,
Steppenwolt, More Creedence Gold and
many, many more.

8-Track Tapes of your favorite pop, soul
or country artists. Select from The
Jackson 5, Charlie Rich, lack Greene,
Rod Stewart and many others. Hurry,
don't miss this gnat savings.

A Valentine Gift She'll LOVE
Autographed Stuffed

We cain

loan x,ou the amount of vow. refund
— phis extra cash—immediately, it works like
any other kan,find Von' Cloti-.1 have to wait
what's. wining.%.to
--... Phone or stop in and apply. Tell us lum
Much the griyernment owes you. plus how
much extra you'd like. We'll set up a Tax
Refund Loan right now You can repay the
hulk of the loan when Your refund arrives.
(Otee tax )1loney? Let us help. We loan
money to pay taxes. too. Planw toclav!)
*Subject only to

"Heart" BOXED
CHOCOLATES

ANIMALS

You could get your full tax refund
—and more—right now!•

usual ii i'ilit poll( y.

Loans and financing to 64,800.

157

LOSE SOMETHING? — 6-10 freshman Bill Dwane of Easterr
Kentucky goes up but without the ball as Jesse Williams of tl •
Racers makes the defensive play. Williams was whistled f,
foul. Watching for Murray is center Larry Moffett (15),

I

Valentine's Day got you puzzled

Grew her a valentine grft box this year.
Each box with chocolate heart (3v4-05.
net wt.) plus an adorable plush toy.

Box of 36

)/

i1J11 VAIINUME3

CREBI
Of 'WIWI('

WA"
'FT
Varney
Moose 7334573

J

her a traditional box of "Heart
Boxed Chocolates". A gin she's sure
to remember. Each boo is 2-lbs. net
wt.
.00

Chocolate Covered
CHERR

I

Give a gift within a gift

99

4)9

A Delicious Treat Anytinu

Two Gifts In One.
VALENTINE
GIFT BOXES

Candy 'n Flowers

Large loans for homeowners.

REG.
5.99

Autographed stuffed animats, each with
it's own pen A perfect valentine gift she's
sure to low. Great selection to choose
from

'WV

For That Special Someone
In Your Life,..

Valentines
0
X
Box of 36 fun Valentines. Ideal for boys,
girls or teachers. Great selection, each
with it's own envelope

10-or. net at. bet of Bunte Milk
Chocolate Covered Cherries. Packed
in two serta-trays for your convenience.
•

Individually Wrapped ...

Cherry Humps
BARS/NES
LOW
Cherry Humps bars. h individually
wrapped. Delicious chocolate
covered outside, creamy fitting with
cherries inside
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Officials Estimate Kentucky Unemployment 8.5%
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A cent," MacDonald said in a
Donald said, the national rate occurring are fairly general
U.S. Labor Department.
Human Resources Department telephone interview Friday.
"The 8.2 per cent is a season- would be 9 per cent rather than throughout the state, with the
official estimates that KenHe said about 26,000 more ally adjusted rate
possible exception of Eastern
of unemploy- 8.2 per cent.
tucky's unemployment rate in Kentuckians were out of work
"Ours are not seasonally ad- Kentucky," he said.
ment," he said, while KenJanuary was nearly 8.5 per in January than the month be"Eastern Kentucky doesn't
tucky's unemployment rate Fig- justed," he said. "If our rate in
cent and rising
fore. bringing the state's total ures are not
January is 8.5 per cent it is still have much. industry, and the
seasonally
adjustRobert MacDonald, manpow- unemployment to about 110,000.
below the national level — ills coal industry they do have is
ed.
er information supervisor in the
That figure is the "highest in
still five-tenths of a per cent doing fine," be said. -I would
Department's Research and _sec,entsgar0," Macaoallisaid,
Seasonal atthistment is weft_
saX the uhemPlilantaL LS_ un-_
FFojeZITTAVision, said but not a record: "We had as to determine whether changes
MacDonald said data through centrated in Central and Westa preliminary estimate of Ken- many as 140,000 unemployed at in unemployment reflect chang- the last week in
January in- ern Kentucky."
ing economic conditions or are
tucky's January jobless rate one point in 1963."
MacDonald said., )he state
dicated a continuing rise in the
will be prepared and released
MacDonald warned against normal seasonal fluctuations state's jobless rate.
government gets employment
next week, probably Thursday direct comparisons between the due to holidays, vacations, har-There is no indication at data by ‘•ampling firms across
or Friday.
expected 8 to 8.5 per cent vest time, changing seasons, this time of any slowup in the Kentucky.
"But from the data we have January jobless rate for Ken- production schedule changes or layoffs,"
The state unemployment rate
he said. "If the rate
available it looks as if it will tucky and the nation's 8.2 per other factors.
hits 8.5 per cent for January, it is based primarily on unemexceed 8 per cent and possibly cent unemployment rate for
If the national figures were
probab4, will go over 9 per cent ployment insurance claims
will be much closer to 8.5 per Januar,. reported Friday by the not seasonally adjusted, Macin February and *ill undoubt- loads, plus an estimate of the
edly reach 10 per cent before number of unemployed persons
not covered by such insurance,
June."
"I think the layoffs that are he said.

npeCial

111.01

Tour For Economic-Energy Plan
WASHINGTON t AP) —Set to
embark on another stump tour
for his economic-energy program, President Ford witnessed the installation today of
James T. Lynn, director of the
Office of Management arid
Budget, his second Cabinet-level appointee.
Three hours after the Cabinet
Room ceremony, Ford was
scheduled to leave for Houston

Teddy Potts Of 51urrav Route One had his All American Reserve Senior Yearling featured in
the jersey lournal, official publication of the American Jersey Cattle Club and National Alllersey, Inc. Only four from the United States and Canada were selected for All American
nominations. "Favorite Stardom Jessie," bred, owned,_ and shown by Potts, was first senior
yearling and junior champion in the Western Kentucky Parish and State Fairs, tAurray-Calloway
' ounty, Mayfield Purchase District, Hickman County, and Hopkins county fairs; first senior
v earling and reserve junior champion in Mid-South Fair seventh senior yearling in milk, All
American.

Emmert Chiropractic
Center

and two days of private meetings and public appearances in
Texas arid Kansas. The President took a similar two-day
journey to Atlanta last week
and plans more trips in the
weeks ahead.
Lynn succeeds Roy Ash, who
is resigning to return to his
post as president of Litton Industries, Inc., Beverly Hills,
(alit.

Baker Denies Profits From TVA Transactions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (A131—
Despite receiving $100,000 from
a land lease involving the Tennessee Valley Authority, Sen.
Howard Baker, R-Tenn, said he
has never "directly or indirectly" received money from
the TVA.
The $100,000 is Baker's share
of $1 in lease payments on 30,000 Scott County, Tenn. acres
owned by RSB Land Co. The

9909

Beginning February 1 our office will be closed all
New Hours
day Tuesdays
Mon Wed , Thurs. 8 Fr:
8 00 a m to 12 00 Noon
ond 2 90 p m. to 6 00 p m
Saturday 9 00 a m to 12 00 noon

property Was leased last year
to another firm, WLBL Land
Co., which subleased the land
to a third firm which plans to
mine coal from the property to
sell to TVA.
"But I have no control over
the property," Baker said Sunday from his Washington home.
"I have not ever, directly or indirectly or any way, received
any money from the TVA."

Baker owns 10 per cent of
RSB but is not directly involved
in the coal deal. Knoxville businessman Fred Langley confirmed. Langley is a principal
in the interlocking partnerships
which leased the land and obtained the TVA coal contract.
And Baker said he intends to
sell his interest in RSB, which
he purchased from his father's
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46 Certain
48 Gem
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estate. He said negotiations to
sell his share of RSB should be
completed by April when the
Senate Public Works Committee, of which he is the ranking Republican, begins hearings
on TVA coal purchase policies.
The Third National Bank of
Nashville is trustee of his holdings.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
Cripple
5 Swift
9 Pigpen
12 Grrl s narne
1-3 iCortoetent
14 Chinese
pagoda
15 Washed

fill'

Lynn, 47, of Cleveland, Ohio,
started in 1969 as general counsel for the Department of Commerce, became Commerce undersecretary and finally was
appointed by former President
Nixon as secretary' of Housing
and Urban Development.
I.ynn goes from a $60,000 a
year Cabinet post at HUD to
his 942,503 post at OMB, which
carries Cabinet rank.
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They're the best we've ever built!
Our new B-210 delivers 39 mpg on the
highway, 27 in town, according to the
EPA. And every new B-210 comes with
these standard features:•Reclining
bucket seats •Power-assist front
disc brakes •Tinted glass •Carpeting
•Electric rear window defogger
•Whitewalls, wheel covers, much
more! See
all the new
attiln
Datsuns,
including the gassaving B-210, today! WaVeS.
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47 Motorcycles

44. Lots For Sale

ite

SECRETARY FOR general
office in Murray. Salary with
solid future. Must be personable and enjoy working
with people. Write giving brief
personal and work history and
phone number to P.O. Box 112,
Paris, Tennessee. WW contact
for interview.

'as
ite
mns
he
ins

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kit
-bye
are worth up to $00. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales Si
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

TWO LOTS in Garden of
Devotion Section, Murray
Memorial Gardens. Call 354E905.
KENIANA SHORES-Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
Iota for only $895 and king size
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to
show you these lots at your
convenience. Phone 436-2473.

10. Business Opportunity 19. Farm Equipment
LAID OFF? Need money? Send
25 cents and self-addressed
stamped envelope to Donald
Paschall, Route 2, Box 195
Puryear, Tennessee 38251

THIS IS IT
Even it you weren't looking
for a Business Opportunity,
but of course you are, or you
wouldn't be reading this ad.
So, you must be excited over
this unusual proposal and
you may begin full or parttime, Don't you believe it
would be worth your time to
take a couple of minutes and
find out the details? We need
a Distributor at once to service large industrial and commercial accounts. Distributor
will be supplied with signed
service contracts.
These firms eagerly
await this service. If this isn't
for you we won't waste each
others time finding out. We
are a large Texas concern
with excellent references that
will withstand your most
vigorous investigation To
obtain additional information
write Marketing Director, giving name and phone number
to 10920 Indian Trail, Building
307, Dallas, Texas 75229

Auctions
_Ilelp Wanted
Housesfor Sale
Cars for Sale
Situations
Wanted

WANT
ADS

TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and .lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

33 MARLAN with scope. Call
435-4594.
GOOD CONDITION, ten speed,
27" bicycle, three months old.
Call 753-3608.

15 FOOT Aluminum Boat, 33
HP, trailer, depth finder,
trolling motor, 753-3621 or 7532863 after 5 p.m.

22. Musical
THREE MONTH old Ovation
solid electric guitar and case.
$375. or take over payments.
Call 753-4356 or 753-4343.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.

12. Insurance

23. Exterminating

I

The sooner you call,

DIAL
753-1916

the sooner
you save.

Phew 73341499

Termite

Avoid Cos*/
Home Repairs

HARLEY DAVISON motorcycle, fully dressed. Will sell
good used car - 1965 Dodge, all
power, like new. $150. 753-0940.
COINS, ANTIQUE America,
gold, silver, copper. Top
prices. Buy or sell. Call 7539232.

Kelley's Termite
81 Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fi.sh &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

Early Bird Sale
10%

FEEL LONELY? Depressed' I
753-6333
NEED
Dial
NEEDLINE.

WATKINS PRODUCTS
753-9992 after 5 p.m

Call

$100 REWARD for

information
leading to recovery and
conviction of person or persons responsible for the theft
of a 125 Honda motorcycle at
1407 Vine, January 31. Call Lee
Travis 753-3830.

Annual
Sale
1,on

All Custom Framing
during February
10% discount

the gallerv
813 Coldwater
753-8301

OLDER, NEWLY redecorated
house, carpeted, electric heat,
ten miles from Murray. 49246.
/3594 after 6 p. m.

LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 x 198 lot, on concrete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10203 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 TRAILER at Dill's
Trailer Court. Couples only
Call 753-1551.

37. Livestock - Supplies

AKC WHITE male Poodle, six
months old. AKC apricot
female Poodle, two months.
Two Peek-A-Poos, three
months old, white. Also 1953
Chevrolet truck. 753-2304.

off

24. Miscellaneous

All Morchondls•

7 a.m. te 9 cm.
Starks Hardware
Kountry Kitchen

430 POLOROID, accessories
and case. Hitachi eight track
stereo tape player. Best
reasonable offer. 767-2757.

I 2th& Poplar

FIREWOOD FOR sale. We
deliver. 612.00 per rick. 753BE GENTLE, be kind, to that 6555. or 489-2586.
expensive carpet, clean with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire RC ALLEN cash register, full
Shopping Center.
key board. $100. Call 489-2365
after 5 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES onethird off factory to you. Made
any size or kind for antique
bed, home, trailer, camper.
Rebuild old inaitresses One
day free estimates. West
Kentucky Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Ky. 443-7323.

16. Home Furnishings
MOHOGANY DUNCAN 5 drop
leaf table and four chairs.
Extra good condition. 753-4534

On Wednesday, February

19th

Pancake
House- -

Will Celebrate Two Great Years In Murray With An Unbelievable Array of"Thank-You-Murray-Specials"
-Watch For Our Ad-

February is

Poodle
Month
at Pet World

WANTED: SOMEONE to share
expenses on two bedroom
trailer, central heat and air,
with elderly woman. Call 7535694.

10%

off
Grooming of Poodles
during the month
Call 753-4131
for yaw appointment new

Pet World

PRESTO II1GS. Burns clean,
leaves no ashes. Made from
real wood. Just add paper and
light.
Murray
Lumber
Company, 104 Maple St.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost
consisting
of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.

121 By Pass

TWO NICE, all electric. One 12 SIAMESE CATS, six "months
old. Nice pets. 503 Olive Street.
a 50, never occupied. Prefer
753-1246.
couples.
Garden
space
available with 12 x 50. 767-4055
after 6 p.m. or 753-8835 any
PARADISE
KENNELS.
time.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
32. Apartments For Rent available. Call 753-4106.
TWO ROOM furnished apartment. Call 753-4598.
TWO
duple.
BEDROOM
apartments, furnished or
unfurnished at 1214 Peggy Ann
Drive and 1601 College Farm
Road. Call 492-8225.

DUPLEX, LOCATED
on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished, stove, dishwasher, patio, washer and
dryer hook-up. 753-1262 or 7537154.

LARGE EFFICIENCY apartment-large closets and
storage, electric heat and airconditioning, private entrance. Ideal for married
couple or two girls. 1606 West
Main.

NEW HAND made quilts,
machine quilted. 436-2590.
DUPLEX, VERY nice. Located
on private street. Two
bedroom,central heat and air,
27 Mobile Home Sales
washer and dryer hook-up.
753-5717.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families MURRAY MANOR - all
[furnished
• rimy. Stroll Tfarks, Superior
and two bedroom apartmei
accomodations, exclusive
On Duiguid Road, just off
residentiacorea. South 16th
North. 753-8668.
Street. PIA* 753-3855.

43. Real Estate

TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room,
carport and utility, fully
carpeted, electric heat. Well
water, Near Kentucky Lake.
$13,000. Call 354-8585.

CAMP4-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
einique, Good used trailers, h2
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. 51. Services Offered
Two bedroom brick on
Waldrop Drive across from
university. All electric, shag
SMALL DOZER jobs Phone
carpet. House built by owner,
753-7370 after 8 p
very convenient, plus very
easy to heat and cool. On nice
lot 194 by 75, $22,500. Call after
five week days any time NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut' Call 753-6556.
weekends. 753-3324.

3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coldwater, living room,
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath,
completely carpeted, air conditioned, electric heat, laundry, carport.

JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner 1502) 492-8837.
HOME IMPROVEMENTS Garages, basements, extensions, roofing, painting. No
job too small. 767-6694 or 7676680.

CARPETS CLEANED or installed. Expert workmanship
guaranteed on installation.
Free estimate 436-2124 or 4362415.

BUSHHOGGING. PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman, Call 4362540.

WINDOW CLEANING service-complete
janitorial
services. Homes and stores.'
753-3351.

Furches
Jewelry
113
S. 4th Street
Murray
For dependable watch
and jewelry repair.

Factory Approved
Accutron Service
GRAVEL
HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds,
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 4365330.

53. Feed And Seed
ELF:CTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-3822468, Farmington.

HAY FOR sale. Call 436-5829

HAY FOR SALE. Call 489-2402.
OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February special tables (stripped only), square
or round table, varnish finish,
615.00. Paint finish, $20.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, 314.00. Call 753-0240.

54 Free Column
PUPPIES,PART Border Collie
and Great Dane make good
guard dogs. Phone 753-2350
after 3.00 p.m.

r........
........................
.
.
.
.
4
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Call 1530550 nr 489-2116 afask for Jerry.

47. Motorcycles
Roberta Estate, 100 x 200 ft 830
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home im.
pravements. Free estimates.
436-5840.

FOR SAll By Owner
1968 COMET, Sport Coupe,
3 acres with like new comneeds body work, cheap, Call TAYLOR'S STRIPPING and
pletely carpeted 3 bedroom
Refinishing- restores an436-2239
brick home with den, builttiques and old furniture, also
in kitchen with dish washer
trunks. Located 341 miles
and eating area, large
LW FORD STATION Wagon, north on 641. 753-4955.
utility room, dining room
- V-8 automatic, new tires. Nice.
and very large living room
Phone 436-5366.
with fireplace, central heat
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
and air, must see to ap--for all your bulldozing,
preciate.
backhoe work, or trucking
Cell 435-4411 or 753.2504 for up- 50. Campers
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.

44. Lots For Sale
yxIjaJ^^

EXPERIENCED ELECTRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also maintenance and repair. All work 7
guaranteed, Call night or day
189 2131,

LICENSED ELECTRICIANPrompt, efficient service. No
JEEP, FOUR wheel drive, job too small. Call Ernest
pickup. Call 753-7856.
White, 753-0605.

1372 MAVERICK, blue with
white vinyl top. Automatic,
power, and air, 16-19 mpg.
- $1850. Call 753-5830 or after six
BY OWNER-three bedroom,
753-0724.
two baths, large utility and
much more, on acre lot.
Located on Hwy. 121 North of
1968 DODGE CHARGER,
Coldwater. Priced for quick
power and air. Also extras.
sale. Phone 489-2399.
$875. Call 751.6564.

ter 6:00 p.m.

fT.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish carpentry; contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 4354480.

BOXED PRODUCE bed, 13 foot
long, pull down door, good
condition, Call 435-4429 after 5
p. m.

BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
two bath home in Murray,
whose owner is being tran- 1972
CHEYANNE Pickup ,
sferred out of state. Especially
power steering, brakes and air
nice for children. $40,500. By
conditioning, 39000 miles,
appointment, please, 753-9901.
$2500.00. Call 438-2584.

By Owner

FOR

TWO 15 x 6 Chevrolet Rally
wheels. 753-3194 after 4 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL Scout
four wheel drive, price $850.
Can be seen at 910 North 18th
St

$18,000 - NICE BRICK three
THREE ACRES located just
bedroom home on large lot
500' north of Chandler Park at
close to Murray on 94 East,
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
occupancy
immediate
TVA lake front. Good building
available. See it today. Moffitt
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 or
and phone at property. Low
home 753-5068.
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street, IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY on
Murray, Ky. (502) 753-0101 or
this frame six (6) room home
753-7531.
plus carport located at 112
North 10th Street. Walking
distance to downtown Murray,
this is an excellent retirement
ROBERTS REALTY located on
home and priced low! Contact
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
Moffitt Realty, 304 Main, 7533597 to view today.
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 7531651 or come by our office. We
For Sale
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
HE QUALIFIED personnel
at
Guy Spami Realty are waiting
to talk to. you regarding
your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
Your time.'Give us a call . or
_drop by the office at
901
Sycamore Street,153-7724.

48. Automotive Service

1964

Homes For Sale

YOUNG GOATS, call 753-3660 THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
38. Pets - Supplies
newly redecorated. Located at
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for apMALE APRICOT Toy Poodle,
pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154.
AKC, $75. Call 753-5918.

12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, washer and dryer.
Water furnished. Phone 4742397.

ONE BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment. See at 602 Poplar.

'Perkin's
lig Steak

SELL OR trade, 3 bedroom near
university. Call 753-7989.

NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home located in small wellkept court. $65 per month. Call
753-8216 after 5 p.m.

15. Articles For Sale
FOR ALL your Walkins
products. Mr. or Mrs. Holmar
Jones. 753-312E.

12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating.
,NO.
at
$3000 or best offer. See
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 941

Inspection

14 Want To Buy
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
.,
All display adS, classified
1
dialayy
tndbe
display, must
submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

34. Houses For Rent

JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
1974 HONDA MT-250. Fixed for before 8 a.m, or
after 5 p.m.
dirt. All accessories. $650. Call
435-4373.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
Spring. Fix mowers, roto1973 YAMAHA 80, Like new,
tillers and small engines 436$275.
p.m Call 753-7855 after 4.30
5525.

1957 CHEVY. Will sell or trade
for street bike. 753-6673.

BY OWNER--32 acres, brick
house, good well and well
house, tool shed, tobacco barn,
stock barn, at Lynn Grove,
435-4564.

27. Mobile Home S,iies

c

Fl

NINETEEN ACRE farm, 6-10
mile off North 16th Street on
Poor Farm Road, blacktopped. 753-2290.

11-rE CHIEF OF 11-115 ECONOMIC ADVI5OSZY
C3OARP, I OET FIRer CALL owl'HI mATTER
I 54ky TAIL5."

1972 YAMAHA 175, ready for
dirt, trail, or track. 753-5686.

9. Used Cars & Trucks

45. Farms For Sale

20 Sports Equipment

51. Services Offered

*
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1971 TRIUMPH 650 Bonneville, 31.
*
.
many extras. Good bike. Must
.
sell quickly. Call 75.3-9680.
iM******************************:
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Melton
Funeral services for James
?irsbleisf-Merray ?mt.:-•
Three are being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Tenn., with Rev. Douglas Terry
o(ficiating.
Burial will be in the Wofford
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Mr. Melton died Friday at his
home. He is survived by several
nieces and nephews including
Johnny Lane and Griffith Lane
of Murray.
The deceased was a sawmill
employee. Born June 21, 1912, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Robert
Melton and Jennie Phillips
Melton.

Mrs. Schroader Is
Joel Sullivan Dies
Friday At His Home Dead At Age 39;
l'AmagLal soviwes fns,
-Rtes lAtedn-esolay--Sullivan of Benton Route One
were conducted Sunday at 2:30
Mrs. Bobby Doris Marie)
p. m. at the Collier Funeral Schroeder of Almo Route One
Chapel, Benton.
died Sunday at 2:20 p.m. at the
Don McBrayer and C. C. Murray-Calloway County
Brasher conducted the rites and Hospital. She was 39 years of
burial was in the Benton age and her death was due to
Cemetery.
following
complications
Mr. Sullivan died Friday surgery.
night at his home.
The deceased was born
Survivors include his wife, November 15, 1935, in Maryland
Mrs. Willie Mae Sullivan, his and was the daughter of Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hattie
Chenoweth
Viola
Sullivan of Benton Route Three; Covahey Wilhelm and the late
one daughter, Mrs. Judy York Joseph Bernard Covahey.
of Benton Route Three; three
Survivors are her husband,
grandchildren.
Schroader,
two
Bobby
Mr. Sullivan was a retired daughters, Misses Jeanne and
auctioneer and a former part- Amy Schroeder, and three sons,
ner in the Marshall County Earl, Michael, and Robert
Realty and Auction Company. Schroeder, all of Almo Route
One; mother, Mrs. Viola
Wilhelm of Baltimore, Md.;
grandmother, Mrs. Hattie
Chenoweth of Fenwick Island,
Del.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Mary Ellen
Mrs. Marion Hale Gregory, Barharm of Phoenix, Md., Mrs.
wife of the late Noble J. Elizabeth Ann Frazier of
Gregory, U. S. Representative Owings MW, Md., Miss Patricia
from the First District, died Covahey of California, Mrs.
Saturday at 3:30 p. m. at her Agnes Wilhelm and Miss
both of
residence, 518 South Second Sandra Lee Covahey,
Street, Mayfield. She was 74 Baltimore, Md.; two brothers,
Patrick Covahey of Lutherville,
years of age.
Md., and Gerald Covahey of
Survivors are one daughter, Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. Foster Pettit of Lexington;
Funeral services will be held
one sister, Mrs. William L. Wednesday at 10:30 a.m, at the
Harp of Mayfield; four grand- chapel of the Max Churchill
children.
Funeral Home with Rev. Glen
Funeral services are being Cope officiating. Burial will be
held today at 2:30 p. m. at the in the Murray Memorial
chapel of the Byrn Funeral Gardens.
Friends may call at the
Horne, Mayfield, with Rev.
Heston Milligan and Rev. John funeral home.

Mrs. Verlie Walker
Dies Sunday; Rites

Mrs. Gregory Dies

Tuesday Afternoon

At Mayfield Home

Mrs. Verlie Walker of Sedalia
died Sunday at 5:25 a. m. at the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
She was 78 years of age and the
wife of the late James A.
Walker.
Survivors include two sons,
Hugh Walker of Sedalia and
Harry Walker of Graves
County; two sisters, Mrs. Ruth
Miller of Lynn Grove and Mrs.
Lola Suiter of Murray; two
brothers, Vernon Young of Lynn
Grove and Truman Young of
Murray; seven grandchildren;
seven great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
James Long officiating. Burial
will be in the Antioch Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Opal Wilferd
Dies Saturday At
Local Hospital

Huffman officiating.
Burial will be in the
Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield.

Mrs. Bohannon's
Services Tuesday
The funeral for Mrs. Lilly
Wyatt Bohannon of Benton
Route Three will be held
Tuesday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Ralph Gunter officiating.
Burial will be in the Benton
Cemetery.

Mrs. Opal Wilferd, 75, a
resident of Farmington, died at
540 a. m. Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in Murray. She is the
widow of Vois Wilferd.
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Wilferd is survived by a
—.aeon,Bernice Wilferd, Murray; a funeral home.
Mrs. Bohannon, age 68, died
daughter, Mrs. Mary Jo Riley,
Route 6, Mayfield; a brother, Saturday at the Western Baptist
Merritt Sims, Van Vleck, 'Hospital, Paducah. She was a
Texas; a sister, Mrs. Curtis member of the McKendree
Boyd of Mayfield; and -See--tinited Meth°digt Ch
"
ch
'
grandchildren.
Survivors are her husband,
Services for Mrs. Wilferd Curbs Bohannon; two sisters,
were conducted at two p. m. Mrs. Alma Thompson of
Sunday at Byrn Funeral Symsonia Route One and Mrs
Chapel, Mayfield, with Rev. Bernice Burnett of Benton
Harry Nall officiating, assisted Route Two; four brothers,
by Bro. John Dale. Burial was Henry and Herbert Wyatt of
in Farmington Cemetery.
Benton Route Two, Hershel
Pallbearers were Robert Wyatt of Herndon Route One,
Sims, A. V. Sims, Bob Sims, and Nobel Wyatt of Detroit,
Curtis Boyd, James Wilferd, Mich.; several nieces and
and Bobby Wilferd.
nephews.

UCM Luncheon To
Feature Panel
This Wednesday's United
Campus Ministry luncheon will
include a panel discussion of
both faculty and students who
have had involvement in
regional services. This will be
the final program in a series of
presentations dealing with the
university's role in regional
service.
The panelists will be Jack
Johnson, Assistant Professor in
the Department of Professional
Studies; Ann Thibodeaux, who
earned her B. S. in Sociel Work
at MSU and served an Internship as Social Planner for
Paducah Area Ttevelopment
District; and Dr. Jane Wells,
Assistant Professor in the
Management -Department.
The luncheons are held from
12:30 to 1:30 each Wednesday at
the United Campus Ministry.
Cost of the meal is $1.00 but
those bringing a sack lunch are
welcome. For information or
reservations please call 7533531.
REMEMBER WHEN?
In 1949, the Social Security
tax was only 1 per cent on both
employer and employe, applied to the first $3,000 of income.- CNS

The Man Who Doesn't
Advertise Is Like
The Man Who
4fo.

Winks In The

•

Dark!
He Knows
What He Is Doing
But Nobody Else Does!
The Murray Ledger t; Times

Quints Born To
Chicago Couple

A

CHICAGO (AP) - "I feel view that he and his wife
like I've been hit by a truck, hadn't planned on such a large
but I feel great!" 77-year-old family.
-theeyeSierf-tate fferfrher tins= —'Hurl gbeSt ere'llotet tercet
pita! bed after giving birth to
much choice now," he added.
quintuplets.
The Shafs, who live in a fourFour of the infants - two
bedroom house in Morton
boys and two girls - born Sun- Grove, Ill., also have a 3-yearday were in good condition
old daughter, Melissa.
after their first day. The fifth
"It was the most amazing
child, a boy, had a breathing
thing I've ever seen," said
problem but was "holding his
Sisal, a partner in a homeown," a hospital spokesman
building company in suburban
said.
Chicago. "I feel fantastic, but I
Mrs. Sisal's husband Vance, just can't believe it! I wouldn't
22, said in a telephone intergive this up for anything."
The girls were named Vanessa Ashley and Tiffany Allison. But the boys were still No
IPIP,STOCK MARKET*
1, No. 2, and No. 3, the hospital
spokesmah said.
Prices of stock of local inOne boy, No. 3, needed ''supNational Vocational Education Week, February 9-15, was planned by local clubs at a meeting terest at noon, EDT, today,
port with oxygen and careful
Times
the
Ledger
&
furnished
to
held Friday at Calloway County High School Attending were, left to right, Norita Cassity, Donna
watching," she added.
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Tabers, Steve McCuiston, Janet Williams, Martha McKinney, Anita Chaney,and Lynn Rogers.
Dr. Arian R. Oleck, an obMurray, are as follows:
stetrician who supervised the
one-hour delivery, told reportPonderosa Systems 74 unc ers Mrs. Shaf used the fertility
Kimberly Clark
261
/
2 -1/4 drug Pergonal.
Union Cakhide
46
At first, doctors predicted triW.R. Grace
23% +4 plets, then quadruplets. X rays
24% unc confirmed a week ago Mrs.
Texaco
General Elec.
40/
1
2 +4 Shaf would have quintuplets,
GAF Corp.
10% +4 Oleck said.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Re- $154 the first of the year.
Campbell Soup
32 -/
1
4
The infants, all delivered by
Under the food stamp plan, a
February 9 through February
tail geeey costs had already
Georgia Pacific
36/
1
4 -1
/
2 caesarian section, were in in15 is National Vocational
climbed at least 3.8 per cent family buys a prescribed
Pfizer
30
/
1
2
-k4
cubators and were expected to
above new government food amount of stamps and then re- Education Week with the Jim Walters
277/8
be left at the clinic for several
stamp allowances by the time ceives additional bonus coupons various Vocational Clubs in Kirsch
141
/
2
-4,
1
months, officials said.
the allowances became effec- at federal cost to help boost its Calloway County recognizing Holiday Inn
unc
The infants weighed from 2
tive Jan. 1, an Agriculture De- purchasing power at retail this event,
Disney
33 unc pounds 5 ounces to 3 pounds 2
stores.
The vocational clubs of
partment study showed today.
Franklin Mint
14%
unc
ounces
at birth. Doctors said
Meanwhile, as the nation's America are organizations
An economy menu plan used
the babies were three weeks
by the department to set food unemployment rate climbed to which offer opportunities for
Prices of stocks of local in- premature.
stamp allocations for a needy the highest level since 1941, students to work together to
The quints were the first in
family of four cost $159.90 in more persons have turned to improve themselves, their terest at noon today furnished to
December, up from $157.20 in food stamps to help them family, community and nation. the Ledger & Times by I. M. the Chicago area since five
children were born to Lynn and
The vocational clubs in Simon Co. are as follows .
November. The stamp alloca- through hard times. At least
James Baer on Jan. 5, 1973.
Calloway County are Future Airco
tion, which had been $150 a 17.1 million were getting
14% ---ms
month since last July 1, rose to stamps in December,1.2 million Farmers of America, Future Amer. Motors
4% -1,15
more than received them in the Homemakers of America,
Ashland Oil
18% unc
preceding month.
Future Business Leaders of AT,&T.
49% -4
According to department America,
Distributive Boise Cascade
13/
1
2 -4
records, the December food Education Clubs of America, Fairchild Camera
27% +4
which some and the Vocational Industrial Ford
34% +%
y be con- Clubs of America.
say
Gen. Motors
The Bedford Flag, the old35
per
servative, was up nearly
The First Vocational Student Gen, Tire
13% +1/4
est known flag in the United
ns Organization State Officers Goodrich
cent from 12.7 million persons
154'4 +4 States, was carried by the
getting them a year earlier.
Conference was held in Frank- Gulf Oil
20% -/
1
2
Continental Army in the BatThe spurt in food stamp en- fort September 25 and 26. This Pennwalt
Purchase of the former Hazel
20% +4
tle of Concord April 19, 1775,
High Lunchroom budding, and rollment is expected to push was the first time that State Quaker Oats
15 -%
the
opening day of the AmeriKentucky's Tappan
its grounds, for the establish- federal spending to more than Officers
of
51
/
2 unc
can Revolution.
student Western Union
ment of the Hazel Community $4 billion in the current fiscal vocational
The flag is still in existence
11% unc
vear which will end June 30, organizations had met together. Zenith
Center, has been completed.
today in Bedford, Mass,
13% -4
With the assistance of the (Is:lest year, Agriculture Depart- The purpose of the meeting was
ent officials say the program to promote cooperation among
Fiscal Court, The Murray and
Hazel Banks, the Hazel Town could soar to more than $5 bil- members, and to plan for
Kentucky's 1975-1976 BicenCouncil, and a number of lion.
President Ford wanted to tennial Celebrations. Norita
citizens of the community, the
purchase price of $5500.00 has hold down spending by charg- Cassity, State Historian, Future
been paid in and the deed ing more for food stamps but Homemakers of America, atCongress last week voted over- tended from Calloway County.
transferred.
A citizens committee has whelmingly to keep the current
The celebration of this week is
been appointed to supervise the system. ABC-TV news reported a cooperative action on the part
renovation and use of the Sunday night that Ford will not of the youth organizations. One
Center, and to endeavor to raise veto the congressional action of the main goals of this week is
actdItional funds of ap- but will let it became law with.— to promote better cornmunications and cooperations
proximately $2000.00 to improve out his signature.
the building for public use. The
mong members.
—ReasonA H & R BliYek is a
fund drive is being actively
Attending a special meeting
on Friday morning at Calloway
year-round service. We do
supported by the Hazel
Woman's Club, Senior Citizens
High School were
-----not disappear after
MIS3
Club and the Hazel High Alumni
Cassity; Donna Tabers, DECA
April 15th.
president, Murray Vocational
Association, along with the
Market News
Federal
State
citizens of the community.
School; Steve McCuiston, FFA
10,
1975
Service
February
Anyone wishing to assist in
president, Calloway High, and
this endeavor may do so by Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Regional FFA treasurer; Janet
Includes
9
Market
Report
sending contributions payable
Williams, FBLA president,
to the Hazel Community Center, Buying Stations
Murray Vocational School;
700
2095
Est.
Receipts:
Act
to the Dees Bank of Hazel, a
Martha
McKinney, FHA
Barrows & Gilts $1.25 to $1.50 president, Murray High, and
spokesman said.
higher Sows steady to $1 higher Regional secretary; Anita
with most advance on weights Chaney, FHA
president,
over 400.
Calloway High, and Regional
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 840.00-40.50 president; Lynn Rogers, VICA
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $39.50-40.00 president, Murray Vocational
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 538.75-39.50 School.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $38.25-38.75
Sows
BASS CLUB TO MEET
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $33.00-34.00
The Murray Bass Club will
350-450 lbs. 132.00-33.00 hold its regular monthly
FRANKFORT,Ky. I AP)- A US 1-3
ta-i•-•
114 Sat, Moo 7634204
450-650 lbs. $36.0047.00 meeting at 6:30 p. m. Wed$4.5 million award for Ken- US 1-3
NO IMMINTIIENT NECESSARY
tucky's Law Enforcement US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 831.00-32.00 nesday, Feb. 12, at the Holiday
$26.00 Inn.
Foundation Program Fund is Boars s77.o0-28.00 few at
among more than $6 million in
anti-crime grants awarded by
Gov. Julian Carroll.
The funds will be used to continue giving 15 per cent salary
incentive payments to local policemen who meet minimum
training standards.
The grants, previously apAll Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
proved by the Kentucky Crime
All Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
Commission, are financed with
Feb. 10-Feb. 13
$2.3 million in federal money
Feb. 10-Feb. 13
and $3.7 million in state and
with
this
coupon
(one coupon per Order)
with this coupon (one coupon per order)
local matching funds.
A grant of $98,625 went to set
up the second of six planned regional crime labs, this one at
the University of Louisville.
The labs are intended to provide faster service and relieve
753-7641
1409 Main
the-, caseload at the central
Frankfort lab.
A $217,000 grant went to provide secretarial help to circuit
court judges who have none
now and $198,000 went to renew
and expand the Model Courts
project.
Other grants totaling more
than $169,000 went for district
All Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
All Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
detectives and legal secretaries
for commonwealth's attorneys,.
Feb. 10-Feb. 13
Feb. 10-Feb. 13
'in'nine cotuatieST Boone-, Muhlenberg, Calloway, Christian,
with this coupon (one coupon per orderLi
-with this coupon „tone coupon per order)
McCracken, Daviess, Grayson,
Campbell and Breathitt.,
-Nt•

Grocery Price Increases
Offset Stamp Allowances

Vocational Week
Planned Friday
By Club Officers

Funds Need
For Cu m mu n ity satautUrietinreso
Centerp Hazel

Bedford has oldest
known U.S. flag

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
income tax help.

Purchase Area
Hog Market-- County

Anti-Crime
Grants Are
Announced

imarramBLOCII0
903 Arcadia St.

350 Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks

1

350 Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks

Hungry Bear Pancake & Barbecue House
-1 r

35 0 Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks

350 Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks
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SPECIAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP — Among the special education teachers from the
Murray City School System who attended a Purchase Educational Development District Region
I inservice workshop at Murray State University Thursday, Feb. 6, were (left to right) Thelma
Warlord, Betty Wagar, Allan Beane, Kathy Mowery, Debbie Colyott and Susan Hargrove.
Shown with them (right) is Barbara Hale of Paducah, state consultant in the region. Four faculty
members from the Department of Special Education at Murray State conducted the one-day
session on the campus.

School Board Establishes
Priority For Safety Measures
Priorities were established which made several recomMonday for carrying out mendations in the area of
recommendations of a pre- safety. Three priorities made
OSHA (Occupational Safety and included: Priority One: those
Health Administration) visit at items that can be corrected with
the Murray City Schools by the present funding and staff, which
Murray Board of Education.
will be completed by May 1;
The board, meeting in regular Priority Two: those items
session Monday, discussed a requiring additional minor
report of a pre-OSHA visit, expense, which will be corn-

pleted this summer; Priority
Three: those items requiring
major expenditures which will
be considered again after a
report from architects as to cost
and urgency.
Mrs. Charlott
Barker,
guidance counselor at Murray
High was recognized at the
meeting for a review of the
guidance and counseling
program at the school. Mrs.
Barker
discussed
the
philosophy of guidance and
counseling assistance given to
individual students, promotions
for the 73-74 school year,
dropouts for that year, and
The Murray-Calloway County relying on the-se grants as mur.h_fallowup of 74 graduat.
Comprehensive Care Center is as they could, and now would
In addition, the ACT test
just one of many centers in like to increase their billing scores of 74 seniors were
Kentucky and the nation facing through these programs, in--compared with the national
critical funding
cutback stead of cutting back,
averages, with local students
situations that may affect its
Another major issue is the
placing above the national
services.
battle in Washington over the average in all areas except in
Don Brock, supervisor of the national budget which the local social science, in which they
Murray Center, said this centers had hoped would in- ranked at the national average.
morning that due to funding clude funding for such
Following the report, it was
cutbacks, the local center may programs as theirs. It now generally agreed by the board
lose approximately one fourth appears unlikely that the that an effective program is
of its income annually. With national budget will assist with being carried out considering
donations and services, that the
comprehensive care the Limitations of staff and
income amounts to about programs.
funds. It was pointed out that
$80,000 each year.
No plans have been made as with a school of 700 students, the
The situation, as explained by to how to make up the dif- desirable ratio is one guidance
Brock, is that the regional ference for the local centers in counselor for 350 students,
center in West Kentucky will this region. The decision will be leaving Murray High School one
lose its original eight-year staff made by the regional board counselor short. The board
grant on June 30. The region has which controls the centers. Mrs. pledged its continuing support
other grants that started during Betty Lowry is chairman of the to the program.
that eight years, but the board.
Plans were reviewed for the
problem is that the amount of
It comes down to one central Lilly-Humphrey Day, Feb. 24,
that original grant has to be issue, either the centers will and letters of commendation to
made up,or else the centers will have to come up with the extra the teachers were approved,
be forced to reduce personnel. money, or else cut back their and suitable awards authorized
A system of rendering ser- services, Brock said.
(See School Board, Page 10i
vices has been developed over
the last eight years that employs all of the current staff to
the fullest extent, and to reduce
the staff in any way will reduce
considerably the services ex
tended by the centers.
Also, social security funds
administered to local centers
through Titles WA and VI have
been placed on a 25 per cent
cutback status. This further
hampers the local center.
‘fs Pdsz
because they have not been

Local Care Center
Faces Fund Cutback

01111M=I

Paul Shapiro, a Benton attorney, has filed for the office of
Commonwealth's Attorney for
the 42nd Judicial District. This
district is composed of
Livingston, Marshall and
Calloway Counties.
The candidate, age 35, is a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky where he received his
BA degree in 1961 and his law
degree in 1963. Upon his
graduation and admission to the
Kentucky Bar, he was employed by the State of Kentucky,
first by the Legislative
Research Commission and then
by the Kentucky Department of
Revenue.
Shapiro has been practicing
in Benton since 1969 as a
member of the firm of Lovett,
Lewis, Johnson and Shapiro.
Prior to that time he practiced
in Murray, where he opened an

Paul Shapiro
office after leaving Statt
Government. While in Murray,
Shapiro was elected and served
as the City Prosecuting Attorney.
The candidate is married to
the former Sandra Gibson of
Manchester. They have two
children, Scottie and Cindy.
Mrs. Shapiro is employed as a
counselor for the Marshall
County Mental Health Center.
Shapiro has been an active
member of the Jaycees. He has
served as president of both
Murray -Calloway County
Jaycees and the Marshall
County Jaycees. He has also
served as an area vicepresident of the Kentucky
Jaycees. Currently, he is a
director of the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce and is a
member of the Marshall County
Bar Association.
In commenting on the office
of Commonwealth's Attorney
the candidate said that the
office can play a key role in the
prevention and control of crime
He noted that recent studies
have shown that certainty of
punishment is the best
deterrent of crime and that it is
important that criminals be
tried as quickly as possible and
without undue delay.
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The Calloway County Red Cross Chapter initiated a new
service for the patients at the
Fair Thursday and Friday Murray-Calloway County Hospital today, according to lean
Blankenship, left, executive direcChance of rain Saturday tor. Current magazines from a donated source will
be delivered by. Red Cross Volunteer.-Warming trend through the pe- towable Seinen°, right, to Frances Myers, hospital
librarian. Mrs. Myers indicated that many
riod. Highs in the 40s Thursday patients are not able to use heavier materials
such as books, or are in the hospital for a very
rising into the 50s by Saturday. short stay, hut they might enjoy
magazines. "We delivered 26 February editions of the most
Overnight lows mostly in the popular magazines
toil, and we will be doing this on a monthly basis", Mrs. Blankenship said

first place in department store merchandising and (standing)
Gail Sheridan, first place in distribution manual; Gale Allan,
first place in food industry; Mary Moore Cook and Debbie
McClure, second place in creative marketing Vickie Collie,
first place in variety store merchandising Karen Causey, first
place in retail jewelry industry: Denise Morton, first place in
home furnishing industry and third place in DECA Quiz;
Marc Hays, third place in sales demonstration; and Ann Ross,
third place in visual display. About 300 students from 17 high
school chapters of DECA participated in the conference. Ff•
St and second place winners will advance to the competition at the state conference in Louisville March 7-8-9.

Local DECA Club Selected
Region I Chapter Of Year
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA
Chapter has been named the
Chapter Of The Year for Region
I of the Distributive Education
Clubs of America. The Murray
Chapter is one among seventeen

Weather Forecast
Cloudy with a chance of
showers and thundershowers
tonight and turning cooler.
Lows in the low and mid 30s.
Wednesday, partial clearing
and cooler with highs in the
mid 40s. Winds becoming northerly and diminishing to 10 to 15
miles per hour tonight and
Wednesday.

DECA AWARD WINNERS—Members of the Murray Area
‘ocational Center chapter of the Distributive Education
Clubs of America(DECA)won a major share of the awards in
competition in the 7th annual first Region Career Development Conference at Murray State University Monday.Shown
deft to right, seated) are: Donna Tabers, Girl Student of the
1,ear, the new regional vice-president, and first place winner
in merchandise information; Risa Lowe, first place in
specialty store merchandising Rita Watkins,first place in ser+
industrrRhonda Towery, first place in automotive and
petroleum industry: Melissa Bucy and Mary Beth Cavanaugh,
first place in Chapter of the Year and Chuck
Higginbotham,

Chapters from Madisonville
through Western Kentucky, and
was named Chapter of the Year
at Murray State University,
Monday night, February 10,
1975.
First place winners were:

Donna Tabers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Tabers - Girl
Student of the Year; Gale
Ahart,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Albert Ahart - Studies
in Marketing-Food Industry;
Chuck Higginbotharn, son of
Mrs. Dorothy Higginbotham Studies
in
MarketingDepartment Store; Rise Lowe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lowe - Studies in
Marketing-Speciality Store
Merchandising; Rita Watkins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
clerk's office. The jury found Watkins
- Studies
in
in favor of the defendant,' Marketing-Service
Industry;
Dennis Seltsam, who had been Vickie Collie, daughter
of Mr
sued by the Eddie Morgan and Mrs. Rondal Collie -family. The Morgan's had Studies ill Marketing-Variety
charged that a dog owned by Store Merchandising; Denise
Seltsam had bitten Laurie Morton, daughter of Mr. and
Morgan.
Mrs. Mickie Morton - Studies
No cases were scheduled in Marketing-Home Furtoday, according to the clerk's nishings Industry; Rhonda
office. The case of Dunn vs.'-Towery, daughter of Mr. and
Green is set for tomorrow, Mrs. Richard Towery - Studies
involving an auto accident.
-in Marketing-Automotive and
Petroleum Industry; Karan
Causey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. J. Causey - Studies in
Marketing-Jewelry Industry;
Donna Tabers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Tabers Programs at the Demon- Merchandise Information
Gail
Sheridan,
stration Centers emphasize the Manual;
child's individual improvement daughter of Mrs. Jean Norsworthy - Area of Distribution.
in body movement skills and
Second place winners were:
self-image, rather
than
"muscle building and medal Debbie McClure daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd J. McClure
winning" as a film on the

Ralph Hill Sentenced
In Circuit Court Monday
Ralph Hill, convicted last fall
of first degree involuntary
manslaughter, was sentenced to
15 years in prison in Calloway
Circuit Court yesterday, according to the office of Calloway
Circuit Clerk James Blalock.
Hill was convicted in the
September term of court in
connection with the death ot his
wits. --One civil case was heard in
court Monday, according to the

Local Elementary School
Recognized For PE Program
T'wo elementary schools in
the Western Kentucky area
have been recognized for their
excellent physical education
programs by the Kentucky
Department of Education and
the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports.
Murray State University
Elementary School, and Sinking
Fork Elementary School in
Hopkinsville have been selected
as Physical Fitness Demonstration Centers. These schools
recently received certificates
honoring
their
physical
education programs and the
students will soon be presented
with President's Council pennants to fly over the schools.
Physical Fitness Demonstration Centers are found
throughout the nation, with 10
located in Kentucky. Each
school provides an example of
"some of the finest physical
education instruction in our
state," according to Eugene
Cantrell, physical education
consultant for the Department
of Education.
Cantrall said that the
Demonstration Centers encourage visitors to come and
observe physical education
activities so that schools across
the state will be able to share
new ideas on
physical
education.

centers explained.
Another aim is to help
children develop sports skills
that will enhance their leisure
time as adults.
Those interested in visiting a
Physical Fitness Demonstration Center should make
arrangements with the school
or contact Eugene Cantrell,
1826 Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

Wednesday Is
Last Leaf Sale
Wednesday will be the final
sale in Murray and Mayfield on
the dark fired tobacco market,
according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager.
Ellis said the sale in each city
will be the last to receive
support prices for the leaf.

and Mary Moore Cook,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I.. D.
Cook - Creative Marketing
Project.
Third place winners were:
Ann Ross, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ross - Visual
Display; Denise Morton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mickie Morton - DECA Quiz;
Marc Hays,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Hays - Sales Demonstration.
Voting Delegates for the
I See DECA, Page 101

Area Directors Of
Senior Citizens
Are Needed Now

Applications are now being
accepted for Area Directors for
the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Inc., according
to Alan Blaustein, Executive
Director.
The position involves finding
facility or facilities to hold
meetings, activities, etc.,
organize Senior Citizen groups,
information and referral,
arrange for transportation for
Senior Citizens, keep records in
all persons according to service
delievered, and other related
job responsibilities. The person
must have a car.
Additional information can be
obtained by calling Blaustein at
753-0929 or 753-0924 or at home
at 753-0956.
Any person interested in this
position can apply by sending
their resume to Alan Blaustein,
1620 West Main, Murray, Ky.
42071. The resume should include employment history,
references, and feelings about
the Senior Citizens program,
and should be received by
Blaustein by Wednesday,
February 19, 1975.
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FIRE CAUSES CONSIDER:AKE- DAMAGE == fire Department
detsonnel Min Pray and loe
Allbritten survey the damage caused by a fire at the University Inn
$
Monday afternoon. Acto reports, firemen wise called twice !nthe restatirsat-wattere
grease haci ntritto on
fire
and
spread
to
the
roof.
Cohsiderable damage was reported to the building The
10
restaurant
j. is owned and operated by leroy Todd.
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May Wedding Planned

"To Create Or Recreate"
Subject Of Hazel Program
Mrs. Jack Roach opened her
lovely home for the general
meeting of the Hazel United
Methodist Church Women held
on Tuesday. February 4, at
seven p.m.
The title of the program,was
-To Create Or Recreate." Each
member was asked to bring
something of her own creation
to share with the group.
Mrs. Olga Freeman, leader of
thy program, assisted by Mrs.
Erbert Allbritten and Mrs.
Deroy Provine, arranged the
personal items of art and craft
as the members arrived and
identified each article with a
name card. The varied expressions of creation formed a
beautiful display in the dining
room of Mrs. Roach's home.
Later when the meeting was
called to order in the living
room, each one was given an.
opportunity to report or discuss
her experience and creative
instincts in producing her
special contribution.
Following the informal,

You can't smuggle
dawn past a rooster
By Abigail Van Buren
lows seat. Is.

•IWO ler Maw

DEAR ABBY: I have been married (in name only for five
years. I was • lonely divorcee (age 411 and John was a
well-to-do widower 160) when we were married.
The first night we were married I found out that he had
no desire for sex whatsoever. He was impotent. I know it's
not his fault, but he should have told me. He later said he
was afraid he'd lose me.)
We had everything a happily married couple could want.
A lovely home,friends, trips, and I can't say I wasn't living
a good life, although I missed the physical side of marriage
some.
Now I have met a wonderful man. He is my age (52)and it
was skyrockets and Roman candles the first time we were
alone together. We're in love and want to get married. but I
hate to hurt John.
Would it be wrong to leave John arid grab what little
happiness is left in life?
IN LOVE
_
_
DEAR IN: If yeg want to justify leavlagt your husband,
the fact that he didn't tell you about his impotence is
sufficient. (That's probably grounds for an annulment.I
Trying to keep your love • secret will be like trying to
smuggle dawn past • rooster. You'd better tell your
husband before be tells you.
DEAR ABBY: Maybe I can help settle the controversy.
"do fish feel pain?"
They certainly do!
Sincerely,
LOUIS C. FISH,LAKEWOOD,CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 18 years to a fellow
who, for the most part, is a marvelous husband, father,
lover and provider. His job keeps him away from home quite
•bit, 90 when he's in town, I enjoy having the house nice for
him,cooking the meals he likes, and keeping myself up. The
kids and I look forward to his coming home in the evening.
Now, the problem: If something comes up, like meeting
with the boys after work, or something related to his work,
he doesn't think it's necessary to call and let me know he'll
not be home for dinner. He feels that phoning makes him
less of a "man." Needless to say, when he doesn't phone. I
become angry. When I ask him why he couldn't at least
have phoned to let me know, he says he doesn't want to be
henpecked.
This is getting to me, Abby. Am I asking too much? Any
suggestions as to how I can handle this? TRYING HARD
DEAR TRYING: If your husband thinks•call to say he
will not be ban kr diner qualifies him for the henpecked
Rock, he's got Ms aids mixed up. He's a silly goose.
_
DEAR ABBY: I used your advice cu •
- problem. My
in-laws have a habit of coming to visit us without giving us
any advance notice. They live seven hours from us by car
and come for as long as three to five days.
Last week, they surprised us with a five-day visit. I was
in the middle of a garage sale, and had been up every night
that week with a sick child. I was exhausted even before
they came.
Abby, I love company, but I would likes little notice so I
will have a clean house and meals planned in advance. As it
was, I had to rush to the grocery store and make do. I was
unprepared and terribly embarrassed.
My husband says his folks aren't "company," and I
shouldn't feel that I have to put on airs for them, but I still
think I should be given a little notice. Who is right?
HATES SURPRISES
DEAR HATES. You are. Write to your in-laws and tell
them bow much you enjoyed their visit. Then tactfully tell
them that next time they decide to come, to please let you
know because you want everything to be at its best
Yourself included
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
write to ABBY Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope. please.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long. self-addressed. stamped
20t) envelope
reply .

We wish to take this opportunity to announce that
Janet Usrey, bride-elect of
Dale Arnold, has selected
her Stainless from our
complete bridal registry.
Janet and Dale will be
married on February 21,
1975.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Tuck, Jr., of Union City, Tenn., formerly of Murray, announce the engagement of their daughter,
Elizabeth, to Richard I. Cocke, III, son of Dr. and Mrs. Richard I.
Cocke IT of Calvert City
Miss'Rick is a graduate student at Murray State University and
was a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Mr. Coc_ke attends Murray State University and is employed by
Airco Alloys of Calvert City. He is a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 31, at four
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church in Murray.
111e Misers,

Mrs. Richard Price Honored With
Baby ShowerAt Community Room
Mrs. Richard Price was the
honored guest at a delightfully
planned baby shower held on
Thursday, January 30, in the
community room of the Murray
Fedeial Savings and Loan
building.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Bobby
Bazzell, Mrs. Gary Price, Mrs.
Michael Grogan, and Mrs.
Gear! Suiter.

Leelger 8, Times

DOW11 the

arden Path

The room was decorated in
the colors of blue and pink. The
gift table featured a large white
umbrella draped in gingham
that fashioned a soft setting for
a baby doll. The register table,
refreshment table, and gift

table were draped in pink and
blue, covered with skirts of
illusion and caught at accent
points with gingham bows.
Various centerpieces, bouquets,
and toys were also used at focal
points in the room.
Mrs. Price wore a blue jersey
dress and her corsage was of
pink carnations.
Games were played with Mrs.
J. T. Tidwell, Mrs. Delbert
Newsome, and Mrs. Larry
Miller winning prizes who
presented them to the honored
guest.
Refreshments of cake, punch,
nuts, and mints were served.
Approximately
thirty-five
guests attended or sent gifts.

Showcase753454*

Janet Usrey
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Frances Drak•
FOR WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY 12, MS
now and you should have a
satisfying day Especially
favored: business organization,
finances, dealings with the
public.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /
40
A day calling for good
judgment. Don't sell any new
idea short, and do look for new
opportunities which may not be
Immediately obvious.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your planets, favorably
aspected, especially encourage
artistic aspirations, original
ideas, romance, domestic affairs and new friendships.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20) (
)C
.
(May 22 to June 21) 11
4
9.Synchronize activities to
A good period for improving coincide with needs of
the day.
on current projects as well as More than the usual reward is
launching new ones. Your in- promised for constructive
tegrity, perseverance and quick endeavors. Benefactors are
thinking will lead to success.
waiting to assist you.
CANCER
YOU BORN TODAY are
(June 22 to July 23) 80 endowed
with a fine intellect
Emphasize stability and and
the will power to achieve
consistency and you can the
most lofty ambitions. When
achieve much now. Do beware, you
are guided by reason alone,
however, of those who would your
path to success is comtake advantage of your good paratively
easy, since you find
nature.
quick solutions to problems and
LEO
are not dismayed by obstacles.
(July 24 to Attg. 23) if24g But
once your emotions take
Not much planetary help but over,
you flounder and lose
you can, nevertheless, keep this
yourself in a morass of inday out of the mediocre class if
decision and anxiety. Try to
you emphasize your innate
master yourself, therefore, and
enthusiasm and stick-to-itiveyou can master the world. Your
ness.
ideas are progressive and you
VIRGO
tend toward the creative in your
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
choice of a life work. You make
Needed now: patience in
excellent
writers, musicians,
business and domestic issues,
perseverance in tedious, painters and entertainers;
could
also
succeed in the law
humdrum tasks. Emphasize
and statesmanship. Birthdate
your philosophical side.
of: Abraham Lincoln, 16th
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) siOari Pres., U.S.A.; Gen, Omar
Getting behind in chores, Bradley, U.S. Army; Lorne
fulfilling promises? Perhaps Greene, TV star.
you have overcommitted
yourself. Don't avoid "creditors." Talk things over frankly
and they will understand.
How
SCORPIO
Noven
. tr)
(Oct.h
. 24 tyo ur
endurance and
disposition are being tested, but
take heart. In a couple of days
adverse stellar influences will
lift and you can go full steam
ahead.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) lellit>
Planetary restrictions lift
Look in the section in which
your birthday co:nes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
dit
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Pli
Don't be overly aggressive, of
course, but you may have to
speak up firmly now, especially
in support of worthwhile causes.
Don't hesitate. Your reputation
for trustworthiness will make
others listen.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:$
Carry on with matters
already launched, and don't
delay your progress by going off
on tangents. You may have a
tendency toward restlessness
G
noEw,
mTha
but try to curb it.

Do You Say

41By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS

You Say.
(See-Nay)

Although it has been only a cannot possibly Ago, but I am
little over two months since I positively envious of those who
was in Israel, I am strongly can, for I saw enough of the
tempted to return. The flowers of Israel to know how
American Horticultiral Society, beautiful it can be in the spring.
of which I am a member, has
It would be especially inannounced a tour of Greece and teresting to make such a trip
Israel for its members They are with a group of folks who love
to go in portions of these flowers and would be encountries where natural flowers thusiastic over every unfamiliar
and growing thing* are to he blossom or tree.
"SCOVETHING I4Y US...
found They will tour certain
I definitely plan to go back to
the crew•MaiMembers of Murray State Women's Society made plans for the
.
1181,_•s, pih
r
regions where the native planta_ _Israel, again .for. 11
ip
Town and Gown Dance on Friday, March 14, at nine p. m. at-WOW
and blossoms abound.
fascinating and beautiful
The Judean wilderness, which country with friendly people and Hall with music by The Amusement Company. Tickets are Wee
was so bare and terrible in lovely scenery in addition to the dollars per couple and the annual event is open to all membersNovember, is dotted with places of sacredness that mean and guests. Reservations should be made with Mrs. Howard Giles
or Mrs. Williams B. Seale by March 4. Committee members
blooms in the spring after the so much to us.
winter rains are over. The
Have you been out in your meeting were, left to right, front, Mrs. Tim Miller, Mrs. Glles,
wilderness was so forbidding yard lately? I have, looking for Mrs. Wallace Baggett, back, Mrs. M. D. Hassell, Mrs. Seale, and
when I saw it that I would like to the spike of a narcissus leaf, a Mrs. Wayne Sheets, Also present was Mrs. Kaj Spencer.
see it in a different light. Wild crocus blossom, a swelling bud
goats exist in these places, and on the Pussy-willow, or any
we saw a few shepherds with other signs of spring that
their goat herds and wondered abound around this time of the
7:25, 9:15 + 2:30Sun.
how they existed.
year. In spite of the rain, rain.
•
I can't imagine a more rain. time moves on and spring
thrilling tour than the one the is on the way.
S.
Horticultural Society suggest. I
I am always glad to see
Alan James
January pass out of the picture,
The Baptist Women of the
Others taking part in the
Arkin Coon_
even though I know February Kirksey Church met at the program were Mrs. R. W.
Freebie and
brings plenty of cold weather church on Thursday, February Blakely, Miss Fay Boggess,
the Bean
But time is getting short, days 6, at seven p.m. for the regular Mrs. Jim Washer, and Mrs. W.
*,
are getting longer, sap is rising meeting with seven members A. Erwin. Also present was
in the trees and shrubs, the birds present.
v-Ta'
Mrs. Orland Tubbs.
)
A LII•1364. PCrUIE Ttosa:cup.oustoortx
Mrs. Isaiah Treas was the
The mission book for
are singing and hopes comes to
4`.
chairman
February
for
the
was
program
discussed
on
and
7:25,9:20+ 2:30 Sat.,Sun.
life in all of us.
Springtime is a wonderful "Lay Volunteers For Home also plans for the week of
No Passes
prayer meeting in the home of
Dr. David Roos was the guest season, it stirs the enthusiasm Missions."
Mrs.
Jack
and
Cain
Calendar
brings
on
The
March
of
out
Prayer
6.
was
the
energy
we
speaker at the general meeting
of the First United Methodist will need to wield the shovel and by Mrs. Jack Cain with scripture from John 5:19-31. The
Church Women held Tuesday, hoe in a few weeks
opening prayer was by Mrs.
February 4, at ten a. m. in the
Jim Washer.
Hale Chapel of the church.
Murray High PTA
The speaker, pastor of the
First Christian Church, was
introduced by Mrs. Milton Changes Meeting
Jones. He showed slides and
The Parent-Teacher
talked on NEEDLINE. He was
assisted by Mrs. Joe Pat Ward Association of Murray High
who is in charge of the School will meet Monday,
The Murray Vocational
February 17, instead of the
NEEDLINE here.
Center Chapter of FBLA held its
The program was very in- originally scheduled date of January meeting on Tuesday,
formative and impressive, a today, February 11.
"What Every Parent Has January 28, with Janet
church spokesman said.
Williams, president, presiding.
The Faith Doran Circle was Always Wanted To Know But Is
Reports were given by the
responsible for the devotion Afraid To Ask" will be the officers.
president
The
which was presented by Mrs. subject of a panel presentation requested that all committees
Connie Ford. The 'opening for the program to begin at 7 30 turn in their reports on the
theme was "What It Means To p.m
previous month's activities.
Wait On God" with scripture
A motion was made to accept
from Psalms 46:10, "Be Still Blood River BYW
the request of the Regionai
and Know I Am God." Mrs.
FBLA Board to be in charge of
Ford gave a reading by Lea Meets Thursday
banquet decorations at the
Palmer entitled "The Wonder
Regional Conference, which is
Special Now For$2995
Of A Quiet Room," and closed
The Baptist Young Women of
to be held on April 3 at Murray
with prayer.
the Blood River Association will
State University. The motion
Rev. Mickey Carpenter led meet Thursday, February 13, at
was carried, and a committee
the closing prayer.
seven p.m at the Spring Creek
was appointed.
Hostesses for the coffee held Church.
A proposal to have a Slave
at 9-:30 a.m. were Members of
Mrs. Cassel Garrison will be
Day to raise money for
the Maryleona Frost Circle in the guest speaker. Ay members
4th Regional registration fees was
—and.Mterestad.,tbarSOW& are.,
ttl2pfer
liteelstart. The Executive Board met at invited to attend, Sant Mrs
discussed this idea and moved
nine a. m. with Mrs. Max Richard Henninger, president
to appoint a committee to look
Brandon, president, presiding. of the Blood River liVW
into the details.

•
A

Baptist Women Hold
Meeting At The Church

Dr. Daill Roos Is
Speoker, NEEDUNE
At Church Med*

roto

The

Miss Elizabeth Tuck

animated and sometimes
ludicrous discussion, Mrs.
Freeman called for the
devotional period. The spiritual
theme for the evening was
"Many Gifts, One Spirit" from I
Corinthians 12:4-7.
•
Mesdames Robert Taylor, J.
R. Herning, Claude White,
Deroy Provine, Tom Scruggs,
Tim Scruggs, J. W. Jones, and
Koska Jones participated in the
impressive worship program.
A short business session
preceded the social hour.
Mrs. Roach served delicious
cake and coffee to twenty-two
members and three guests.
Members present other than
those
mentioned
were
Mesdames Owen Brandon,
Ralph Edwards, H. A. Newport,
Lowes Smothermen, Lelon
Strader, Darwin White, Clete
Wilson, Roy Burke, Jimmy
Edwards, Fred Hart, and
Johnny Fitts. Guests were
Mesdames Bertha Hines,
Fannie Owens, and Madeline
Jones.

Your Individual Horoscope
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42nd Anniversary Sale
20% off

*Luggage *One Lot of Watches
*Desk Sets *Clocks *Silver
*Jewel Boxes
64 pc. Set of Stainless
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Tuesday, February 11
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30 p.
m. with Mesdames Lawrence
Philpot, John Bartholomy, Rex
Galloway, Donald Brock,
Boddie Peebles, Charles
Turnbow, and Dan Miller as
hostesses.

Wednesday, February 12
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of the First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at 6:30 p. m.
for the church potluck supper.

Murray Branch of AAUW will
meet at University School
Library at 7:15 p. m.

Thursday, February 13
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Brooks Collie at 9:30 a. m.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.

Mrs. Judy Koch shows a parakeet to children at the morning session of Story Hour
held each
Wednesday at the Calloway County Public Library.She also brought underwater frogs and
explained
to the group how to care for and feed the animals. Mrs. Koch, owner of Pet World,
will be present
North
Groire each Wednesday for Story Hour during the month of February. Wednesday, February 12 will feature
Pleasant
Cumberland
Presbyterian live gerbils, a skunk, and perhaps a surprise animal. All children of Story Hour age are invited to
Church Women will meet at the attend.
home of Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd at seven p. m.
Newcomers Club will meet at
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, at 7:30 p. m.
Blood River Baptist Young
Women will meet at Spring
Creek Church at seven p. in.

Group IV of First Chirstian
Church CWF will meet at the
Campus Lights of 1975 will
home of Mrs. Steve Shaw at 7:30 open at Lovett Auditorium at
p.m. with the program by Mrs. eight p. m.
Bailey Gore.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
in. for senior citizens.
Wednesday, February 12
Bridge will be played at 9:a0
a. m. by the women of the Oaks
Thursday, February 13
Country Club. Make reserCamp 592 of Woodmen of the
vations by Tuesday noon with World will meet at the WOW
Brenda Estes, 753-0393.
Hall at seven p.m.
Center on North 2nd Street
will open at 1:30 p. m.for Senior
Citizens activities.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p. m.
South Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Zella
Covington.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a. m.

The Bruce Home

Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p.
m.

The
Freed-Hardeman
Associates will meet in the
University Church Annex Old
Lassiter Building) at seven p.
m.

Rhonda Add Is Cowed k 'Miss
f
inor
sibee At Many Assembly Meet
Miss Rhonda Sledd was
crowned Miss Rainbow of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow For Girls at the

Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at the church
parking lot at six p.m. to go for
the pizza and skating party.
Thursday, February 13 '• Town
and
Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with Peg Moffett at 7:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist Church will
have a church wide fellowship
supper at the Baptist Student
Center, North 15th Street, at six
P. m.

Rhonda Sledd
Miss Rainbow
meeting held at the Masonic
Hall.
This honor is given to the girl
receiving the largest number of
points in a given year. The other
top four were Verenda Mathis,
Lucretia Crawford, Deidra

Blood River Association
Coldwater Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs. Baptist Young Women will meet
Charles Dan Bazzell at 12:30 p. at Spring Creek Baptist Church.
m.
Phebian Sunday School
Pacers Homemakers Club of First Baptist Church will
will meet at the home of Joanna have a potluck supper at church_
fellowship hall in the Swarm
Adams at 9:30 a. m.
building at 6:30 p. m. with
New Concord Homemakers groups, captained by Mrs.
Club will meet at the home of James Rogers and Mrs. Joe Pat
Mrs. Ralph Wilson at one p. m. Ward in charge.

cuis.-

South
Pleasant
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Hester Hugh Brown
at one p. m.
Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a. m.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 9:30
a. m. at the church.
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Metes
Linn, 104 South 14th Street, at
2:30 p. m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. in. at Gleason Hall.

Lareche League of Murray
will meet at the home of Mrs.
James Bruce, 1621 Hamilton, at
ten a. m. For information call
753-5963.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Earl Lee at tens. m., have
lunch at Jerry's Restaurant,
and visit patients at rest homes
in the afternoon.
Friday, February 14
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Esco Gunter, 1638 Farmer
Avenue, at 1:30 p. m.
Campus Lights will be at
Leven Auditorium at eight p.
m.
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Mrs. George Hart, assisted by
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
presented slides from travels,
interspersed by narration, to
--the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club for the
meeting, Tuesday, February 4,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
The narrator sparked interest
in
her
general
theme,
"Freedom", by reading the
preamble to the constitution
adopted by the Woman's Club.
Throughout the presentation.
The Lal.eche 1.eague of she focused on freedom as she
Murray will have its second in a observed it in the many
series of our meetings on cultures.
Thursday, February 13, at ten
Materials were grouped to
a. m. in the home of Mrs. James portray
natural beauty, inBruce, 1621 Hamilton.
teresting customs, religions,
The Art of Breastfeeding
and means of livlihood.
And Overcoming Difficulties" Countries
and cities included in
will be the topic of discussion the
collection were: India,
with Julianna Foster as leader. Russia,
Indonesia, Japan,
Persons need not be pregnant or Cyress, Hongkong,
Paris,
even planning a family to atTaipei, Taiwan, England, and
tend, but just women interested the
Homeland.
in good mothering through
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp,
breastfeeding are invited.
An evening series meets on
the fourth Monday of the month
at eight p. m. at the home of
Carolyn Yates, 908 North 16th
Street.
Mrs. Poster said she is
available on a 24 hour basis for
Murray area families are
telephone counseling to the needed to entertain Englishnursing couple. For further speaking European teachers as
information concerning LLL guests in their homes for a 10call her at 753.5963.
day period next summer, it was
announced today by the
American Host Program.
American Host is one of the
non-governmental
programs
designed to show the American
way of life to foreign teachers
by pairing them with American
families.
Now in its thirteenth year,
American Host has opened
doors to better understanding
for more than 5,500 European
teachers who have passed on
their new understanding of
America to their students,
colleagues and friends.
Being a "Host Family" is
open to anyone who has the
desire
to
increase
understanding and friendship
between
Americans
and
Tommy Walker will be guest
Europeans. Host Families are
speaker at the meeting of the
Newcomers Club on Thursday,
February 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the
community room of the Federal
Savings and Loan. Walker of the
NASHVILLE PATIENT
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Alfred G. Thomas of 1508
will discuss the funeral Henry Street, Murray, unprofession as well as funeral derwent open heart surgery at
planning. Newcomers is open to St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
all recent residents of Murray Tenn., 37200, on Wednesday,
and all Interested persons are February 5. He will be
urged to attend the meeting or hospitalized for two or more
contact Jean Fleming, 753-0224. weeks.

Lateche League Will
Meet Thursday At

Fellowship potluck dinner at
the Memorial Baptist Church
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
church prior to meetings of
Mission Friends, GAs, and RAs,
and prayer meeting at seven
p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega national
service fraternity at Murray
State University will have an
open meeting in Room Four,
Student Union Building, at 7:30
pin. All MSU students
welcome.

oeo

Travel Slides Are Shown
At Delta Department Meet,

"alentine

Traditions

The origin of Valentine's
Day as a traditional day for
lovers
has
puzzled
historians and lovers alike
for many centuries. Bits of
legend and folklore have
built up around February 14
-- ranging from an early
Roman Festival to the
occult practices of the
Middle Ages. Valentine's
Day has mysteriously
spanned the centuries.
No one is quite certain
who this St. Valentine was.
One legend tells of a
Valentine
who
was
sentenced to a martyr's
death in 269 A.D. While
imprisoned, he fell in love
with the jailer's daughter,
and before his execution,
sent a letter to her which he
signed. "From
your
Valentine."
Early folklore suggested
that a young girl should
eventually marry the first
eligible male she would lay
eyes on that day. This
gradually evolved into the
day which a loved one
would make his proposal of
marriage. Then somehow
in the 18th Century. this day
mysteriously became the
special opportunity for
loved ones to show their
affections by means of gifts
and cards It is this "token
of affection" tradition that
is still prevalent today.

Mr. Cunningham
is honored on
94th birthday
A birthday dinner honoring
Late Cunningham, who was
celebrating his 94th birthday
was held Sunday, Feb. 2, at the
home of his son and daughterin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Cunningham, Paducah.
Those relatives attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Hook and M. and Mrs. Wavel
Beaman, Mayfield; Mrs. Fred
(-angles and Mrs. Thyra
Crawford, Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Cunningham. Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Staples, Mrs.
Autumn Ezell and Broadus
Creelunur, Eirksey. Mr. and
Mrs.. Robert Towerx. and Mr,_
and qrs. riq Owens,Trewers;
Mr. and Mrs. Tdny Watkins,
Kevil; Mss Cindy Cunningham, Paducah, and Mr.
and Mrs. Late Cunningham.

BIRTHS

Folsom, and Cindy Bailey. Miss
Sledd, an eighth grade student
at Murray Middle School, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sledd, 1609 Dodson Avenue,
Murray.
Miss Cindy Bailey, worthy
advisor, presided, and Miss
Paula Cook, recorder, read the
minutes.
An election of officers was
held which include Lucretia
Crawford, worthy advisor, Tina
George, worthy associate advisor, Verenda Mathis, charity,
Rhonda Sledd, hope, Deidra
Folsom, faith, Kathy Higginbotham, recorder, and Less
Robertson, treasurer.
The degrees of the order were
conferred upon Deana Seigler,
Cathy Dingman, and Marie
Armstrong.
Other Rainbow girls attending were Lagena James,
Debbie
Sherry
Darnell,
Crawford, Phyllis Coleman,
Debbie Nance, Kathy Black,
Linda George, Linda Knight,
and Susan Estes.
Majority members present
were Barbara Windsor and
Becky Phillips. Eastern Stars
and Masons present were Ina
Sledd, Frances Churchill, Twila
Coleman, Henry Sledd, and
Zane Coleman.

Three Couples Are
Winners At Club
Three couples were named as
winners at the meeting of the
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Club
held
Wednesday,
February 5, at Gleason Hall.
They were Dr. and Mrs. Max
Carntan, first, Dr. and Mrs. Ed
Ryan, second, and Mrs. Pat
Quinn and Mrs. K. T. Hall,
third.
The club will meet Wednesday, February 12, at seven
p.m. and is open to all interested persons.

CAMP 592
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet Thursday.
February, 13, at seven p.m at
the WOW Hall for a business
session and refreshments

HARDIN OES
Hardin Chapter No. 277 Order
of the Eastern Star will meet
Friday, February 14, at 730
p.m. at the lodge hall An
election of a worthy matron will
be held and all members are
urged to attend.

FARRELL GIKL
Mr. and Mrs. Al Farrell of
Boling Brook, Ill., are the
parents of a baby girl, Stacey
Lynn, weighing seven pounds,
born Monday, January 27, at a
hospital there.
They have one son, Kyle, age
four. The father is with the
American Can Company,
Chicago, Ill., and the mother
was the former Carolyn Wilson
of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Wilson of Murray
and Mrs. Charlie Farrell of
Connecticut. Great grandparents are Mrs. Audie Hurt of
Murray Route Five, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Wilson of Murray,
and Mrs. Farrell of Connecticut.
HASKINS BOY
William Jack is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Jack Haskins, Route Two, Eva
Drive, Paducah, for their baby
boy, weighing eight pounds
fifteen ounces, born Sunday,
January 26, at 10:50 a. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
They have a daughter, Kelly,
age five, and another daughter,
Amy, age 21
/
2. The father is
football coach at Heath High
School.
Grandparents are Mrs.
William Haskins of Falconer, N.
Y., and kir. and Mrs. Frank
Dibble of Murray.

lor PERSONALS

required to provide a private
room, meals for their guest, the
opportunity to meet their
friends, neighbors and perhaps
fellow teachers and to see
places of interest in the area.
American Host arranges all
transportation. Host Families
are asked to meet their guest
upon arrival in their area.
Teachers and Host Families
have an opportunity to
correspond for at least a month
before meeting.
Arrangements for participating as a Host Family can
be made by writing to: The
American Host Program, Hotel
Commodore, Suite 2100, Park
Avenue at 42nd Street, New
York, New York 10017, (2121
683-65V.
The deadline for information
is March 15, 1975.

a How Do You Say

You Say
(See-Nay)
••.-a:ae.:•....„esssaza.maaai5

Have you tried the leaner
beef, known as grass-fed or
non-grain-fed beef, now available at attractive prices in
many supermarkets? These
beef cuts have less fat
covering and less marbling
than the grain-fed beef consumers have become accus•
turned to. This may have an
effect on flavor and juiciness
but should make I,tile difference in tenderness, according
to UK Extension foods
specialists. Grass-fed beef
should be cooked somewhat
differently to grain-fed beef;
for information on cooking
these less-expensive beef cuts,
contact your county Extension agent for home eco
nomics.

GROWTH

we can help

COMES NATURALLY
WITH OUR SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

take it off and save

-

Coupon

$500 Off Regular
Rates Plus
1 TRIAL Visit
Expires?

Area Families Needed To Enteitin
Eumpesn Teachers Here Next SUMP'S,'

A Osmoses"f Tla
11mM Illearadain 21•••••
*a UK CMS.
••orm••••

REDUCE!
You con do it,

chairman, conducted a short
business meeting of routine
matters. Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
president of Murray Woman's
Club,-summarized activities
from the KFWC Mid-Winter
Board Meetings. She presented
highlights of what women's
clubs were doing in the areas of
safety, health, beautification,
and control of pollution.
The speaker underlined the
need for clinics for cancer
detection and stressed the four
ways of
breast cancer
examination: thermograph),
self-examination,
ralaalmagraph, xerography. Deltas
were urged to attend a
Workshop, February 11, at the
Woman's Club House, Paducah
Refreshments
in
the
Valentine motif were served by
the hostesses of the month:
Misses Frances Brown, Janice
Hooks,
Vanda
Gibson:
Mesdames Raymond Tidwell,
Harry McGurk, and Clyde
West.

_

The United
Figure Salon
Central Shopping Center

'**".•4

You might say we have a green thumb. Try
planting your money with us and see. Our
long-time customers know our policy is to
pay the highest interest the law allows.

EOPLES/
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Guest Editorial

The Murray Ledger & Times

-Shed No Tears
For Congressmen
This year's crop of congressmen is
alleged to be more virtuous than
those of former years.
The unceremonious bouncing of
the superannuated chairmen from
their positions of power is said to be
evidence of the zeal for public
service of the big freshman class.
Well, maybe.
There's always something deeply
satisfying about viewing the toppling of the over-powerful from their
privileged positions. But whether
the tumultuous overturning of some
of the power structure in the House
represents a triumph of virtue over
vice or simply a new set of powerwielders with their own brand of
selfish interests is for the future to
determine.
For us the critical test of the new
congress. as regards virtue or the
lack of it, will be its attitude toward
its own pay.
In the recent past one constant
factor in every Congress—
Republican or Democratic, Liberal
or Conservative, in good times or
bad—has been its tender concern for
its own compensation. Finally, to spare itself the embarrassment and the political
liability of voting itself a pay raise
every session, the congressmen
devised an ingenious scheme which
made pay raises automatic unless
some maverick congressman forced
a vote on it.
This actually happened last year,
and Congress was so intimidated by
a public sensitized by Watergate and
a Gallup reading even lower than
former President Nixon's that it
gave up its pay increase.
At least, that's what it seemed to
do. A congressman's base pay is still
only $42,500 a year.
But whik Congress yielded to
public clamor and voted down a pay
increase, it quietly increased its
"allowances," and somehow not
much attention was paid to it.
What the members of Congress
get in addition to salary amounts to
a great deal. They get, for example:
—Free office space both in
Washington and in their home
districts.
—Free office furniture, and free
potted plants for their offices from
the National Botanical Gardens,

scenic photographs from the
National Park Service, and art
reproductions from the National
Gallery of Art.
—A $45,000 life insurance policy
for a nominal premium of $26.82 a
month.
—An allowance of $204,700 for
staff.
—Thirty-seven free round-trip
airline tickets from Washington to
home districts.
—Free medical care, the best in
the country, for themselves and
their families.
—Free service from the Library of
Congress, including people to do
research, write speeches and outline
positions on public issues.
In addition to all this, a
congressman doesn't have to pay
District of Columbia taxes on his
income.
Here are the allowances the last
Congress increased:
—Stationery,from $4,250 a year to
$6,500.
—Leasing of office equipment._
from $4,200 a year to $7,800.
—Official office expenses outside
Washington from $1,200 a year to.
$2,000.
—Telephone expenses outside
Washington from $1,800 to $2,400.
—Postage expenses from $910 a"
year to $1,140.
Add the fact that congressmen
have free gymnasium facilities in
some office buildings, a haircut
costs 82, and that they get expert
help in preparing newsletters and
radio and television reports to the
folks back home, and you've got one
of the world's best jobs.
Last year the House was in session
159 days for a total of 813 hours and 4
minutes. That figures out to an
average of about three days a week,
five hours a day, not including
committee meetings.
These are things to think about
when the congressmen begin
talking, as they surely will, about
the difficulty they have in making
ends meet. They need to be
reminded that it costs us taxpayers
$610,000 a year to keep each and
every member of Congress in his
job.
The Paducah Sun-Democrat

Let's Stay irell

Virus Infections And
Congenital Defects
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D,
Virus infections tare causing
enormous damage to the health
of thousands of unborn children
Ttus damage brings make- aconotruc and social drains on the
public, in addition to impairment of the health of the
afflicted children.
The abnormalities of a fetus
due to a virus infection of the
mother were first described in
1941 in connection with German
measles (rubella), even before
the virus had been identified and
isolated. Other virus infections of
the mother. including common
infections with cytomegalovirus
iCMV). mumps, influenza, Coxsackie virus B, infectious
hepatitis, adenovirus, and others,
cause teratogenic effects
(damage embryonic tissue, leading to developmental defects).
According to Russell Blattner,
M.D., professor of pediatrics at
Baylor Medical College. about
5,080 children are born annually
in the United States with brain
damage resulting from congenital CMV infections.
Writing in a i ecent issue of the
American Journal of Diseases of
Children. Dr. Blattner estimated
that the 1964 and 1965 worldwide
epidemics of rubella resulted in
major damage to from 20,000 to
30.000 infants He states that the
cod of institutional care and
special education for these impaired children approximated

$820 million, besides the emotional burden on the families
and the suffering of the victims.
The isolation of the rubella
virus and the development of a
vaccine have been helpful. Dr.
Blattner feels that more needs to
be done, including the giving of
this vaccine to women well in
advance of conception, with
pregnancy being avoided for
three months after vaccination.
Even better would be the vaccination of girls at an age prior
to the onset of menstruation.
Virus infections are more
likely to be damaging to the
fetus in its first three months of
life
How the viruses act to damage
the developing tissues of the
fetus is not understood. More
research is essential in the hope
of developing additional vaccines or other methods of prevention and treatment. Public
education is also necelsary.
Q. Miss C asks for an expiana-

lion of "proud flesh"
A."Proud flesh" is excess flesh
It grows at the ate of imtation,
such as may occur from an ingrowing nail or from a splinter
or other foreign body.
Q. Mrs FL li asks whether a
child should avoid a high
cholesterol diet
A. High intake of animal fats
and dairy products has a tendency in certain persons to elevate
the level of cholesterol in the
blood. High blood cholesterol is
known to be associated with hardening of the arteries including
those of the heart Such changes
begin early in life. Therefore, it
Ls preferable to eat in moderation and have a diet that is adequate, balanced, and not
regularly high in animal fats A
reasonable amount of preyenbon can be observed in managing the youngster's diet without
making an isaie of it_
United Feature Syndicate

Funny Funny World
According to Weston Smith, a little old lady riding on a bus
leaned over and told a woman with three small children "i'd give
ten years of my life to have such fine and nice looking youngsters
as you have." "That," replied mother, "is just what it cost me."
MEDICINE
An impatient old duffer had been sitting for hours in the
crowded waiting room of a medical clinic The receptionist
couldn't take his fidgeting any longer. She said, "Look, if you
can't wait to see the doctor, you'll have to go home and die a
natural death."
An Iowa doctor says he put a new technique for.tattoo removal
to the ultimate test in the case of a young woarnn who had sunflower leaves and a boyfriend's name emblazoned on her breasts.
— Dr. West Clahwitgh of Iowa City told an Andencan.A.cadernY Qf._
Facial and Plastic Surgery convention he calls his method dermabrasion.
,----44essie4te freezes the skis where the tattoo is located and Plans
---nsintillAredarrsterta.. Hosaithke.thew paInts the-skil,with ea,pes
rent solution of gentian violet, a dye, and bandages the wound.
When the bandage is removed after 48 hours, the tattoo comes
off along with it, he said.

Editorials and articles conta,ned on this
page are presented for the purpose ol giving a
forurn tor the exchange Of differing optnionS
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response to
edliOrialS and opinionated articles are en
couraged The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit tellers without changing the
intent ot the letter, and the right to reject any
letters to the editor or public voice items
r

OPINION
PAGE

which, in our opinion, are not in the best in
ierest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters .should be
typewritten and double spaced
All letters
intended for publication must bear the
signature of Me writer.

Garrott's Galley

The Case Of The Perilous
Plight Of The Pretty Puppies
By M.C. Garrott
The other day a pretty little girl came into
my office out at Murray State."Mr. Garrott,"
she said, "my name is Kathy Robinson, and
I've got a problem," Well, little-girl-problems
isn't really my speciality, but we all try to
listen and to help if we can.
"Okay, Kathy," I said. "Lay it on me, and
we'll see what we can do about it."
It seems Kathy, who is a sophomore from
Franklin, and her suitemate in Regents Hall,
Beth Gerhart, a sophomore from Belleville,
Ill., were attracted to and had great compassion for a stray dog last week, and as a
result they have a family of 11 on their hands.
"We'd seen this dog around the dorm for
some time," she said, "and last Saturday
i Feb. 1) it was so cold and wet we just felt real sorry for her, and took her in the dorm.
Before we knew it, she was having puppies!
And she had SIX OF THEM by early afternoon. Later, we took her up to our room_
and there she had FOUR MORE That was
10 in all," *
Now, Murray State's dormitories are
second to none in the nation. They have every
comfort and convenience imaginable for
college students, but none of them are
equipped as kennels, especially for day-old
pups. That's when the problem Kathy and
Beth have began to snowball. They had to find
a place for the stray family, the puppies of
which are believed to be somewhat of a
mixture collie and German shepherd.
At first, this wasn't a problem. Another girl
living in the dorm told them she would take
mother dog, litter and all home with her this
past weekend to her parents farm near
Hopkinsville, but, apparently, her folks had
other ideas. She had to withdraw her offer
when the puppy count reached 10, and Kathy
and Beth had to look elsewhere for help.
They had to find a home for them, and quick.
First, they called the dog pound here in
Murray only to learn that the policy in such
cases was to put the puppies to sleep immediately and to hold the mother for two
weeks. If she wasn't claimed by that time, she
would suffer the same fate, "We couldn't let
that happen!" Kathy almost sobbed.
Then they called the Humane Society in
Paducah. Their policy, they learned, was the
same as that of the Murray pound.
Since Kathy also works part-time in the
office of Phil Bryan the new director of
school relations at Murray State, they turned
to him for help. Phil lives in the former
Herschel Corn home on the Lynn Grove Highway near the Johnny Robertson Road, and he
was able to help — temporarily.
Phil has an old wellhouse on Oils place, and
he and the girls fixed the momma dog and the
puppies up with a place to stay for the time
being, but he strongly emphasized the temporary nature of the arrangement.
The dogs are well fed. A score or more girls
in the dorm are chipping in to buy food for

them. They will probably never have it so
good.
Now that the dogs—all 11 of them — have
temporarily escaped eternal sleep, Kathy and
Beth are frantically searching for someone
who can take and care for the old girl and her
litter until the puppies are old enough to be
taken from their mother and given away.
This, they say, takes about five weeks.
"Surely someone will help us," Kathy
pleaded. "I just can't bear the thought of
someone deliberately putting that dog and her
puppies to sleep. If someone will only take her
and the puppies until they are old enough to
give away, I'm sure Beth and!,along with the
help of the other girls in the dorm can find
homes for them."
If you can help Kathy and Beth, or if you
know of anyone whom you think can, their
-telephone numbers are 676-2714 and 676-2715.
I have Pete Lancaster to thank for getting
me involved in this dramatic struggle between life and death, which, I suppose, we
could call "The Perilous Plight of the Pretty
Puppies." Pete's been around some real dogs
in his day.
We'll keep you posted.
There's going to be a big meeting at Murray
State Thursday night in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium on the needs of women. It's
being sponsored by the Kentucky Commission
on Women,and the director, Mrs. Carol Smith
of Frankfort, will preside.
This came to mind the other morning while
I was on the way to work. As I approached
Poplar Street from the south on 12th, I noticed
Rebecca Dublin trying to back out into the
traffic from her driveway. Rebecca is a
secretary in the Department of Instruction
and Learning at Murray State, and she was
almost late for work.
In front of me were four cars, each occupied
by the driver, a woman.
Almost bumper-to-bumper, they approached the four-way stop sign at Poplar,
waited their turn and went on through the
intersection.
Not a one of them, and I made a point to
observe this carefully, was courteous enough
to help Rebecca by stopping and holding back
the traffic until she could back into the street
and get on her way to work.
I though that was kind of revealing. Come
on, girls! You're going to have to do better
than that!

Today In
History
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 11, the 42nd day of
1975. There are 323 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1945, a wartime conference in the Crimea
ended with the signing of the Yalta agreement
by President Franklin Roosevelt, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet
Premier Joseph Stalin.
On this date—
In 1744, an English fleet was defeated by
French and Spanish men-o'-war off the
Mediterranean port of Toulon_
In 1847, the inventor, Thomas Edison, was
born in Milan, Ohio.
In 1922, the United States, Britain, France,
Italy and Japan signed a treaty in Washington
limiting the size of their navies
Ten years ago: Tess news agency reported
that at least 100 fishermen were drowned in
the sinking of four Soviet trawlers in a storm
In the Bering Sea.
Five years ago: U.S. Secretary of State
William Rogers was conferring with
Ethiopia's Emperor Haile Selassie in Addis
Ababa.
One year ago: Thirteen nations began a
conference in Washington on energy problems.
Today's birthdays: Comedian Jimmy
Durante is 82. Actress Kim Stanley is 50.
Thought for today: You can't build a
reputation on what you are going to do —
Henry Ford, 1863-1947.

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
This is what congressmen do: they draft bills they
know will never be passed, they pass bills that serve
Only their selfirti interests, they decry the unfair tax
laws only to make them more unfair, they collect
salary at the comfortable rate of $42,500 a year, and
they get free-poStage -sfalfips-ffrid trAvergtamps, arid
food stamps in the form of an invitation to breakfast
a long while.
at the White House once in a while
"Politics is not an exact science."
—Otto von Bismarck, 1863

Bible Thought
And hearken thou to the supplication of thy servant, and of they people Israel...and when thou
hearest,,
forgive, I Kings 8:30.
We must always be reminded that we have the
right of approach to God through prayer. In our
wrong living he forgives us.

10 Years Ago Today
The mercury plummeted 64 degrees yesterday to
register a low for the winter of 4'
,2 degrees above
zero last night. The official high temperature yesterday was68 degrees.
Dave Thornton, Scout Field Executive for the
Happy Valley District of the Boy Scouts of America,
spoke yesterday before the Murray Rotary Club.
The Murray Training School Orchestra, featuring
Jean Dick as soprano soloist, is presenting a
program at the Almo School today.
Mrs. Loretta Wyatt, home economist with the
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, spoke on "Modern Electrical Appliances
and Their Care" at the meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Jones have purchased
Roberts Grocery on Sycamore Street.

20 Years Ago Today
Joe Pat l'revathan has been notified that he successfully passed the examination as a Certified
Public Accountant and will receive the oath and his
certificate in Louisville on February 26.
Stephen A. (Dix) Douglas, Sr., died yesterday at
the Murray Hospital.
Seaman Recruit James T. Hughes, USN, son of
Mr. awl Mrs. Hilton C. Hughes, has completed basic
training at the Naval Training Center, Great Lakes,
Winners in the Junior 4-H Speech events include
Suzanne Evans, Max Cleaver, Brenda Turner, and
Paul Rushing, Almo; Jeffrey Gordon, Aileen
Palmer, Alan Adams,and Carol Bailey, Kirksey.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
February 8-10 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Come to
FamilyFun Night
at Burger Chef.
WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4 O'CLOCK
FOR MOM and DAD
Burger Chef's Big Sh•f". The giant of a
sandwich with two all beef patties, a slic• of
chts•se, shredded lettuc• and tartar sauce all
on a special Big Shot Bun, crisp golden fri•s,
a luscious turnover and a r•freshing soft
drink, all cat a special low price.
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Balloons,
Hand Puppats
and lets
more.
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One -Pound

Valentine
Candy
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Smartly designed box
itted with milk and
dark chocolates.
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Delicious, fine quality milk
and dark chocolate candy in a
2-pound scalloped edge heart
covered with brilliant satin
foil and topped with a flower.

the
Cornces
Part-

by_Brach
Small hearts -t:
with cute sayDeliings.
cious flavors.

2-Slice Toaste
Hand Mixer,
or
Percolator

ased

Ladies
Save now on these top quality
appliances. Choose a 2-slice
toaster, hand mixer or percolator. A fantastic buy.

Tee Ladies
Tee
Shirts Shirts
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ay at

Junior
Jeans

3
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and
ileen

Ladies 100% cotton short sleeve
shirts are gray
with numerals in
assorted colors.
Sizes small, medium and large.

from
ward

For added space dflli beauiy
in. your _bathroom! This
sturdy space organizer has
two hi-impact plastic shelves, a spacious sliding door
utility cabinet with shelf.
Chrome poles adjust from
7'8" to 8'5".

45 Count Boxed
Valentines

45 cards, 45 envelopes, including a card for teacher.

Flare leg denin jeans
ic
different styles.
Sizes 3-16 in denim
and white,

I

Shirts
1 007b
65 pol,ester/ 35 cotton
assorted colors and prints.-

0
0

ironstone_

Reg.
97S
An assortment of 9-inch
bowls. Fruits and flower
designs.

16-Ounce

Mushroom
Lamp
Tonka
Military Jeep
Detailed model of the real Jeep
with removable top and fold-down
windshield, complete with seats,
steering
wheel, cargo area,
trailer hitch and special military
insignia.

Shetland Caniste:

Reg. 12.44
Reg. 2.88
Attract ve mushroom lamps add a decorator touch to bedrooms, livingrooms,
or family rooms. Also great for dormltor .,
assorted colors.
r '

Service for eight consists of 8 each dinni,
plates, cups, saucers, bread 8. butter plates
bowls, 1 platter, 1 vegetable bowl, 1 sup.,
bowl & lid. 1 creamer. Dishwasher safe, bre,iand stain resistant. Five lovely patterns frcswhich to choose.

Fluff
25' Extension
Cords

electrical
Sturdy
tape measures )
,1.-x
_

11411161i.-idt.
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In many different
patterns. Some with
foam backs.

Fabric
Softener
i; Gal

U.L. Approved yellow heavy duty extension cord.

Bel-Air Shopping Center Acres of Free Parking

Equal Opportunity Employer

Drip Dry
Hangers

We Reserve The Right To Limit

4 bargain buy from
Dig K!, 72 wooden
clothes pins.

Rog. 88C
laslic coated ha-is for drying item
qUickl•,
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Crockett's Mark
To Be Recognized

Jabbar Scores 39 And
Bucks Run By Pistons

INDIANAPOLIS AP)- The
world of amateur track, which
comes up with new records faster than the Rolling Stones, officially has added 72 more of
them to its honor roll, including
Ivory Crockett's 9.0-second
clockmg for the 100-yard dash.
—The Amateur
announced Monday that the International Amateur Athletic
Federation, the sport's ruling
body, had approved Crockett's
mark and 21 others, as well as
three record-tying performances, through last Dec. 31.
In addition to Crockett, two
other Americans had world
records accepted. Rick Wohlhuter, winner of the AAU's Sullivan Award as amateur athlete
of the year, was recognLed for
both his 1:44.1 mark in the 880yard run and his 2:13.9 for 1,000
meters. Jim Bolding of the Pacific Coast Club was given
credit for his time of 48.7 seconds in the 440-yard hurdles.
Crockett, from St. Louis, set
his record May 11 in Knoxville,
Term. The previous record of
9.1 was first set by Bob Hayes,
now with pro football's Dallas
Cowboys. Six runners shared
the old mark.
The IAAF certified two
record-tying runs by Americans. Steve Williams of San
Diego went into the books for
his 9.9 100-meter dash and
FASTBREAK BASKET -Jeff Hughes (34) of the Racers gets a
Debra Sapenter of Prairie
View, Tex., made it for her 52.2 bucket late in the game on this fastbreak. Hughes tossed in 18
points for Murray and played an outstanding defensive game.
effort in the women's 440.

By The Associated Press
tive when we run."
From a Milwaukee vantage
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
point, Detroit's lineup looks bet- New Orleans Jan shocked the
ter without big Bob Lanier. And Atlanta Hawks 96-89; and in the
MIltradkee. eel:RAM-1M tay7'ArnerIcan BasIcettialTlissoDandridge's vantage point, the ciation action, the Utah Stars
Bucks' line-up looks much bet- beat the Virginia Squires 97-90.
ter when it's not lining UP.
Lanier took his bulky 6-foot-11
While Detroit's big cat was frame to the bench four minaway, the Milwaukee mice did utes uno the first period beplay, taking advantge of La- cause of foul trouble and a bad
flier's early foul trouble to run knee. Jabbar roughed up Lapast the Pistons 130-109 in the nier's replacements, Jim Davis
National Basketball Association and George Trapp, and ContribMonday night.
uted 39 points, 11 rebounds,
"I don't see why we shouldn't seven assists and three blocked
continue to run like we did shots.
tonight if Kareem Abdul-JabThe victory' pulled the Bucks
bar ) goes to the boards,- said
1k2 games of thirdDandridge, who sank 10 of 13 to within
Mace Kansas City-Omaha and
shots and scored 23 points.
five games of first-place Chi"We've got the tallest center cago in the Midwest Division.
in basketball," Dandridge said. The Pistons fell Prz games be"Cornell Warner is a good re- hind Chicago with their fifth debounder and I'm good for a few feat in six games.
Jazz 96, Hawks 89
every night. If we rebound we
should be able to run. I hope
It appears that New Orleans
this game shows everyone on has Atlanta all figured out.
the team we're just more effecAfter losing to the Hawks by

Ali Says He's Through Making
Money And Will Give It Away
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK i API - Making
money from fighting has become so easy that Muhammad
Ali wants to spread it around.
After expenses and taxes,
All's share of future fights will
go to help groups such as the
NAACP, the Negro College
Fund and the Black Muslims,
the heavyweight champion said

Monday.
there is an astrologer who has
trhy
said Ali will lose the title and
"I feel real guilty making so he will lose to someone whose
much money so easy," said Ali, mine begins with W."
who claims fighting has set him
Wepner is scheduled to begin
up financially for the rest of his training in Cleveland about
life. "Fightin' George Foreman March 3. All will start working
was an easy $5 million. Fight- out there March 14. Both men
ing Chuck Wepner will be an will train in the Coliseum.
easy million and a half."
All said his charity plan will
begin with his defense against
Wepner March 24 at the Cleveland Coliseum.
Term.
CLARKSVILLE,
A news conference formally (API-Austin Peay jumped out
announcing that fight was the to an early lead and easily held
stage for Ah's announcement of on Monday night to defeat Ohio
his future purses and his call to Valley Conference basketball
other wealthy blacks "to come foe Eastern Kentucky, 88-74.
out of their holes and help their
By midway through the first
people."
half, the Goys had a 29-9 lead,
Wepner also was present at and entered intermission with
the news conference, as was the score 42-33.
Ken Norton, who will fight OsAustin Peay began the second
car Bonavena at the Capitol half by outscoring the Colonels
Centre in Landover, Md., as 22-6 in the first seven minutes,
part of a closed-circuit tele- making the score 66-39 with
vision doubleheader with , the 13:02 left to play.
title fight.
The hiseveet lead the Goys'
Wepner, a liquor salesman sported was 30 pints at 8444
he
from Bayonne, N.J., said
with 4:41 left to play.
fully expected to make the
Percy Howard and Charlie
which
chance
most of his title
Fishback were the Goys, leadcapro
10-year
a
comes after
ing scorers with 20 points each.
reer. He is getting $100,000 for Ralph Garner added another 19
his title bid. 10 times greater and was the game's leading rethan any previous purse he has bounder with 15.
earned.
Mike Oliver led the Colonels
Don King, the promoter who with 20 points, Darryl Davis
put the fight together, scored and Darryl Young each added
what he called "diabolical and 13 point for Eastern, and Tysinister methods" of some rone Jones had 10.
people to detract from the
Austin Peay hit 38 of 77 from
fight. The World Boxing Coun- the floor for 49.4 per cent, comcil has said it won't sanction pared to 27 of 82 for the Colothe fight as a title bout. The nels, 32.9 field goal percentage.
World Boxing Association will.
The win leaves the Goys 12-8
''As ridiculous as this may overall and 6-3 in the OVC.
seem, this match is in the Eastern is now 7-13 overall and
cards," King said. In fact, 3-7 in the league.

Austin Peay Rips
Eastern Kentucky

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
St. Vincent's 83, Carnegie Mellon 45
New Haven 95, St. Joseph's,
Me. 65
Drew 88, Ursinus 83, OT
Fairfield 76; St. Francis, Pa. 61
Swarthmore 63, W. Maryland 62
St. Lawrence 79, Potsdam St.
62
Canisius 88, AIA-East 75
SOUTH
Alabama 83, Mississippi St. 68
Kentucky 119, Auburn 76
Florida 66, Georgia 65
Duke 80, Duquesne 73
Vanderbilt 83, LSU 84
Furman 71, E. Carolina 70
Gardner-Webb 102, ElOrt 82
Old Dominion 107, Roanoke 67
Kentucky St. 110, Union, Ky. 58
W. Kentucky 75, Tennessee
Tech 69
W. Va. St. 110, Wilberforce 70
Austin Peay 88, E. Kentucky 74
Richmond 80, Tulane 79
Houston 99, Biscayne 93
No. Ky. 78, Tenn -Chattanooga
72
Mississippi 88, Tennessee 81,
OT
Memphis St. 74, Cal Santa Bar
bara 62
Ky. Wesleyan 92, Armstrong St.
77
MIDWEST
Indiana 69, Minnesota 54
Notre Dame 99, Air Force 66
Wisconsin 76, Illinois 70
Ohio St. 75, Iowa 69.
C. Michigan 97, Buffalo 80
S. Illinois 95, Detroit 62
E. Illinois 103, Milllkiru 79
New Orleans 96, Wis•Parkside
84
SOUTHWEST
St. Mary's, Tex. 91, E. Tex.
Bapt 72
W Texas St. 83, Wichita St 63
Lamar 91, Texas-Arlington 85
South. Baton Rouge 151, Prairie
View 122
FAR WEST
New Mex. 79, Cal St Los Angeles 73
Denver 88, Regis 80
Utah St. 63, Seattle U.61

margins of 26 and 32 points earlier in the season, New Orleans
beat Atlanta for the second
straight time.
This time giiird LIs Ner-son, taking over the offensive
controls after Pete Maravich
fouled out, scored 29 points to
pace the victory.
Maravich had 17 points and
eight assists before fouling out
with 7:36 left in the game. John
Brown led Atlanta with 15
points.
(-Stars 97, Squires 96
-up by three points with
Utah,
1:38 left to play, got some
breathing room on Ron Boone's
basket and John Roche's two
free throws and sent the
Squires down to their fourth
straight defeat.
Roche led all scorers with 25
points while rookie Moses Malone chipped in with 23 points
and 22 rebounds. Boone added
20 points to the Stars' attack.
George Irvine had 16 points
and Dave Twardzik had 16 for
the Squires.
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Southwest Splits Pair
Of Contests With North
outscored North 13-10 in the
third canto and carried a 39-32
lead into the last frame before
North flurried and finally
caught up in the late stages of
the game.
Ricky Garland, who scored 24
points Friday against East,
kept up his fine play as
pumped in 25 for Southwest
while a consistent Scott Barrow added 13.
For North, Craig Rogers fired
Tied 43-45 with just over 90
in 21 points while Larry Cunseconds left in the contest,
ningham added 14.
Southwest managed to pull
The seventh grade game was
away in the final minute and
rlever close as the fine North
tuck away a 52-4.5 victory over
team, whose only loss to
the winless North team.
Murray Middle was revenged a
The game was close all the
week ago, led by as much as 30
way.
points in the contest.
At the end of the opening
At intermission, North had a
period, the two teams settled for
whopping 32-9 advantage.
a 13-13 tie and in the second
Keith Edwards paced the
period, it remained nip and tuck
scoring for North with 15 while
as Southwest forged to a 27-23
Guy Furr added 12.
halftime lead.
Rogers led Southwest with 13.
The big Southwest „team_
North will end its regular
hcrrle Thursday
re9FJ-_,n
against Mayfield. The seven
grade contest, which should be
a real barnburner, will begin at
630 p. m.

North Elementary and Southwest split a pair of cage games
played Monday.
In the opening contest, host
North cruised to an easy 53-31
win and ran their season slate to
a very impressive 7-1.
And in the nightcap, it was
almost a major upset as a
determined group of North
Lakers nearly pulled the carpet
from under Southwest.
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Toms Take Home Wins

The Murray High freshmen Fulton County in the last
and "B- teams took a pair of regular season game of the
wins at home Monday.
year. The contest will begin at
In the opening contest, the 6:30 p. m.
Tiger froth got revenge on an
Then next Monday, the Tigers
earlier loss by outslugging will tangle with Calloway
Reidland 66-59 while the "B" County in the first game of the
team romped over Marshal,' Marshall County Freshman
County 72-55.
Invitational in the Benton
The freshmen took a 14-10 gymnasium.
first period lead and led 29-22 at
Freshmen
intermission. Then in the third
Reidland 10 12 11 26-59
period, Coach Allen Beane's
14 15 17 20.-66
Murray
Tigers outscored Reidland 17-11
Reidland 59) - Edgmon 8,
arid moved out to a 46-33 bulge Harold 14, Darnell 8, McIntosh
entering the last quarter.
15 and Knecht 14.
In the final period, the Tigers
Murray 166 - Perry 16,
emptied the bench and Reidland Klein 4, Garland 8, Gilliam 21,
was able to close the final Wilson 2, Harrison 2, Thurman
margin to seven points.
11, Robinson 2 and Mathis.
Frank Gilliam paced the
"B"Team
scoring attack with 21 points
6 10 19 20-55
Marshall
while Willie Pen-y tossed in 16
10 19 16 27-72
Murray
and Bill Wilson 11.
Marshall (55) - Shuper 10,
In the rebounding depart- Villines 6, Schwinghammer 6,
ment, Gilliam grabbed off 11 Peck 12, Perry 1, Moss 8 and
while Perry got nine.
Wood 12.
It was all Andrea Perry in the
Murray (72) - D. Williams
-B" team game as the big 18, Tabers 12, Perry 25, Wells 2,
sophomore center dominated Richardson 11 and McHugh 4.
the contest.
Added To Staff
Perry poured in 25 points and
hauled down 21 rebounds in
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
pacing the "B" team to its 10th
Cincinnati Bengals Monday
victory in 14 game.s
Wood as a full-time
After leading by just four at hired Kim
whose Job will be to inthe end of the first qtiarter, 10.6 coach
the football team in
the Tigers went on a 19-10 struct
programs.
scoring surge in the second strength
Wood, who played college
period and had a comfortable
football at Wisconsin, has been
29-16 lead at halftime.
with a strength proThe second half was all associated
gram for several years.
Murray High.
Following Perry in the
Sign Draft Pick
scoring department was Donnie
BUFFALO (API -- The BufWilliams with 18 points while
Keith Tabers added 12 and falo Bills of the National Football League announced the
Richie Richardson 11.
Williams also grabbed eight signing Monday of their 14threbounds while Tabers got six. round draft choice, wide receiv, The "B" team will play at er Robert Evans.
Evans, a graduate of Morris
6:30 p. m. Friday at Hickman
County in the preliminary game Brown in Georgia, caught 34
passes for 614 yards and two
of the Tiger-Falcon clash
Meanwhile, the freshmen, touchdowns last season_ Ile was
now sper4ing an 8-3 Peened will' also thiuJiick-off specialist, for
play at home Thursday agair,t the college team.

Seventh Grade
4 5 7 15-31
Southwest
12 20 14 7-53
North
13,
Southwesti 31 i-Rogers
Srnotherrnan 8, Overby 5, Perry
2, Pittinger 2, Stubblefield 1,
Williams, Seiting, Barger and
Jackson.
North ( 531-Edwards 15, Furr
12, Graham 6, Paschall 4, Scott
3, Thorne 2, Bibb 2, Todd 2,
McClure 2, Darnell 2, Lamb 2
and Feltner I.
Eighth Grade
13 14 13 12-52
Southwest
13 10 10 12-45
North
Southwest ( 52)-Garland 25
Barrow 13, Guthrie 8, Adams 4,
Caraway 2 and White.
North ( 45)-Rogers 20,
Cunningham 14, Ahart 5,
Garland 3, Spears 3, Beane and
Boggess.

860-134 ply we

'14.95'

116-144 ply be
716-144 ply we
115-154 ply be

...., '14.95
'16.95
'14.95

E78-14 Ambassador 4 ply we
F7I-14 Ambassador 4 ply ww
678-14 Ambassador 4 ply ww
878-15 Ambassador 4 ply we
J78-15 Ambassador 4 ply ww

1945
20.95
22.95
23.95
24.95

WNITEWALL
F78-14 Kodiak Steel Belied
678-14 Kodiak Steel Belted
11711-14 Kodiak Steel leited
178-15 Kodiak Steel Bolted
J78-15 Kodiak Steel Belted
L78-15 Kodiak Steel Belied

28.95
29.95
31.95
31.95
32.95
33.95

Extra Special Deal
Radial For Small Cars
26.95
21.95

911711-15 Whitewalls
1111178-14 Whitewalls

Look Radials
Any Size In This Group
One Low Puce
ER78-14
FR78-I4
-01178.14._
GR78 15
f1R78-15
(Stomp Blemished)
'All Tires Prices Plus F.E.T. $1.6243.60

Lube and Oil Change
(Includes up to 5 qts. of oil
•Transmission, differential oil check
'Price includes oil and labor
"Complete Chassis Lube
*Phone for Appointment

$349
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$1095
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Reline All 4 Wheels

Brakes

Each

College Calendar
Kentucky 119, Auburn 70
Western Kentucky 75, Terriessee Tech 59
Murray 79, Morehead 70
Austin Peay 88, Eastern Kentucky 7t
Kentucky State 110, Union i Ky I 50
Campbellsville 93, Union (Miss I 6$
Kentucky Wesleyan 92, Armstrong 77
Northern Kentucky 70, Tenn -Cluittansisp_

88

9
Installed
Heavy Duty

Bursa at Georgetown,
Cumberland at Wrtght State
Transylvania at Centre
Northern Kentucky at Pikeville
Kentucky WrAleyen at Bellarmine

New Record
TORONTO ( AP) - Toronto
bowler Walter Heeney is claiming the fastest five-pin game
ever bowled and wants his
record included in the Guinness
Book of World Records.
Heeney, who averages 253-260
a game, rolled a 290 in 1 minute, 37 seconds, using 18 balls.
A perfect 450 score requires 12
balls.
"TO bowl a fast game yche-4
got to get a lot of strikes," Heeney said. "As it turned. out.
there, were a lot of strikes and
a few open frames."

Turn Drums Arc Shoes
Included And
Wheel Cylinders Extra

Slightly
Disc Brakes „Higher

Ewing
Tire
Service
SOS Coldwater
(Near5Points)
/Therm. 753 3'64

Use
Idea
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Streaking Fad Back In Style
At Murray And Overton's Glad

REJECTING AGAIN — Larry Moffett 1151 of the Racers, called "the rejector" because of his
super leaping ability, bats down a shot put up by a Morehead player Monday night. The Racers won
the contest, 79-70.
1Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

Grevey Scores 37 As
Wildcats Rip Auburn
5
15

5
5
5
15
15

5
S
15
15
Is
Is

MIKE`EllX14DON- —
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Last spring when the
streaking fad was popular,
students at Murray State
University claimed to hold a
record.
And now that streaking has
come back in fashion at
Muway, Freddie Overton is
also hoping for a record_
No, don't run out the door and
expect to see hairy legs running
down the sidewalk. Because it
isn't that kind of streaking
Overton is wanting to see more
of.
Instead, this latest meaning
of streaking has to do with
basketball.
After starting off the season
with a streak of six consecutive
wins, the Racers started a
downfall. And it ended Saturday
night when Murray edged
Eastern Kentucky to snap an
eight-game losing streak.
And now, the Racers are
streaking again. Monday night,

Before an extremely lond-nrola
of 5,4i.10 in the Sports Arena, the
Racers clipped Morehead 79-70
to run their victory streak to
two games.
With the win, the Racers are
10-10 on the season but more
importantly, are now 3-6 in the
conference and are tied with
Eastern Kentucky for the final
berth on the post-season league
tournament, which will decide
the OVC's representative to the
Mideast Regional.
I.eading
the
streaking
Monday night were guards Jeff
Hughes and Grover Woolard.
Hughes, a 6-3 forward who
had never played at point guard
before he was inserted into the
position Saturday, received a
standing ovation when he left
the contest in the final minute.
And Woolard, who fouled out
late in the game, received the
same
Hughes was all over the floor

on defense and while running
the show along with Woolard,
gave the Racers added spark on
the offense.
Hughes finished with 16
points, two behind Jesse
Williams who paced the scoring
in the game, while Woolard

Middle Holds Off
Buccaneer Rally

the dressing room with a 53-34
lead.
MURFREESBORO,
Tenn.
Kentucky so dominated the
AP)—Steve Peeler scored 18
game that a ninety second
points to lead Middle Tennessee
splurge by Auburn almost mid- State to a 85-81 victory over
way through the second half siEast Tennessee, giving the
Mike Mitchell led Auburn
lenced the crowd but merely
Won Lost
Raiders their ninth straight win
with 21 points and Gary Redcut the Kentucky margin to 20
Middle Tennessee
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
ding had 20.
9 0
points.
The game remained fairly Western Kentucky'
7 2
With the crowd in a frenzy,
The first half was almost perthroughout
the
lead
close
with
Austin Peay
6 3
Kentucky jumped to a 12-0 lead fect for the Wildcats as they
exchanging
in
the
first
11
times
Tennessee Tech
4 5
at the start of the game, hold- forced 21 Auburn turnovers and
half. MTSU led all of the final Murray State
• 3 6
ing Auburn scoreless for nearly gave up only five while hitting
Buccaneers
to
period
but
pulled
Eastern Kentucky
four minutes.
3 6
22 of their 39 shots from the
within one at 77-76 with 2:20 on Morehead
2 7
With 9:43 left in the first half field.
the clock.
East Tennessee
2 7
Robey opened the barrage
Kentucky led 32-12 and went to
The contest game was de- *not
efigarie for OVC Tourney
with a hook shot, Flynn followcided under the boards, where
ed a minute later with a 15-foot
MTSU pulled down 53 rebounds
jumper and a Grevey pass to
to East Tennessee's 40. The
Robey under the basket made
Buccaneers,George Sorrell was
it 6-0.
the individual rebounding
Grevey had the favor releader with 20.
turned within half a minute as
High scorer for East Tenhe was fed, all alone, for an
eight.'
nessee was senior forward KenCoach Clayton Hargrove's easy lay in.
NEW YORK (AP) — Indiana
ny Reynolds with 29.
Grevey's jumper and two
Lakers were whistled for 34
The win leaves MTSU unde- and UCLA continue to run onefree throws by Robey made it
personal fouls in the contest.
feated in the OVC and with an two in the Associated Press
The freshmen will play a 12-0 with less than three min- 18-2 record over-all. East Ten- weekly college basketball poll,
tough Mayfield team in the utes gone in the game.
nessee dropped to 1-7 in the but there's a new No. 3.
Redding, with a lay in and a
Cardinal gyin Thursday. The
Maryland, 17-3, moved up one
OVC and 6-11 over-all.
two girls teams will clash in the tip got Auburn's first points but
spot into the third position in
the Tigers went nearly three
Sorrell 8 1.1 17, Taylor 6 54
nightcap.
this week's voting by a nation7 4-5 18, Martin 5 3-5
more minutes without any 17, Peeler
Eighth Grade
wide panel of sportswriters and
13, Allen 6 0-0 12, Saneros 3 0-0
North Mar. 18 18 12 14-62 more and trailed 16-6 after the 6, Makolm 0 0-0 0. I...Brava 0 O. broadcasters. The Terrapins
Totals
36
0-0
1
1
Derma
0
o
6 16 8 17-47 first seven minutes.
East Call.
picked up 651 points after
13-11
Kentucky finished at 56.3 per
North (62)—Walker 2, Capps
coasting to easy victories over
9
Reynolds
29
Timm
12
5-5
Vaughn
2,
49
field,
of
6,
hitting
from
8,
the
6, Steele Bailey
cent
Virginia, Fordham and Duke.
3.5 21, Seay 0 04 0, Curtis 5 14
Orr 21, Durungan 6, Pace 2 and 87 shots. The Wildcats cashed 11, Steuart 3 04 6, Richardson 7
Louisville, third a week ago,
0— plummetarIto
04 0. Mesta
It Herne
64
Dunn 9.
21 of 26 free throw attempts.
—..
sixth after losina4...
Auburn, meantime, made
East ( 47 )--Cohoon 7, Elliot 16,
to Tulsa.
East Tennessee
41,
Halftime
McCuiston 18, Cunningham 4- -good 30 of 66 shots from the MTSU 31. Total fools. arrsu i5_ -- No. 1 Indiana, 22-0 througir
Foal Tennessee IIIPouted Out:
Parrish 2, Outland. Long, Von field for 45.5 per cent and con- Allen
Sgnday, earned all 43 firstMiss
Coach
Technical
Schsech and Underhill.
nected on 16 of 24 from the free Earle A 5,
place ballots and 860 points.
Fresh
throw line.
The Hoosiers whipped Big Ten
Kentucky, winning its 18th
North Mar. 10 15 16 26--67
rivals Michigan and Iowa last
5 12 15 13-45 game against two losses overall
Calloway
week.
North (67)—Copeland 16, and Ilth with only one loss in
No, 2 UCLA, 17-2 after topWinsett 14, Foust 12, Pitt 8, the SEC, won the rebounding
ping Oregon and Oregon State,
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. got 758
Brandon 6, Neal 6, Outland 4
war 45-34.
points.
Safford 2 and Owen 1.
Auburn now is 13-6 in all ( AP) — Wilson James put in 22
Kentucky, 17-2, was up one to
points
Monday to lead Western fourth on the strength of
Calloway ( 45)—Olive 10. games and 8-4 in the conferKentucky to a 75-69 Ohio Valley triumphs over
McC,allon 9, Watson 8, Kingint
ence.
LSU and Geor6, Gibson 4, Lamb 2, Lockhart 2
Grevey, who has failed to be Conference basketball win over gia. The Wildcats earned 538
Tennessee
Tech.
Williams 2, Ross 2, Boyd
Kentucky's top scorer in only
points. North Carolina State, 16The score was tied seven 3 with 492
Walker, Adams, Darnell ant
three games this year, hit 15 of
points, was also up a
times
before
James
hit
a
basMorris.
21 shots from the field and 7
notch to fifth after beating
ket
with
6:59
in
the
remaining
out of 8 free throws. He also
Clemson, Georgia Tech and
Sign Contracts
led Kentucky in rebounding arst half to put Western Ken- Furman.
tucky
ahead
for
good,
20-18.
with 10.
By The Associated Press
DOS 4NGELES AP) — FiWestern, shooting 56 per cent
Redding was Auburn's top reThe Top Twenty, with first
rooz Fowl' and Moshe Hoffrom
place
the
votes in parentheses, seafield
to
Tennessee
bounder with 13.
tman, former UCLA stars,
Tech's 43 per cent, took a 37-29 son records and total points
Points
tabulated on basis of 20
signed contracts Monday with
halftime lead and the visitors 18-16-14-12 10.9.8 7 6.5.4 3 2 1
9 3-6 21, Redding 9 2the Los Angeles Aztecs of the 1 Mitchell
1.1ndiana (43)
22 0
860
never threatened again
20, Patrick 0 04 0, Cos o se
2.UCLA
17 2
758
Soccer 0, Bracy 4 1-2 9. Pletkiemm 2
American
North
Chuck Rawlings added 13
3.Maryland
17 3
4-5 1, Bolden 0 4-6 4, Bond 0 043
651
League.
points for the winners. Ten0, Krivacs 4 1.1 9, Moon 1 1-1 3,
4.KentuCky
17 2
538
S.N.C. Si.
Fowzi, an All-American last Thomas 1 0-1 2. Cunningham 0 nessee Tech was led by Tom
163
492
6.Louisville
471
16 2
season, is a 22-year-old, 5-foot- 0-0 0. Totals 30 16-24.
Schmidt with 22 points and
7,Alabama
17-2
467
Guyette I 2-4 1, Grevey 15 741
11 forward from Iran. Hoftman,
8.Arizona St
17 2
274
Frank
Jones
with
20.
Robey 4 2-2 10, Conner 5 0-0
9.Marquette
153
251
a 5-foot-10 defender from Is- 37.
is. Flynn 5 66 IS, Johnson 1 0-0
Western is now 12-7 for the 10.5. Calif.
14
248
rael, was an all-conference se- 8, Givens 4 0-1 I. Philhps 4 0-0 season and 7-2 in the OVC. Ten8. Hall 0 0-1 0, Lee 4 2-2 10.
lection last season.
nessee Tech fell to 10-9 overall
Hale 0 0-0 0 Smith 1 0-0
HasFowzi was a first-round draft kins 2 0-0 4, Holland 0 2-2 2, and 4-5 in the league.
0 0-0 0 Totals 49 11-26
pick and Hoffman was chosen Warlord
Halftone
Kentucky
53,
Ausauna& it 0-1 IL Porter 3 3-4 1, Smith
on the second round. Fowzi and burn 34 Fouled Out Patrick
4 501, Janes 92-229, Dike 3 04 6, MatTotal
Auburn 23, KenHoftman were co-captains at tucky 26fouls Technical
thews 2 04 4, Melton 0 0-0 0, Ester 0 0-0
Kentucky
0 Totals 32 5-7
UCLA last season.
coach Hall. Mitchell
A
11,500
end.
Mike Flynn added 16 for Kentucky and Rick Robey, Jimmy
Dan Conner and substitute
James Lee had 10 points each.

By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kevin Grevey's 37 points and a
Anse that caused 32 turnovers led fourth-ranked Kentucky to a 119-76 Southeastern
Conference victory over Auburn
Monday night.
The Wildcats dominated the
game from the outset and were
ahead by 20 after a little over
10 minutes had been played.
Mercilessly, they let the bulge
keep growing in the second period to its largest margin at the

OVC Standings

Laker Frosh And East
Drop Contests MondAy
Visiting North Marshall took
a pair of wins Monday night at
East Elementary.
In the opening contest, the
North eighth graders turned
back East 62-47 while in the
nightcap, North Marshall
ripped the Calloway County
freshmen 67-46.
A big and highly-touted North
Marshall eighth grade team had
little trouble in running by East.
Jumping to an 184 first period
lead, the Marshalls were never
really seriously threatened in
the contest. At halftime, the
Marshals held a 36-22 lead.
Kenneth McCuiston, a hotshooting little left-handed
guard, pumped in 18 points to
lead the East scoring while
jumping John Elliot added 16.
In the first half, the torridshooting Marshalls hit on 14 of
their first 17 field goal attempts.
The freshmen were in the
game all the way until the final
period when they were outscored 26-13 by the Marshalls.
North led at every quarter
stop, 10-5 at the end of the first
period, 25-17 at intermission and
41-32 at the end of three quarters.
Glenn Olive led the Laker
scoring with 10 points and
grabbed 17 rebounds. Randy
McCallon tossed in nine points
while Mike Watson scored

5

010y

11,11111
Britt 31-2 7, James 9 4-6 22, Warns 4
1.2 9, Wade 2 1-1 5, Rinirltngs 5 3.4 13,
Gampfer 1 04 1, Scilhan I 1-2 3. Warner
3 4-4 10 Totals a 15-11
Halftime Western Kentucky 27, Tennessee Tech 39 Fouled at Janes Total
fouls Tennessee Tech 21, Western Kentucky 15 A 7,030

4

her

GelRid of Unsightly Mildew
WITH

Mil-Nix
Mildew
Remover

Solves Mildew Problems!

—

Just Spray On; Let Dry — Mildew Has Vanished!
No Scrubbing
tis• On both, shower cork:sins goblet 004111, Ill., vinyl surfaces. painted

or

unpotnteirl surfaces, •tr

ideal to 10/TOVe (11111:1•W belnir• painting
Resusahle Heavy Duty Sprayer Included

;2.79

lirtsulti_guorootortcl or.
10.4y ritt1,111:14,
j

Avollabi• At

Hughes Pant
i Store
500

1490

Hond/e)
1.41111eITLS
1
hu,,11
O 14,11arris
Nambur,
Yr Astrington
t'earson
Toutts
Pet

Illentsest
N-fga ft-fta rb of to
5-13 6-6 1 3 16
4-11 2.2 5 3 10
4-8 1-2 5 4 9
1-2 22 2 0 4
5-9 0-0 7 2,10
04 0-0 0 0 0
0-1 0-0 0 I 0
0-0 0-0 0 I 0
5.11 1-4 5 3 12
2-3 0-0 0 1 4
2-3 12 0 0 5
2843 l4-111_33-11 70
.441 .717

Kean
J Williams
Blastrigaine
Moffett
Woolard
Hughes
Wade
I. Williams
Totals
Pa.
Morehead
Murray

fg-fga ft-fls
8-13 24
6-15 4-6
4-10 22
410 4-4
6-9 5-0
443-4 9
2-2 DO 1
4
22-59 15-19 28 17 79
542 789
36 16-70
39 40-79

1414

41.

11. N . Carolina
14.5
193
12 La Salle
18-3
167
13.0regon
15-4
103
14 Penn
16-4
44
15 Pan American
19 1
35
16.9totre Dame
12,7
34
17.0regon St.
13-8
30
18.Clemson
11.8
27
19 Arizona
14-4
26
20 Creighton
15 A
21
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arkansas. Au
burn, Centenary, Creighton,
Furman, Kansas, Kansas State,
Lafayette,
Memphis
State,
Miami (Ohio), Middle Ten
nessee, Minnesota, Nevada-Las
Vegas, New
Mexico State,
Providence, Purdue, Rutgers.
San rEtanciai.a., • St. John's,
ser" Carolina. Southern 11

finois, Stetson, Tannessee,
i.E1 Paso. Thiene. utee

THE FIREBALL— Called the 'fireball" by his Cesar Freddie
Overton, Lloyd Williams 13.5) came in the game In the first half
and replaced Larry Moffett and added spark to the Racer lineup.
Williams is a 6-3 freshman from Chicago.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon )

Guepe Says He'll
Be Leaving Post
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP( — Ohio Valley Conference
Commissioner Arthur
L.
Guepe's request that he not be
considered for reappointment
when his current term expires
June 30 has been accepted by
the OVC member schools.
The unanimous action was
taken by the presidents of the
(AT's member institutions in a
special session at Western Kentucky University Monday.
A committee of the presidents was selected to make recommendations for a replacement.
Guepe,former coach and athletic director at the Universities of Virginia and Vanderbilt, was the first commissioner in OVC history and has
served since his first appointment in 1963.

35c Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks
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Valentine's Day got you puzzled??' I
Give a gift within a gift

Candy 'n Flowers

Coldwater
Phone 753-3880
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35c Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks

I
All Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
All Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
I— .
Feb.0-Feb.13
pFceobu.10
-F
i--1 with this coupon (one coupon per order) I with this coupon (one couponn per order)

I
I

,

iI

CARLISLI
Mayfield
at
COUNTY by two
FARMINGTON at Fulton Cio.
by four
ST. MARY at Fulton County by
three
Heath at RE1DLAND by 15
Lowes at HICKMAN COUNTY
by five
Cairo Camelot at 1.0NE OAK by
24
Murray High *- MARSH:ALI.
COUNTY by four
Sedalia at SYMSONIA by 312
at WaftREN
EAST by 24
TRIGG COUNTY at Lyon
County by 14
Season Record 132-35

co.„,

Ph. 753-3642

Court Square-Murray
ec=xe

played a bad game.
"We've played our two worst
games of the year against
Murray. But I may have to
credit them with it. I thought
their zone did a good job on us.
Our guards couldn't do anything
but throw the ball away."
The Racers will make the
Tennessee swing this weekend
as they play at East Tennessee
Saturday and swing back west
at play Tech Monday. Murray
lost to both clubs in the Sports
Arena.

I

Area Cage Picks

NEW

Ceerssieedy estkapell - 21 or Sirs

And that Moffett, man, he's
making plays you see in the
pros...like following up on the
boards, tipping in his own shots
and batting down shots on
defense.
"I can't say enough about
Zach Blasingame. He just
seems to get better every time
put."
With about seven minutes left
in the fa-st half, Moffett got his
second foul and sat out the rest
of the half with 6-3 freshman
Lloyd Williams taking over in
the middle.
"We'd like to try to enter the
second half with just two fouls
on Moffett. We'll ride with some
of the other players if they have
two fouls but we just can't do it
with Moffett because he's involved in so many things we do
"I thought Lloyd Williams did
a great job when he came in.
Lloyd's a fireball...he'll make
things happen and he's
abounded with enthusiasm.
"I also thought Tommy Wade
did a great job for us when he
came in late in the game and hit
the free throws," the Racer
coach added.
Morehead
Coach
Jack
Schallow said he felt his club

Wildcats Move Up To
Fourth In Cage Ratings

Hilltoppers Just
Slip Past Tech

Is

added 12. Zach Blasingame,
also playing one of his better
games, added 16 while leaping
Larry Moffett added 10.
Morehead jumped out to a
quick 16-6 lead in the first half
and it wasn't until Blasingame
hit on a layup at the 4:21 mark
that the Racers got their first
lead, 34,33.'
At halftime, Murray led 39-35.
In the second 20-minute
period, the Racers began
pulling away from Morehead.
extending the working margin
to 60-51 with just under seven
minutes left in the contest.
l'he Eagles managed to come
within five points twice in the
late going but the Racers rattled off six points in just a 14second span and pulled out to a
79-68 bulge before 6-5 Arch
Johnson canned a 20-footer at
the buzzer.
"I think probably the thing
that's changed us the most has
been our offense more than our
defense," Freddie Overton said.
"We had been shooting the
ball too quickly and forcing a lot
of heat and pressure on the
defense. But now we're taking
more time and beginning to
execute much better on offense."
How much of a difference has
Hughes made in the lineup?
"Jeff is really playing at a
ballhandling position and he's
never done that before. And
when we're able to run like we
did tonight on a couple of occasions, that's his offensive
game.
"Woolard's has been coming
hard and playing great and
Jesse Williams has been having
one super game after another.

Hungry Bear Pancake & Barbecue House
1409 Main

35 c Off
i Barbecue Plates and
4 - Hamburger_ Steaks .AII Daj Mon.-Thura. Only

75,3-7641

r

ii

II

35c Off
Barbecue Plates and
Hamburger Steaks

All Day Mon.-Thurs. Only
Feb.10-Feb.13 • .
Feb.10-Feb.13
.
I -With thip coupon ,(one coupon per order) 1 with this coupon (ono .coupon per order)
II
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Colson To Be Questioned On Domestic Espionage

A WANT AD

When the unit was disbanded unit, including the infiltration
WASHINGTON (AP) - For- attorney Kenneth L. Adams
headed the agency for 14
mer White House special coun- said in confirming the inter- in march 1974, Ober was trans of agents into American Ms- months in 1965 and
1966. The
(erred to the National Security sident groups.
sel Charles W. Colson will an- view scheduled for today.
commission now has heard
Council staff without Angleton's
Colson, who was released
swer questions from the Rockfrom all five living former inAngleton was forced to resign telligence
efeller commission staff follow- from prison less than two knowledge, Angleton reportedly
chiefs, stretching
testified. However, the source from the agency in December back to John
ing his recent charges that the weeks ago after serving seven
A. McCone, who 2. Notice
CIA was involved in domestic months of a one-to-three year said Angleton also told the after 31 years of intelligence took over in 1962.
term for obstruction of justice, commission headed by Vice work following published sheespionage, his lawyer says.
Asked by reporters if any iipmidmi E2L5g2
Roammilei---gatoonamt domesticerik apyitIg7-lege
be-ovey'lifere-dftSWer
,kaist-ielailued fair Gisktiteci- priaatu
tipetkflont ircrurrecidtir NE11313.430NIPMEINWVALlttmg whatever questions they knowledge of the Watergate that he was not disturbed by The commission also took tea- ing his tenure at the CIA,
formation? Dial NEED 753Rahave to throw at him," Colson's burglary and the break-in into anything he has since learned tirnony from former CIA Direc- born replied, "not to my
6333, NEEDLINE.
knowlthe office of Daniel Ellsberg's about the activities of the Ober tor William F. Raborn Jr., who edge."
psychiatrist.
FOR ALL your Watkins
The full commission held its
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
Products. Call Mr. or Mrs
fifth weekly meeting Monday
ACROSS
5 Number
Holman Jones. 753-3128.
rtlea. 15,
210 larA
and heard from former count6 Strips of
1 Greek letter
OMZO 01M-A
leaMor
4 Misplaced
erintelligence chief James J.
U0OggM Og 03M
7 Experience
8 Unruly child
Angleton.
8 Break last
OMB M003A
12 Paddle
Cereal
According to a well-placed
MGIAOMWO 03
13 Plaster
9 Altar screen
14 Doty an
=OM
W74
MA
Angleton testified under
source,
10 Cottection of
Early Bird Salo
Nevada
WIMAAIRO
00
0M
tact'
oath
that he had been kept in
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- tion director Lee Sheppeard $650 million last year to $675
15 Stutters
11 Measure of
mira MA0140 the dark about the workings of Cost
17 Island oft
million
estimates
for the Ten- said.
this year.
weIght
91'AWA00000
Ireland
a secret unit within his counter- nessee Valley Authority's four
Sheppeard said the Watts Bar
Cost estimates for the proGROOM OARU
IS Mediterranean 16 D.
'
nest'c
off
servant
vessel
noo
intelligence
Nn
0300MM
plant,
division
power
in
which
nuclear
plants
kept
now
Rhea County, Tenn., is
un- posed Hartsville nuclear power
20 Aromas
19 Make
All Morchondise
q0M
GOZO
MMR9
files
on
10,000
expected
construction
American
Roman
to
der
and
citi22
one
procost
$805 million inplant rose from $1.6 billion to
amends
II owl ugm 'au7417
bronze
7 a.m. to 9 a.m.
zens. The unit was headed by posed plant have increased $1.3 $2.5 billion.
stead of the $700 million esti21 Paradise
24 Emmet
42 Wild buttal0
tosic•ting
22 Imitated
Richard
billion
Ober,
mated
in
who
last
the
reported
last
year,
year.
the
TVA expects
Affirmative
At
the Sequoyah plant north
25
Starks
drinks
Hardware
of India
23 Period 01
27 Frock
directly to then-CIA Director agency said Monday.
44 Bacteriologist s
33 Toupe
time
of Chattanooga, scheduled to to have two units in operation
29 Enthusiast
e
26 Roman date
35 Oar
Richard
M.
Inflation
at
Watts
Helms,
was
Bar
Angleton
the
in
chief
1976-79.
reason
have
38 Rent
two units operating in
30 Dry as vane
45 Plunges
28 Pure and
testified.
for the increase, TVA informa- 1977, cost estimates rose from
Kountry Kitchen
The cost estimate for the
31 Mountain on
rehashing
40 Negative On 46 Cut of meat
Crete
41 Antlered
47 Be in debt
air Icolioq
Bellefonte nuclear plant in
12th C Poplor
s,„na,
32 Indutges in rn49 Pigeon pea
30 Hindu
Jaikson County, Ala., is now $1
guitars
33 Takes horn
billion, up $275 million in one
34 Rornen offiWAIXINS PRODUCTS. Call
year.
cial
753-9992 after 5 p.m.
35 City in Italy
And at the Browns Ferry
36 Headgear
plant
in
North
Alabama,
where
37 Waste metal
39 Tibetan
one unit is already operational, $100 REWARD for information
priest
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP)- A
Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
a cost increase of $65 million
neys.
leading to recovery and
43 Sal tor
Prestonsburg businessman's at- Meigs told both sides Jan. 21 to
portrait
Combs' latest memorandum was estimated. The total projconviction of person or per45 Giver of gift
torney has reiterated his con- present briefs for consideration
ect is now expected to cost $815
supported that contention.
sons responsible for the theft
46 Pig
tention a $127,000 settlement of Tuesday on whether Hancock's
In any event, Combs added, million.
48 Thing added
of a 125 Honda motorcycle at
50 Holds in sigh
the Cumberland Falls chairlift signature on settlement was "even the (earlier) statute inSheppeard's statement came
1407 Vine, January 31. Call Lee
regard
case
was legal as handled.
crucial. Joseph Leary, a Frankvolved, applied in its strictest as the TVA announced that the
Travis 753-3830.
51 Stoke
Kilmer Combs of Pikeville, fort attorney representing Gov. sense, does not require written first unit of the Browns Ferry
52 Chernicai
sutlis
attorney
for
Ed
Music,
filed
a Julian Carroll, maintained it
approval by the attorney gen- plant had resumed production
53 Ancient Per supplemental memorandum in was while Combs said it was eral only consent."
brain
after passing an inspection of 5. Lost And Found
54 Meeays
Franklin Circuit Court last Fri- not.
And Hancock gave his con- its cooling system pipes.
55 Born
day saying he agreed with
Hancock subsequently told
The Nuclear Regulatory Com- LOST: BLACK and tan German
sent, Combs continued, whenDOWN
Shepherd, one white front foot,
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock that newsmen his approval was not
1 Armed band
after hearing of the proposed mission ordered the inspection
2 Detested
named Soldier, wearing collar
Hancock's approval was riot necessary because the state
settlement-he told the depart- of the TVA reactor and 22 other
3 Angry
bearing name "Falls". $15
needed.
law requiring it later was su- mental attorneys to ''use your nuclear power plants after a
.4 Crippled
DIstr. by UnIted eature Syndicate. we.
_
reward. Call 753-2712.
A hearing on the matter was perseded by laws giving that own judgment."
check at an Illinois plant
scheduled to resume Tuesday.
authority to departmental attorMusic had sued the state for showed small cracks in a pipe
$1.7 million for expenses and of the emergency cooling sys10. Business Opportunity
lost profits after former Gov. tem.
• Wendell Ford canceled Music's
5EVEN5ESE5"?
LAID OFF? Need money? Send
contract to build and operate a
25 cents and self-addressed
chairlift at Cumberland falls
stamped envelope to Donald
State Park. Ford canceled the
Paschall, Route 2, Box 195
contract after learning the
Puryear, Tennessee 38251.
chairlift would violate the State
Wild Rivers Act.
2. Notice
Music and the Ford adminis12 Insurance
tration agreed to settle the case
for $127,000 a few days before
Ford resigned to go on to the
----............, i
P
4.
U.S. Senate.
i5
How Do You Say
i .
Carroll ordered payment
LT. FLAP
stopped
shortly
after
taking
...I.T
1
IN
,
uzz
over as governor. Music then
,
,-went to court again to force
LT.
payment of the settlement.
EL.Ap
Combs's latest memorandum
_
also said Carroll's attorneys,
Leary and Jackson White, have
no more standing in the case
than did the departmental attorneys who signed the settle•
ment order.
,.._
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Is
Coming
- Soon-

TVA Plant Cost Estimates Up
$1.3 Billion In The Last Year

10%

Combs Reiterates Contention
That Settlement Was Illegal

use the
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THE PHANTOM

GRAHAM...
JONES..

kill

Here's the

LOOK
PRIAVIN65..
PREHIgIORIC!

GRANVM..
JONES

If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you,
money on car
insurance.

fact

HEAR
THAT

ECHC

5

210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

14. Want To Buy

19. Farm Equipment
FORD TRUCK 16 ft. Grain Bed
11 ft. Ferguson Disc 3-16 Plows
4 Row Ford Cult. 2 Wayne &
Gravity Beds. 382-2761.
SERIES IV D-17 Allis Chalmers
Tractor. Two 18 x 4-38 tractor
tires. Phone 492-8214.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 it to and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-994-2555
or 314-788-0700.

20, Sports Equipment
30-30 MARLIN with scope, Call
435-4594.
16' FIBERGLASS boat-25 Fl. P
Evinrude motor, and trailer
$500. Call 436-5857.
GOOD CONDMON, ten speed,
27" bicycle, three months old.
Call 753-3608.

22. Musical

TWO N
a 50,
coupl
avails
after
time.

WANT
the a
irnme

32. A

NEW
bedrc
carpe
range
Patio.

TWO I
ment.

DtTPL.
Duisu
ester

PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, . prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.

24. Miscellaneous
430 POLOROID, accessories
and case. Hitachi eight track
stereo tape player. Best
reasonable offer. 767-2757.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. We
deliver. $12.00 per rick. 753E5.55. or 489-2586.

witi
tun

RC ALLEN cash register, full
key board. $100. Call 489-2365
after 5 p.m.
PRESTO LOGS. Burns clean,
leaves no ashes. Made from
real wood. Just add paper and
light.
Murray
Lumber
Company, 104 Maple St.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost
consisting
of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94, 753-4147.
Mil-LIONS OP rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well Gift

-NEW HAND made quilts,
machine quilted. 438-2590.

811
TAPE C
TWIN

27. Mobile Home Sales
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential, area. South 16th
Street. PlioNie 753,3855.
12 a 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
(Highway 941.

.4r*.
lowsomm
olhom.

HARLEY DAVISON motorcycle, fully dressed. Will sell
good used car - 1965 Dodge, all
power, like new. $150. 753-6940.

LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake
on 100 a 198 lot, on conCOINS, ANTIQUE America,
crete slab. Water, electricity,
gold, silver, copper. Top
prices. Buy or sell. Call 753-, and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
9232.
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
15. Articles For Sale
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
down and $95 per month. Total
expensive carpet, clean with
price of only $10200 for all of
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
the above. Telephone 436-2473
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
or 436-5320.
Shopping Center.

MAYBE LOOT,.. A
1316 PLACE„ OR FELL
INTO A CREVICE...

IN THAT CASE "
ITLL COSTA LtTTLE
1-.10PE

YOU DON'T iCii,SON/ W1-1AT
A Ti-tE2K4OCOuPLE St"

OPE
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--1116•0

0
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*
--5E LOUTS'GASPfT a 15 TOO BOOTIFLA- PO'T1-4C
ANymoy-

IN TH USA- YO' COULD MARRY
ROBERT REDFORD- RALPH NADER

BUT ONLY IF )4:7 WAS

WIDOWS !Tr-

*
•
*

41113
7
.
.1
.
11111
*1k".
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Using classified advertising for
buying and selling gets results within
minutes after publication, if you
don't believe us. Ask someone who
has token advantage of the
Classified Advertising.

29, Mobile Home Rentals
16. Home Furnishings
ROCK MAPLE bed and
dresser-includes box springs
and mattress. All nearly new.
753-8870.
MOHOGANY DUNCAN Phyfe
drop leaf table and four chairs.
Extra good condition. 753-4534.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916

* THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
* have your old Kirby rebuilt for
* $26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
. are worth Alta.$80,_Come in
* and see us soon. Kirby Sales
Call us today and let us show you.
Services, 500 Maple Stt
,at*************************** 753-0359

NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home located in small wellkept court $65 per month Call
753-8216 after 5 p.m.
WANTED: SOMEONE to share
expenses on two bedroom
trailer, ceniral heat and air,
with elderly woman Call 7535694.
GARDEN TILLER SALENow til March 1st, 3k4 H. P.
tillers-$184.95. 5 H. P. tillers$199.95. Both 3'1 and 5 H. P.
have reverse, one year
,parrenty. 3 and-4 H. P. Briggs
blieremeiere729
Jot off
Frank at East •
e Sins] nglne, Highway --:
94 East
e437.
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In Bed
Plows
yne &

29. Mobile Home Rentals 32. Apartrrieuts FOC Rerit

amen
rector

TWO NICE, all electric. One 12
x 50, never occupied. Prefer
couples.
Garden
space
available vrith 12 x 50. 767-4055
after 6 p.m. or 753-8835 any
time.

BEDROOM
TWO
duplex
apartment, air-conditioned,
garbage disposal, stove furnished, washer-dryer hook-up.
1307 Poplar. 753-2208 or 7532275.

31. Want To Rent

PARTIALLY FURNISHED
apartment, large. Call 7537915.

• ALso
lumngths.
; Co.,
08-2555

WANTED:HOME for rent in
the country. 753-5583. Needed

THREE ROOM, unfurnLshed
apartment (duplex), downtown location, one block to
bank, grocery, churches;
middle aged lady preferred,
no children or pets. 753-1299.

immediately.

32. Apartments For Rent

H. P
oiler

Peed.
s old.

NEW UNFURNISHED two
bedroom apartment, all
carpet, dishwasher, disposal,
range, washer-dryer, hook-up.
Patio. 4150 monthly. 753-7550.

MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two tedroorn apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
TWO ROOM furnished apartNorth. 753-8668.
ment. Call 753-4598.

34. Houses For Rent

✓ and
rvice
!. Ben

ones
track
Best
7.
We
753-

DUPLEX, LOCATED
on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished, stove, dish- - amber,
, patio, washer and
• dew hook-up. 753-1262 or 753-

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
house, JAI mile south of Hazel
on Highway 641 Couples only.
$75 monthly. Call 492-8174.

Car Stereos
with fine
tuning 8 repair

lucky
L conicity,
cted
orch,
move
good,
iple 8
$500
Total
all of
5-2473

iobile
wellCall

share
1room
i air,
II 753-

L.Ei.
Liersj.
year
lggs
t
East.
iway

51. Services Offered
SIAMESE CATS, six -Months
old. Nice pets. 503 Olive Street.
753-1246.

WE MIOHT A5 WELL FACE IT. 11-1(5 `-(EAR
UN& 11-1E1R 1040 FORM'S WITH
THEYLA- l
A *ALE

for only pennies.
Neal and Tail Ligei Tetras 4

FOR RENT-Private lot on $5,000
DOWN-and
apRoberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
proximately $200 per month
per month. Hook-up for
will make this lovely home in
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
Highland Oaks Subdivision
p.m. or 753-4655.
yours. The sooner you call, the
sooner you'll enjoy the
fireplace on cold winter
TWO LOTS in Garden of
nights. Other features include
Devotion Section, Murray
central heat and air, entrance
Memorial Gardens. Call 354hall, three bedrooms, and two
6905.
baths. For your personal inspection, please call Wayne
KENIANA SHORES-Now is
Wilson Real Estate at 753-3263,
the time to select your lake lot
or after hours-Loretta Jobs
at 1974 prices. We have large
753-6079, Ronnie Pea 436-4567,
lots for only $895 and king size
Ron Talent 753-1607, Wayne
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
Wilson 753-5086.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
For Salo
weather streets and lake
By Owner
access. Separate mobile home
New hoes', 3 bedrooms, 1
sections. We will be happy to
baths, located in city, indvdes
show you these lots at your
dela, utility MOM, full garage,
convenience. Phone 4364473.
.minpatissl, canna heat L sir, elf
holli-los. listing jest ran wt.
45. Farms For Sale
Owner hos rode/cod asking price
to $28,500. Call dey•753NINETEEN ACRE farm, 6-10
(1550,44kt-753-S261.
mile off North 16th Street on
Poor Farm Road, blacktop-

44444444444444444444

THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Gay Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to-you regarding your
Real Estati. needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street,^753-7724.

TWIN SPIAIIIRS
WI TIM
STENO SOUNN

ROBERTS REALTY locatea on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 7531651 or come by our Office. We
late to talk REAL ESTATE.

ler. owl ...se
mob ••••••1•01
(ma Iwo

Only $4995
8 TRACK STEREO WITH AM-FM MULTIPLEX
MATCHED 15" TWIN SPEAKERS FOR DYNAMIC
SOUND PERFORMANCE! [EAST TO ADAPT TOIl IMAMS)

Ploys topes or records

DO YOU need a good two
bedroom house reasonably
priced? If so, this convenient
house located on US 641 at
South Hazel, Tenn. is the one.
Can be bought with a low down
payment and owner financing.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray, Ky.,
(502) 753-0101 or 753-7531.
WANT TO BUY-Farm in
Calloway County. Cattle or
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
Williams Real Estate.

"SOUNDS AS BOLD & DYNAMIC AS IT 100851"...
AS IT

For Sale by Owner
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While They Lost
All floor models isserthandise greatfy reduced

Buy This Merchandise At

648 acres on Lake Barkley,
Donnelson Bay area. 0995
an acre. 416 acres a few
feet from entrance to 12
BARKLEY
million
LODGE. 689 acres 3 miles
from Barkley covered in
2 acre lots
large timber. 6'.,
with city water, utilities.
and some paved streets in
lake area.
MuNaMe awskile.
713-4422

75.3-941511

TV Service Center
And Get Guaranteed Service
Central Shopping Center - 753-5865

DUPLEX Lars for sale. Also
single family lots. Contact
Howard Brandon, 753-4383

BY OWNER-32 acres, brick
house, good well and well
house, tool shed, tobacco barn,
stock barn, at Lynn Grove
435-4564.

47 Motorcycles

ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-3822468, Farmington.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Garages, basements, extensions, roofing, painting. No
job too small. 767-6694 or 7676680.

(;nAVEL
HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds, HAY FOR
sale. Call 436-5829
small cabins, concrete work
general contracting. Call 436HAY FOR SALE. Call 489-2402.
5330.

Siding

Awnings

Aluminum Service
CO.

Carports

Patio Covers

Let us give you a FREE estimate on energy
saving, maintenance Free, aluminum siding

Will Ed Bailey
492-8897

Furches
Jewelry
1135. 4th Street

Take Advantage of

Bobby Lawrence

Mid-Winter Savings

492-8879

• ;W.
ROBERTS REALTY PRESENTS: THE §1!;
CAREFUL BUYER'S DREAMS

Murray
For dependable watch

A bona fide bargain is the house with large family room on
large lot. Located on Old 641. Two fireplaces, carpet & good Ul
closet space.$16,500.00

and jewelry repair.

Factory Approved
Accutron Service

DOES YOUR home need
repair? Will do addition,
roofing, and general repair
work. 436-2516.

Reduced - immediate possession is this three room cottage.
Newly decorated and carpeted. More rooms could easily be
added. Just inside the city limits. $9,500.00.

u
tIO

CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.

Are you budget wise? Here's the house for you! Structurally 4$2.
sound but in need of a -house-Lift". This is the handy-mans I
dream. Two story house, fireplace, storm doors & windows. t
$9,950.00.
Close to everything is this neat two bedroom frame. New

car:44 pet and inlaid, storm doors & windows & carport. $16,999.00.
Close in and worth the money! Five bedrooms,two full baths, W
carpet & fireplace. Who could ask for more when the lot is 450
feet deep? Price? 412,800.00!!I
Happiness is where you find it and happiness can be found ;Nt
with the home at 522 South 7th. Three bedrooms, family W
room, fireplace and new carpet. Dishwasher & disposal in s 2
kitchen. Possession with deed.$21,000.00.

TAYLOR'S STRIPPING and
Refinishing- restores antiques and old furniture, also
trunks. Located 3,1 miles
north on 641. 753-4955.

7:14

t 2

Ideal fenced yard for small fry can be found as one of the
features at 1709 College Farm Road. Three bedrooms, nice
patio, outside storage. All of this and more for $24,900.00.

BUSHHoGGING, PlAnVING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 4362540.

741•!

gi

N yt!Worts

753-3924
153-1881
Asia Noosarth

153-5583
Nay Roberts
EN;
Ci
:11, 153-5122
1

Lela R. Parker

4

153-21
7 C

414 S. 12th

Phone 753-1651

4

1410 Glendale, Murray, kentuc:lry
ta-oo a.m. to IV0p.m. Monday thru Saturday
We hove a complete no of U S and Canadoon Cons and Supplies

Buy-Sell-Trade
Estate and Insurance Appraisals
* Mail Orders Available *
Everyone visiting us between now oncl March 8. /975 will receive o Free chance on a U.S. 1910 - •500gad piece to be given away vio a drawing to be held
March 8 In the store No purchase required You do not have lobe present to win.
We woul
-P
dileaS
ove e
lorC
y°
ou
Me
to See
win the
Us
Gold Piece
We Guarantee all our coins to be genuine
••••

Jerry Stallons, Owner

4
'410

is

SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. m.

-

um.

29 21 11

NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut? Call 753-6556

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
Spring. Fix mowers, rototillers and small engines. 4365525.

1974 HONDA MT-250. Fixed for
BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
dirt. All accessories. $650. Call
435-4373.
two bath home in Murray,
whose owner is being transferred out of state. Especially 9 Used Cars & Trucks
nice for children. $40,500 By
appointment, please, 753-9901 1957 CHEVY. Will sell or trade
for street bike. 753-6673.
BY OWNER-three bedroom,
two baths, large utility and
much more, on acre lot.
Located on Hwy. 121 North of
Coldwater. Priced for quick 1967 FORD STATION Wagon,
sale. Phone 489-2399
V-8 automatic. new tires. Nice.
Phone 436-5366.
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner
Two bedroom brick on 1948
COMET, Sport Coupe,
Waldrop Drive across from
needs body work, cheap. C,all
university. All electric, shag
436-2289.
carpet. House built by owner,
very convenient, plus very
easy to heat and cool On nice 1967 OPAL RALLY, good
condition. Call 753-0428 after 6
lot 194 by 75, 422,500 Call after
P. m.
five week days any time
weekends. 753-3324.
1974 PINTO, three door
Runabout,four speed. 25 miles
JUST LIKE new two bedroom
per gallon. Call 753-5984.
home situated on five acres
only six miles from Murray on
1973 CHEVROLET Cheyenne.
Highway 280. MI large rooms
ki ton, light blue, power
and priced at only 015,800 To
steering, power brakes,
view, call Moffitt Realty, 304
automatic V-8, heavy duty.
Main, 753-3597.
$2750 or best offer. Call 4362415.
LARKSPUR,
1 107
Beautiful
Gatesborough:
borne, unique in design and 1972 VOLKSWAGEN baby
Roles Royce, excellent condecor, offering the unusual
dition. Call 753-4855 until 2 p.
potential for large family to
m. After 2 p. m., call 753-9143.
enjoy or move in now to a
better-than new condition
finished area for small family. Ite PLYMOUTH FURY III,
full power and air $900 Call
Must see to appreciate. Call us
753-2364.
now at Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597 for the utmost
in viewing pleasure.
1972 CHEYANNt Pickup .
Power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39000 miles,
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
$2500.00. Call 436-2584
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
DODGE CHARGER,.
power .and air. Also extras.'
Call 753-6564.

EXPERIENCED ELECTRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also maintenance and repair. All work
i.!uaranteed. Call night or day

WINDOW CLEANING serjanitorial
vice-complete
services. Homes and stores.
753-3351.

p. m.

1911

EXPERIENCED
PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 4354480.

JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electrec Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.

ANT1QUING FURNITURE.
Free estimates. Call 753-7915,

newfrredecoratert.teat

ROY HARMON'S Carpentei
shop i old ice plant). Complete
r e model i ng
and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish carpentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.

JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner (502) 492-8837.

OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February special tables (stripped only, square
or round table, varnish finish,
$15.00. Paint finish, 420.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 753-8240.

WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Call 753-6426 after 7:30

46. Homes For Sale

5l. Services Ottered

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home Improvements. Free estimates.
436-5840.

LICLNSED ELECTRICIANPrompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.

1972 YAMAHA 175, ready for
dirt, trail, or track. 753-5686.

1709Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call fOr
pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154.

51. 'Services Offered

53, Feed And Seed

2-I/

PARADISE
KENNELS.
46. Homes For Sale
Boarding and grooming. Pick 44. Lots For Sale
up and delivery service now
FOR RENT-private lot on TWO BEDROOM house with
available. Call 753-4106.
seven acres land. Living room,
Roberts Estate, 100 a 200 ft. $30
carport and utility, fully
BOXER PUPS,eight weeks old,
per month. Hook-up for
carpeted, electric heat. Well
male. Doberman Pinscher, trailer. Call 753-4655 until 2 p.
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
male,
years old, with m. After 2 p. m., call 753-9143.
$13,000.
Call 354-8585.
papers. 489-=70.

121 Bypass

8 TRACK STEREO

tooksr...

('AMP-A-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
riique, Good used trailers, 2
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

PEI WORLD____i_pd. 753-229°

I1,•Isbo *owl Dort wrI41. too Lem.
•
saiaa
Yob. Plum. TU.
Ilowamool ur %Memel Yrueran•
•••••••M• 1006•11 II Maw Ai I.... two S&
H...
moll

and

50. Campers

38. Pets - Supplies

Also Craig Power Plays in Stock

Home Units

BOXED PRODUCE bed, 13 foot
long, pull down door, good
condition, Call 435-4429 after 5
p.m.

1964 INTERNATIONAL Scout,
four wheel drive, price $850.
Can be seen at 910 North 18th
St.

Supplies

4 Neg. 71N Nl.Tlp

all
airling,
l. No.
rnes

RETUR

WEANED PIGS. Call 435-4488.

4

TAPE CARTRIDGE PLAYER WITH
TWIN DETACHED SPEAKERS

two
iobile

37. Livestock

44444444444444444444
4 Stock your Aquarium

grow.
of
e for
wmill
Ls Co.,
. One

I NCOME
TAX

OLDER, NEWLY redecorated
house, carpeted, electric heat,
ten miles from Murray. 4928594 after 6 p. m.

LOST: WHITE Miniature
Poodle, 2ks years old. Reward
offered. Call Nancy Walker at
Hazel 492-8804.

Choice of
Speakers

2
- oach
'arks.
nilies
*nor
usive
16th

TO RIGHT COUPLE. No pets,
two bedroom modern home,
newly redecorated, electric
heat, city water, four miles
east on 94. Call 753-9409.

BEAUTIFUL BLOND ARC
registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies. Championship blood
lines. Perfect Valentine gift.
$75. Call Paris, 901-642-6361.

clean,
from
r and
mber

milts,

49. Used Cars 8:trucks

FOUR MALE Siamese kittens,
seven weeks old. Call 753-9336
after 5 p. m.

r, full
89-2365

been
e. IVO
ethic
Auto,
1 Gift
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. McKenzie Dies Funeral Wednesday
This Morning With Morning At Chapel
For Mrs. Schroader
Funeral Thursday

Republican Senator Proposes
Compromise Energy Legislation

P
a "lif
f
illiW
%onerouid
t Is
by nature a low mainteoanee
material. But aluminum
products do become dirty and
require occasional cleaning.
Because harsh abrasives do
more harm than good, the rule
of thumb about cleaning
aluminum is to use the lea
strong cleaner that will s
to the ,job. The No. 1 c

WASHINGTON I AP) - A a course that could result in ills and saying it is
"so patentleading conservative Republi- junking Ford's energy prograrn ly obvious to me
that a procan senator is proposing a corn- within the next two weeks.
gram and a plan is needed promise to avert a conA House-passed bill would not a step backward."
frontation between President end the only part of Ford's proFuneral services for Mrs
Ford also waved a copy of
Mrs Necte McKenzie died
01245-13.9liCeg4
-gangs.alsaisdaL Aeralifesitv
,
sagl
taws- Inarning -wt- 8r4b,
,the.ISIgagge hilbrapenneende-leys---- theltIatkriatnr and
nes-the- Bobbie t Docislidarin)Siatirnadist ---.114tat, water and mild
per-barrel duty on imported oil. his administration, calling it a
Westview Nursing Home. She will be held Wednesday at 10.30
Aluminum siding
Sen. Robert Dole, former Re- It also would stop additional "comprehensive program."
was 54 years of age and the wife a.m, at the chapel of the Max
fectively cleaned
publican national chairman, levies of $1 each set to go into
of Buel McKenzie who died Churchill Funeral Home with
handled brush, p
planned to offer an amendment effect March 1 and April 1.
Rev. Glen Cope officiating.
hollow-handl
August 3, 1971.
today to allow the first part of
Pallbearers will be Danny
used for washin
That bill is in the Senate FiThe deceased was a member
increase
tariff
Ford's
foron
make a practice
Duncan,
nance committee, where Dole
of the Locust Grove Baptist Harrison, Leon
eign oil while delaying the rest was to offer his amendment.
Church. Born November 16, Ronnie, J. C., Tommy, and
Continued from Page II
schedule
import-fee
of
his
for
Dole's amendment would al1890, in Stewart County, Tenn., Dickie Sctu-oader. Burial will be
90 days.
low the first $1 levy to stand business session of the Region
she was the daughter of the late in the Murray Memorial
agree
the
of
"Most
us
imon
Gardens.
and allow Ford to reimpose the DE('A Conference were:
Robert P. McDougal and Mary
portance of ending our depend- other $2 after 90 days
Friends may call at the
Katherine Shaw McDougal.
if Con- Debbie Emerson, daughter of
ence
hope
imports,
and
on
oil
I
funeral
home.
gress has not come up with an Mr and Mrs. Joe Emerson; Jan
SUrvivors are two da...:ghters,
we can avoid a confrontation alternative plan by
Schroeder,
Mrs.
age
died
39,
then.
Mrs. John Robbie ) Hutson,
Todd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
between the President and the
Dole announced his proposal Calvin Todd; Teresa Todd,
1604 Martin's Chapel Road, Sunday at 2:20 p.m. at the
due of air-borne
Congress
passing
by
this
County
Murray-Calloway
after the Finance Committee daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Murray,and Mrs. Leon Mabel
persons find that
amendment and moving on," received an indication
Robinson of Lodi, California; Hospital. She was a native of
from the Kenneth Todd; and Ann Ross,
are easier to clefs
Dole said Monday.
administration that a com- daughter of Mr. and Mrs
one son, Floyd McKenzie of Maryland.
sprayed
with tin
Congress has been moving on promise is possible.
Survivors are her husband,
Murray Route One; ten grandlacquer A coat
Robert Ross.
Schroader,
Bobby
two
Max Is also
Treasury Secretary William
children; nine great grandCourtesy Corps members
daughters, Misses Jeanne and
tag newly
E. Simon told the committee were Debbie Emerson, Cindy
children.
Schroeder,
num
Amy
sons,
f
three
and
Monday
that, "We will be de- Johnson, Glenda Scarbrough,
The funeral has been
Use wail
lighted to discuss and cooperate and The Alumni DECA Chapter
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Thur- Earl, Michael, and Robert
SV/IM
on any proposal."
sday at the chapel of the Max Schroeder,all of Almo; mother,
consisting of: Jennifer Tabers,
lessonS
Federal S5te Market News
However, Simon added there Suzette Hughes, Gary Turner,
Churchill Funeral Home with Mrs. Viola Wilhelm of
weeks.
is no reason to discuss com- Terie Stephenson, Roderick
Rev. Harold Lassiter and Rev. Baltimore, Md.; grandmother, Service
every
Saturday February 8 Murray, promise now because Congress Reed, and Rosa
Otis Jones officiating. Burial Mrs. Hattie Chenoweth of
Hudspeth.
the di
has come up with no alternawill be in the Murray City Fenwick Island, Delaware; five Ky.
The first and second place
to the
Murray Livestock Market: tive to Ford's proposal for
sisters, Mrs. Mary Ellen
Cemetery.
winners
will be going to the
On the
the
Friends may call at the Barharm of Phoenix, Md., Mrs. Livestock weighed on arrival. $3-a-barrel tax on oil imports.
jump
State DECA Conference at
Recently there has been a lot of talk about upturns,
Compared to Last Week:
Ford, continuing to campaign Louisville on March 7-9, 1975.
funeral home after six p.m. Elizabeth Ann Frazier of
downturns, and sideturns in business and industry.
Owings Mill, Md., Mrs. Agnes Slaughter cows 1.00 higher, for his energy program,
be
today Tuesday 1.
One
of
the
critinewly elected
Wilhelm and Miss Sandra Lee slaughter bulls .50 higher, cized Congress sharply
falk
in ap- Region I DECA Officers is also
Covahey of Baltimore, Md., and feeders steady.
pearances in Houston.
You ask a man these days how the "outlook" appears
from the Murray Chapter Slaughter Cows: Utility 17.00Miss Patricia Covahey of
He drew applause by holding Donna Tabers, daughter of Mr.
to him, and you're liable to get a diagonal reply. Not
California; two brothers, 19.25, Cutter 15.00-17.00, Canner up a copy of the House-pa
ssed and Mrs. J. H. Tabers; who is
a straight up-and-down nod. Not even a negative, sidePatrick Covahey of Lutherville, 12.00-15.00,
measure to suspend his oil tar- the new Vice President.
Md., and Gerald Covahey of
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade
ways shake of the head.
Baltimore, Md.
1-2 1300-1400 lbs. indicating 78-80
carcass boning per cent 21.00Ph STOCK MARKET"
Mostly the diagonal appr'Oach. It doesn't mean yes,
23.013.
business is going up. It doesn't mean no, it isn't.
Fr.ces of stocks of local in
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-500
Mrs. Emma Pace Clark, age
terest at noon today furnished tt
lbs. 20.00-23.00, Good 300-600 lbs.
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
1AP)
75, died at 12:05 a.m. Monday at
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
16.00-20.00.
The answer you frequently get is we'll wait and see.
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300- Kentucky's colleges and univer- Simon Co. are as follows:
sities
Inflation and some of the other unrests, you know
now
are
accepting
Paducah. She was a resident of
appli600 lbs. 19.00-22.00, Package of
Airco
to
cations for up to 20 college stu406 South 17th Street, Paducah.
14% AS
high choice 400 lbs. 25.00, Good
Amer. Motors
dents for the 1976 legislative inThe deceased was the widow
44 tine
So the man and his company pull their horns in.
Mrs. Neva Later Maxedon of 300-600 lbs. 15.00-19.00.
di
Ashland Oil
tern program.
of Dow E. Clark and was a 208 Woodmen,
18% unc
Murray, died
A. T. & T.
Students selected will get 15
member of the Central Church this morning
49%
ii
+
/
1
4
at 6:25 at the
Boise Cascade
hours of academic credit from
They wait for someone else to "take the lead," they
of Christ, Paducah. She was the Westview Nursing
134 +/
1
4
Home. She
Fairchild Camera
their own school for working
_daughter of the late Mr. and was 82 years
26% +/
1
4
say: No sense sticking our heads out until the situaof age.
Ford
with state legislators, doing reMrs. Sam Pace of Calloway
344 tmc
The deceased was the wife of
tion "improves" itself.
et
search and attending seminars Gen. Motors
County.
35% +1
/
4
Rev E. Warren Maxedon,
Sr
Larry Winders, director of the on government
Gen
Tire
from Dec. 29,
Survivors are three sisters, Methodist
13%
/
1
4
minister, who died Mayfield-Graves County
1975, through May 7, 1976. Each Goodrich
In other words, sure we'll advertise -- or restore our
.Mrs. Nell Hendon of Coldwater, December 25, 1954.
15% *fa
a
She was a Chamber of Commerce, and student will
carry out a re- Gulf Off
Murray Route One, Mrs. member
204 -Ha
budgets --just as soon as we get more business.
of the First United Ralph Colby, principal of
Pennwalt
search project as well.
t
Earline Tucker of Paducah, and Methodist
Church. Born Mayfield High School, will
To qualify, a student must be Quaker Oats
Mrs. Evelyn Humerickhouse of January 21,
14% -NI
1893, she was the appear on "Focus" on MSU-TV a junior
Tappan
Beautiful.
or above by next
Belleville, Ill.; two brothers, daughter
5-ve unc
of, the late Charlie at Murray State University January,
have a 2.8 overall Western Union
Tremon Pace of Paducah and Luter and
114
uric
Ada Richardson Monday, Feb. 17.
grade point average on a four- Zenith
Hoyet Pace of Cincinnati, Ohio; Luter.
124 -as
Everyone hangs around and waits for everything to
ai
To be shown from 5 to 6 p.m., point
scale and have been acseveral nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Maxedon is survived by "Focus" originates from the
happen automatically. Hold up. Cut back. Wait. The
Prices of stalk of local intive in campus activities.
Funeral services are being three
sisters, Mrs. Herbert campus studios in the Price
Prosperity Wagon is right around the corner. And it's
Applications are available terest at noon, EDT, today,
held today at two p.m. at the
Nannie ) Perry of Murray, Doyle Fine Arts Center. It is one
from campus coordinators at furnished to the Ledger & Times
19
chapel of the Roth Funeral Mrs.
going to come to me, old friend, me. Without me
Jessie Shell and Mrs. phase of the regular program
each school and must be turned by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Home,Paducah, with Bro. 0. D. Willie
going out to get it.
Baucum, both of Mem- format available to cablevision
Murray, are as follows:
in by April I.
McKendree and Bro. Alonzo phis, Tenn.;
nephews and patrons on Channel 4 in
Williams officiating. Burial will
Ponderosa Systems
7 unc
nieces including George Ed Mayfield and Channel 11 in
Want to bet?
be in the Woodlawn Memorial Overbey,
Kimberly Clark
25% -1
H. M. Perry, Robert Murray.
Gardens, Paducah.
Union Carbide
45%-½
Perry, and Mrs. Purdom
Winders will discuss the topic
W.R. Grace
23% UbeOne thing about this economy of ours has never
(Mildred) Lassiter, all of of "How to Change Local
Texaco
2431 -64
Murray.
Thinking
into
Regional
changed. A lack of confidence in our business system.
General
Elec
Funeral services will be held Thinking" with particular
manifested across business, only inspires more of the
GAF Corp.
10% UDC
Wednesday at ten a. m. at the reference to Mayfield and
same. With the result that that wagon may be farther—
Campbell Soup
11/
1
2
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Graves County, and Colby will
Georgia Pacific
34% -1
down the block than you think.
Funeral Home with Dr. James show slides and discuss the new
Tickets will be available for Pfizer
30% *-4-7/s
A. Fisher officiating and Mrs. facilities at Mayfield High
sale at the door for each per- Jim Walters
+
/
1
27%
4
Richard Farrell playing the School.
formance of "Campus Lights
Business activity stimulates business.
14% inc%
organ.
MSU-TV is on the air from 1975," the annual student Kirsch
74 unc
Holiday Inn
Graveside services will follow 4:30 to 7 p.m. Monday through
musical production at Murray Disney
33 +4
Advertising helps you get sales.
at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday at the Friday during the school year.
State University Thursday, Franklin Mint
Sc
-f"ii
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